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“Let the free people of the world know that we could have
bargained over and sold out our cause in return for a personal
secure and stable life. We received many offers to this effect but
we chose to be at the vanguard of the confrontation as a badge of
duty and honour.
Even if we do not win immediately, we will give a lesson to future
generations that choosing to protect the nation is an honour and
selling it out is the greatest betrayal that history will remember
forever despite the attempts of the others to tell you otherwise.”

Muammar Gaddafi

Introduction
First an introduction: I have been working on compiling this piece for well over a
year.
I had, in fact, been researching and studying all the available information since 2011
when the crisis in Libya, the collapse of the country, the murder of Muammar Gaddafi
and the role played by our governments, NATO, the UN and the corporate media all
made it painfully, vividly evident that we are the collective victims of a vast and
immoral deception that has major implications for every one of us and the entire world.
The postscript to the NATO intervention in Libya is still going on now. Europe is
facing a mass migration crisis, while thousands of desperate people are drowning in
the Mediterranean Sea. Terrorists and extremist militias are flourishing like never
before in history and are using the fallen Libya as a staging area to wage terror on
multiple nations. We are being drawn towards the brink of a continent-spanning crisis
and sectarian 'Clash of Civilisations' that may eventually engulf the entire world.
Hundreds of thousands of people have been killed amid several collapsing nations,
with Libya itself now declared 'a failed state' in mainstream commentary.
And most of it goes back to 2011, the NATO-led 'humanitarian intervention' in Libya
and the assassination of Muammar Gaddafi.
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All of this, coupled with the lies *still* being told even now by our political leaders
about the 2011 intervention, convinced me that a thorough, comprehensive and clear
chronicle of what really did happen in Libya in 2011 still needs to be laid down. We
need to see through the fog of confusion and misinformation; need to understand what
happened, how it happened, and *why* it happened; who caused it, who planned it and
what the intention was.
This text you are now reading is an attempt to accomplish that in clear, unambiguous
terms.

Why, you might ask, do you need to understand what
happened in Libya in 2011?
Because understanding what happened in Libya means understanding the nature of the
world; it means understanding who the criminals are, understanding what the forces
and alliances are, and most of all understanding how the criminal conspiracy works,
the reality of how the world now works, how our governments operate, how the
media and information works, what our nations stand for, and who and what it is you
validate when you vote our leaders and officials into office.
Because this isn't just about Libya; it was Syria after that, and it could be any of us in
any society at any time, even tomorrow.
And we all need to know how. Please consider this document therefore a
comprehensive resource for understanding what happened in Libya in its true, full
context and what it means. Needless to say, this is a very comprehensive, very detailed
text: it had to be. Because there should be no ambiguity, no room for doubt and no
space for the deliberate lies and propaganda of the conspirators and their mass-media
accomplices to continue to hold any weight.
Some of you may already be well versed in some of the information, but will
nevertheless come across information in this document that may be new to you.
Meanwhile those of you who aren't so versed in the information yet are the main reason
this has been compiled.

Please read and share this text far and wide. This text will demonstrate clearly that;
(1) the NATO powers are War Criminals that need to be brought to account for
their actions in 2011, (2) that key officials of the governments of the US, the UK,
France, several European nations and the Gulf States need to be tried in an
international court for these crimes, including Hilary Clinton, Nicolas Sarkosy,
and David Cameron, (3) that the alliance of governments, corporations and military
agencies that currently control the Western world are morally bankrupt and need to be
thoroughly investigated as criminals.
And (4) that the mainstream/corporate media and news broadcasters are entirely
complicit in aiding and abetting an international criminal conspiracy and should
also be either investigated or boycotted.
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In doing so, this article will also demonstrate;
(1) that there was no 'Civil War' in Libya in 2011, (2) that there were no civilian
'demonstrations' against Gaddafi or the Libyan government in 2011, (3) that
wholesale lies and fabrications were concocted by our governments and by the
corporate news-media and that neither Gaddafi nor the Libyan regime was guilty
of any of the 'crimes' it was accused of, (4) that NATO and the Western governments
deliberately murdered Muammar Gaddafi and installed Al-Qaeda into Libyan cities,
(5) that the entire operation was illegal under international law, and (6) that NATO,
France, Britain and America, committed mass murder in Libya.
This document will also clearly demonstrate *how* it was all done; how the
corporate/mainstream media organisations operate to service the illegal agendas of the
immoral and criminal international conspirators, how the relatively modern mediums
of social-media and the Internet are manipulated to play their part, and how the UN
is used to validate illegal and immoral conspiracies on behalf of its dictatorial
controllers.
In order to present this comprehensive case, I have structured this analysis like a
presentation in a court of law, in which I will briefly act as both defense lawyer for the
late Muammar Gaddafi (who himself was never allowed a trial) and the former Libyan
government and as prosecution lawyer against the criminals responsible for what has
been the crime of the century; a crime for which they will never stand trial or be held
to account for.

We now go beyond the scripted fiction of the
mainstream narrative and acquaint ourselves with
reality.
But before all of that is demonstrated, we first should establish some reality concerning
Muammar Gaddafi and concerning what Libya was like prior to the 2011 crisis, as this
will provide a fuller context to everything that followed…

_____________________
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Gaddafi's LIBYA: Before the 2011 Crisis
In 1951 Libya was the poorest country in Africa and one of the poorest in the
world. By 2011, after four decades under Gaddafi's stewardship, it was the most
successful nation in Africa and was acknowledged by the UN to have a higher rate
of development than even countries like Russia, Brazil and India. For a more
comprehensive study of Libya in the Gaddafi era, see here.
Among many other academics who were willing to voice a more considered view of
Libya than the standard mainstream-media propaganda was a Professor Garikai
Chengu, a scholar of Middle Eastern affairs at Harvard University, who wrote; “In
1967, Colonel Gaddafi inherited one of the poorest nations in Africa; however, by the
time he was assassinated, Gaddafi had turned Libya into Africa’s wealthiest nation.
Libya had the highest GDP per capita and life expectancy on the African continent.
Less people lived below the poverty line than in the Netherlands.”
The UN's Human Development Index report* from 2010 - less than a year before the
2011 collapse of Libya - cited Libya as No.1 on its index for rate and scale of
development.
And unlike in most other oil-rich Arab countries favoured by Western governments,
there wasn't a big disparity between rich and poor, wasn't a big class division, there
were no ghettoes and no homelessness. Housing, healthcare, education and living
allowances were not considered commodities or privileges, but human rights. Unlike
the Gulf States or Saudi Arabia, for example, Gaddafi wanted the oil wealth being
distributed among the people, so that the population directly benefited from Libya's oil
exports. Libya’s social welfare system - a novelty in itself in Africa and most of the
Arab world - was incredibly generous in regard to housing, medical care, allowances,
etc. A debt-free society was created, built on interest-free money.
In 1969, Gaddafi had vowed to house every Libyan before even his own parents;
he kept this promise and his father died before he was able to be housed. But every
Libyan was housed. 40% of the population had lived in shanties, tents or caves prior
to Gaddafi and the 1969 revolution. The country he and the revolutionaries took over
in 1969 was barely a generation beyond the brutal Italian colonial occupation of Libya
in World War II, in which over a million Libyans had died in concentration camps.
The highly customised form of Socialism Gaddafi had instituted in Libya was an
unparalleled success, both economically and socially; while gross domestic product
had been estimated at $3.8 billion in 1969 when the old monarchy was ousted, it had
risen to $13.7 billion in 1974, and $24.5 billion by 1979. As a direct result, the
standard of living for Libyans drastically improved over the first decade of Gaddafi's
administration. In fact by 1979, the average per-capita income for Libyans was at
$8,170 - this being compared to $40 in 1951: this was in fact above the average for
many modern, fully industrialised societies, including Britain.

And this, keep in mind, was all within less than a
decade of Libya having been a poor, 'Third World'
country under Colonial control.
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A broadly secular society had been imposed in Libya following Gaddafi's 1969
ousting of the old Colonial-backed monarchy; one which championed the rights and
status of women, and in which the massive social reforms and welfare programs
drastically raised the quality of life, life-expectancy, education, even literacy. Again,
for a broader look at Gaddafi's Libya, read this article.

*All links and references are listed in ‘References’ section at the end.
It's also important to understand that although Islam certainly remained an important
part of this Libyan culture and day-to-day life, this was to a far lesser extent that in
other Arab countries. Gaddafi and his supporters were thoroughly opposed to political
Islamists, religious fundamentalism or Wahhabi-influenced Salafist ideologies. In fact,
if there were two primary things they wanted to guard the country and the society
against it was (1) a return to Colonial/Imperialist domination via Western style
Capitalist interests and (2) the influence of religious fundamentalists.
A key point we also need to establish, because it's very important to the rest of this
article: Gaddafi insisted that he had held no official power or office since 1977,
only holding a symbolic or honorary position instead. He had long since handed power
to the 'People's Congresses' that he had established decades earlier; whether this was
true in practise or not, Western governments and media broadly failed (or refused) to
acknowledge this and instead permanently chose to describe him as a 'dictator' (or a
'brutal tyrant'), failing to understand the highly customised nature of the Libyan system.
There was a mistaken view propagated that anything and everything done by the
Libyan government or by Libyan security forces was 'Gaddafi's doing', as though he
issued all of the 'orders'.
Again, this didn’t really appear to be the case; while Gaddafi may well have made
many of the decisions and the officials and various departments might've deferred to
him in many cases, he wasn't strictly-speaking in a position to issue orders in the way
that a President or 'ruler' might. The Western government officials and the media
continued to (deliberately) portray Gaddafi as a standard 'Arab dictator' no different to
a Saddam Hussein, simply because it was beneficial to the agenda to have everyone
perceive him that way.
While mainstream Western critics tended to either avoid all discussion of the political
system Gaddafi instituted in Libya or to regard it as some quaint novelty, various
academics were happy to acknowledge that this system of "direct democracy" offered
a serious alternative model and solution for Africa and other parts of the ‘Third
World’, where multi-party ‘democracy’ has been a failure, resulting in ethnic/tribal
conflict, social fragmentation, rampant corruption and political chaos.
A January 2011 report of the UN Human Rights Council, released a month before
the crisis began, praised aspects of the country's human rights record, particularly the
status of women in the country, while also citing improvements in other areas. It
acknowledged that the government protected "not only political rights, but also
economic, educational, social and cultural rights." It also lauded its treatment of
religious minorities, and "human rights training" of its security forces. Read the PDF,
if you're interested (see ‘References’ section at the end).

Also in 2011, again literally just weeks before the crisis
began, Gaddafi was a frontrunner for Amnesty
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International USA's online poll for 'Human Rights Hero,
2011'; you might think I'm making that up, but I'm not.
Meanwhile, also in January 2011, a WikiLeaks file passed onto The Telegraph
indicated that Gaddafi was manoeuvring to allow for fully democratic elections,
including for a possible 'Prime Minister' position. This was published on 31st January
2011, just a fortnight before the unrest began. It illustrates that even decades into
his 'Green Revolution', he was still manoeuvring to make social and financial reforms
to further improve and evolve the situation in Libya. There were in fact plenty of
indications that Libya was gradually moving towards more and more reforms aimed at
a more orthodox democracy.
Again, read this article for a more comprehensive examination of Libya and the
Gaddafi era; but the point here is to illustrate that the reality of Libya prior to the 2011
crisis (literally up until just weeks before the unrest) was something very different to
what was being portrayed once the crisis began.
With that now established, let's look at what happened in 2011…

_______________________

In October 2011, hours after Libya's decades-long leader and figurehead Muammar
Gaddafi had been brutally murdered by NATO and Al-Qaeda in the city of Sirte, Barak
Obama walked onto the White House lawn and directly addressed the people of Libya.
"You have won your revolution," he told them, after several months of relentlessly
bombing the country. "And now we will be a partner as you forge a future that provides
dignity, freedom and opportunity..."
It may have been one of the most deceitful, heinously misleading statements ever
publicly made by a national leader; but the deception and hypocrisy was hardly
anything new to us, after virtually everything George W. Bush and his administration
had ever said about Iraq before and after the 2003 invasion. Obama's statement came
at the conclusion of several months of NATO bombing and 'humanitarian intervention'
in Libya, which had been based on alleged attacks on civilian protesters by the Gaddafi
government.
First of all, let's establish a fact: in 2011 there was no legitimate uprising, 'civil war'
or rebellion in Libya, only an extended criminal enterprise by a few hundred
gangsters and criminals, funded and aided by France, America, the UK, the Saudi
and Gulf States. This fact shall be backed up by information in due course; but for
now the point is that Obama, of course, knew this; all of our leaders did.
In a letter sent by Muammar Gaddafi to President Obama as the crisis was developing,
the besieged Libyan figurehead wrote; “We are fighting nothing other than AlQaeda in what they call the Islamic Maghreb. It’s an armed group that is fighting
from Libya to Mauritania and through Algeria and Mali."
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He then asks the US President, "If you had found
them taking over American cities by the force of
arms, tell me what you would do?”
This wasn't a public speech or broadcast: it was a letter directly sent from Libya's
symbolic leader to the American President, practically begging the US and its allies to
pull back from the insanity that was about to be embarked upon. Gaddafi was
communicating man to man, operating under the mistaken impression that Obama was
perhaps ignorant to what was really going on and needed to be told before it was too
late.
He may have thought Obama was being misled by the French into a false-reading of
the situation in Libya. What Gaddafi may not have understood at this early stage was
that there was no misunderstanding, but rather that a planned operation was well
underway.
Gaddafi's naivety at this stage may have been understandable; Gaddafi himself was
known to have regarded Obama sympathetically, potentially even as an ally. He had
openly celebrated Obama's presidential victory when Obama had first inherited the
Oval Office and it is clear from various Gaddafi statements in the years prior to 2011
that he considered Obama a "son of Africa" and considered Obama's presidency of the
world's super-power as something that would finally result in positive developments
in Africa in general; he often referred publicly to Obama as "our Kenyan brother".
So he wrote that letter in good faith, under these mistaken notions. What Gaddafi failed
to understand was that "brother Obama" wasn't his "Kenyan brother" but an American
President: and no American president since John F. Kennedy has been anything other
than a frontman for multi-national corporate alliances and shady, secret organisations
and pacts.
In a subsequent letter, Gaddafi was still trying in-vein to appeal to Obama directly as
a human being, even though the NATO carpet-bombing of the country was already
underway. He wrote; "NATO is waging an unjust war against a small people of a
developing country. This country had already been subjected to embargo and
sanctions, furthermore it also suffered a direct military armed aggression during
Reagan’s time. This country is Libya," he writes.
In the letter, he goes on to call on Obama to return to "serving world peace", and asks
him, for the sake of "friendship between our peoples" and "for the sake of
cooperation against terrorists", to pull back from the destructive course the US and
NATO was by this point following. Gaddafi adds, "you are in a position to keep NATO
off the Libyan affair for good."
Gaddafi, as clever as he was in so many other ways, was capable of naivety - as will
be demonstrated elsewhere in this article.
And yet he wasn't completely naive, of course. In 2008 at a meeting of the Arab League
leaders, Gaddafi angrily criticised many of the corrupt, self-serving leaders of other
Arab nations, criticising them for "plotting against each other" and for "laughing at
each other's misfortune". This was primarily in relation to the invasion of Iraq and the
execution of Saddam Hussein. Gaddafi warned the Arab nations, "Any one of us might
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be next. An entire Arab leadership was executed by hanging, and yet we sit on the
sidelines, laughing. But any of these days, America may hang us."
Some of those present laughed at him; but then of course some of those leaders are
vassals or collaborators for American and European Geo-political/corporate interests
and Gaddafi was not speaking among friends. Gaddafi was right, of course; and his
address was highly prophetic…

_______________________

February 2011: The Beginning of the End...
Many of you might recall the interview Gaddafi granted to the BBC, ABC and The
Sunday Times in February 2011, early in the crisis. "We never thought Al-Qaeda would
come to Libya one day," he says. "Suddenly, in the last few days they've taken
advantage of what happened in Egypt and Tunisia... they stole weapons and started
killing policemen and soldiers. These people have been drugged... they are on
hallucinogenic drugs. They attacked ammunition depots and took to the streets. They
used mosques as headquarters and set up emirates under Al-Qaeda control."
His interviewers, including the BBC's Jeremy Bowen, appeared not even to be listening
to him. These 'seasoned journalists' instead appeared to be reading from a script,
occasionally exchanging glances with each other or staring, with mocking smirks, at
'the mad dictator'. Instead of listening to what he was telling them or asking him to
elaborate, they simply kept repeating the same mantras fed to them by their
corporate-news media, the Western politicians and the UN Security Council specifically the 'why are you attacking your own people?' line and the 'why will you
not stand down from power?' question.
"Have the (UN) Security Council members come here?" an exasperated Gaddafi asks.
"Have they seen the young men with weapons terrorising people in the streets?"
"But if your people love you, why are they taking up arms, capturing Benghazi, etc...?"
the veteran BBC reporter asks, still clearly not listening.

A fed-up Gaddafi then snaps, "It's Al-Qaeda, Al-Qaeda; it's
not my people, it's Al-Qaeda - they came in from the
outside. Al-Qaeda started killing and confiscation of arms
and it is now terrorising people in Benghazi..."
Anyone who never watched this interview at the time, should do so; it is one of the
most compelling and unsettling interviews you might ever watch. Why? Well, firstly
because it demonstrates how worthless the mainstream news-media is in a situation of
this kind, and secondly it demonstrates the impossible situation Gaddafi was being
manoeuvred into: a situation in which the only 'end to the crisis' being offered to him
was to be murdered. This document will soon demonstrate that fact clearly: that
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Gaddafi's death was the only option the NATO-led international community was
allowing.
But first let's stay with this February 2011 interview and listen to what he was saying.
There is a clear moment in the interview where Gaddafi seems to realise that he's
wasting his breath trying to explain things to these reporters; resigned, he gives up
trying to speak in English and reverts tiredly back to Arabic, relying on his translator.
"Al-Qaeda is one thing, and children who have been given drugs and duped into doing
things is another, and the Libyan people is another thing…"

Finally he says, with a look of tired resignation, "I am
amazed at the United States and the whole world... that
when we are fighting Al-Qaeda, they impose sanctions
against us."
Tiredly now, Gaddafi tells the corporate-media representatives, "The leaders of AlQaeda, who are inside the mosques... I would like you to go see them. Some of them
used to be Guantanamo inmates…"
Many commentators on television the next day made fun of him for his statements;
they laughed and mocked, and most print journalists dismissed it as the mad ramblings
of an unhinged dictator desperately trying to cling to power and cover up his crimes.
Clearly the interviewers in the room were bemused by Gaddafi's answers; but whether
they believed him or not is irrelevant. What is relevant is the fact that none of the
corporate news organisations, none of their investigative journalists, and worse, none
of our Western government agencies, made any attempt to investigate his claims or
to try to ascertain whether, as he said, Al-Qaeda was taking over Libyan cities by
force.
But of course they didn't: this wasn't an accident, wasn't negligence, but a planned
operation that was by now well underway. The reason the journalists and news
broadcasters didn't investigate the Al-Qaeda presence was the same reason Barak
Obama paid no attention to Gaddafi's letter - they already knew what was going on.
Libyan officials had also written letters to the British government, warning them
that Al-Qaeda was behind the unrest and expressing disbelief that the UK was turning
its back on Libya. "What is the UK thinking?" one official wrote. "Why are you
doing this?" But like Obama, the British government responded to none of these letters.
It was by now refusing to communicate with *anyone* from Libya's governing bodies,
despite the fact that no investigation had been carried out to determine the reality of
the situation.
Former CIA agent Kevin Shipp, subsequently a member of the Citizens’ Commission
on Benghazi, has expressed his bafflement at the US government's actions, particularly
its sudden decision to cut of all contact with Gaddafi once the crisis was unfolding.
“One of the most astounding parts of this whole thing is that Gaddafi was providing us
with a steady stream of intelligence on Al-Qaeda movements,” he said. Shipp said
Gaddafi “was collaborating with us as an ally; so for the Obama administration, the
White House National Security team and the State Department to break off all contact
with Gaddafi was amazing, especially when he was asking to step down and seek
asylum.”
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"Who are you?” Gaddafi asked in a now infamous speech
close to the tragic and bloody final days of his life,
questioning the legitimacy of those seeking to overthrow
his government at the time.
He called them extremists. More than that, they were foreign agents, he said; "rats" and
"drug-addicts". Everyone mocked that speech and various people even made joke
versions of it online. "You rats," Gaddafi called them during the height of the uprising,
"you men with beards..."
Still the media commentators laughed. Of course they did; this policy of mocking or
caricaturing Gaddafi was nothing new, but had been going on since Ronald Reagan's
time. In order to divert public attention away from what Gaddafi had actually been
doing in Libya for four decades - the vast social reforms, the immense welfare program,
the infrastructure-building, etc - from the 1980s onwards Western politicians and
media instead created a caricature 'villain/dictator' image of Gaddafi to confuse popular
perception.
As a result of that decades-long campaign, by the time the 2011 crisis was unfolding,
few people in the West were inclined to have any sympathy for him or to take him
seriously; and fewer still had a reasonable view or understanding of Green Libya.
Which made it much easier for our political leaders and news-organisations to lie
about what was going on.
And to do what they were about to do.
But now, with Gaddafi's statements in mind, let's look at exactly what *was* going on
in Libya from February 2011 onward; not what the mass media told us was going on,
but what actually *was* going on…

______________________

The Collapse of a Nation: How It Started...
To begin with, were there any 'mass protests' against the Libyan government or
Gaddafi?
On the 16th February 2011 a group of lawyers staged a demonstration in front of the
North Benghazi court, calling for some legal and political reforms. The demonstration
seemed to have passed peacefully and without incident - contrary to corporate media
portrayal of Libya, peaceful protests were actually fairly commonplace in the country.
This relatively small event on the 16th is the *only* recorded incident of 'peaceful
civilian protest' against the government in Libya at that time. Subsequent gatherings of
anti-government demonstrators did occur later on, but only once the fighting and
spread of weapons was already underway.
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Please note that fact as you read on.
It is also relevant to note that the contrived call for a "Day of Rage" in Libya on the
17th, which had flooded highly suspect social media and on-line platforms, hadn't
originated in Libya at all, but from the London-based Libyan opposition leaders of
the 'NCLO'. The initial 'unrest' was in fact a project concocted from London.
At this same time, there is absolutely no question that what was also happening - but
not covered in the corporate, Western media coverage - was that numerous jihadist
Islamists were coming into the country from various locations, including Afghanistan,
Iraq and, crucially, some having originated from Guantanamo Bay.
There was a - particularly good video compiled and put on-line by Dr R. Breki, G
Oheda and David Roberts - that clearly and concisely reported what was actually
happening in Libyan cities at this point in time; crucially this video isn't something that
was produced with the benefit of hindsight, but was composed and put on-line very
early in the conflict, as the situation was developing, and it therefore remains a very
good, reliable resource, being based entirely on actual footage from the events coming
out of Benghazi and Tripoli, and devoid of any spin, bias or corporate-propaganda.
Subsequent to the initial minor protest, on 16th February in Benghazi, a violent crowd
set ablaze three police stations, the headquarters of the internal security force and
the public attorney's office. In the city of Al-Baida, simultaneous to the Benghazi
incidents, police stations and security headquarters were attacked. Hussein alJuweifi military barracks east of Al-Bayda and the Labraq airbase outside of Benghazi
came under unexpected attack. Video footage of the attack on the army barracks
clearly shows that the soldiers did not open fire on the demonstrators; it shows
them only firing into the air as they retreat further back into the grounds of the barracks.
Attackers stormed both locations and seized a number of weapons; all of the
government soldiers, including those guarding the air-base and the airport were
brutally slaughtered, and one was publicly hanged in the main square in Derna.
Note again that the existing footage shows that the soldiers didn't open fire on the
'demonstrators' (even though it was becoming clear that these weren't mere
'demonstrators' at all).
An "Islamic emirate of Barqa" was announced in Derna, while two policemen were
hanged in Al-Baida who had been trying to disperse the crowds. A group of
'protesters' also killed the managing director of Al-Galaa hospital in downtown
Benghazi; according to some sources, the victim's body displayed clear signs of torture.
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Some ‘rebels’ with their stolen weapons.

40 kilometres west of Tripoli, army bases and ammunition depots were attacked in the
early hours of the morning, with security forces caught off-guard. More weapons were
seized. Captured tanks and anti-aircraft guns were then paraded in the streets (all
of it on film) and began being distributed among those involved in the unrest. In Green
Square, 'protesters' set fire to the People's Hall of the General People's Congress.
In Misrata, 'rebels' launched an armed attack from several directions on Misrata airbase using their stock of stolen weapons.
A pattern was now emerging in cities across Libya; police stations, internal security
buildings and headquarters and military buildings were being attacked or burnt down;
one of the key reasons the 'rebel' attacks were proving so effective at this stage was
because the Libyan police, military and other authorities were under orders not to
open fire on 'protesters' under any circumstances (an instruction that may or may
not have come from Gaddafi himself and a fact that he repeatedly alluded to in the
famous February BBC/ABC interview). Those doing the attacking targeted every
location where they knew they could confiscate large quantities of weapons and
ammunition.
On the 18th, attackers used TNT explosives, Molotov cocktails and heavy vehicles, all
stolen from a mixture of Libyan and foreign companies, to demolish the walls of the
Alfadeel Abu-Omar military camp army barracks in Benghazi. On the 19th this attack
continued, with the rebels now using machine-guns and other weapons stolen from
military camps.
By the 20th, the attackers were now using tanks, bombs and light rifles. The attacks
finally succeeded in storming the barracks. More brutal execution of security personnel
occurred.

Now let's pause a moment: does *any* of this sound like
the actions of 'civilian protesters'? Or supposedly
'peaceful pro-democracy demonstrators'?
There was nothing about the situation unfolding in Libya that bore any resemblance to
the mass protests that had been going on in Tunisia and Egypt in the preceding weeks;
this was something completely different. None of these locations where these incidents
took place were any of the usual places or city-centres where demonstrations or
protests were usually held: and I say 'usually held', because, again, peaceful
demonstrations were not uncommon in Libya, despite what Western media would have
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us believe. Instead, all of these confrontations happened at either police stations,
security offices or military barracks.
These were targeted, coordinated attacks. The fact that Libyan government forces
didn't open fire at this early stage is frankly an extraordinary reflection of the nature of
life in Libya - a nature that no one in mainstream Western media had any understanding
of, as evidenced by the extent to which so-called seasoned journalists working for, for
example, the BBC, continuously displayed utter ignorance of the Libyan political
system and Libyan society in the months that were to follow ("I understand how the
system works in Libya…" the BBC's Jeremy Bowen awkwardly assures Gaddafi in
that aforementioned BBC/ABC interview; to which a fed-up Gaddafi responds "No,
don't say you understand - you don't understand").
In any other country in the Arab world (in fact in most Western countries too), the
military or the police would've responded with force much earlier. We can see this in,
for example, how the National Guard was sent in to deal with the Baltimore unrest in
America recently or how violent protests are dealt with in practically any country in
the world. There were reasons that the Libyan security forces lost control of the
situation early on. Firstly, it needs to be understood that this kind of public, mass
violence or armed activity was not something Libyans were used to.
Even the original Libyan Revolution decades earlier, in which Gaddafi had ousted the
country's former Monarch, had been entirely a bloodless coup. Gaddafi's 1969
'revolution' had been entirely without violence or bloodshed and was conducted
with popular consent; on the other hand, this so-called 'revolution' of 2011 was an
absolute bloodbath carried out amid a fog of confusion and misinformation.
The news-media told us these were oppressed civilians rising up; the narrative coming
from Libyan officials was of course different, with spokesmen claiming the security
forces had arrested "dozens of foreign members of this network who were
specifically trained on starting clashes."
We should note that Amnesty International, in its May 2011 report, mentions the
bloody incident at the Hussein al-Juweifi military barracks. A resident of Al-Baida told
Amnesty that when government soldiers inside the barracks had started to lose control
of the situation, he had tried to mediate in order to avoid further bloodshed. He asked
to speak to a senior officer at the compound; "I gave him my word and said: if your
soldiers surrender, they will be safe. As the group of soldiers were coming out to
surrender, the protesters shot dead two soldiers… they were Libyans, not foreign
mercenaries. I feel guilty because was it not for me," he says, "they may not have come
out.”
The protestations of Saif Gaddafi (the eldest of Gaddafi's sons), as hollow as they may
have sounded to cynical Western ears, seemed to tally more with the apparent reality
of what was happening in February than the corporate-media version of events did.
"We are not killing our fellow citizens," Gaddafi's son insisted. "We are not dropping
bombs on them. We and our army have shown unprecedented tolerance towards our
own people," Saif insisted, adding that the people causing the disturbances "are
already armed with tanks and heavy artillery..."

Saif's explanations were based in reality; it is very
clear that the 'rebels' in Libya were armed with
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NATO/Western weaponry from the very start; from
literally day one.
Even the entirely anti-Gaddafi Al-Arrabiya news and Al-Jazeera confirmed at this
early stage that the security forces, once they did respond, had only "reportedly shot
rubber-coated bullets and used water-cannons in Benghazi city."
Libyan officials reported what they believed was behind the unrest, but their statements
make it clear they were still not aware of the true scale of the danger; "Some outsiders
infiltrated that group," an official said. "They were trying to corrupt the local legal
process which has long been in place. We will not permit this and we call on Libyans
to voice their issues through existing channels, even if it is to call for the downfall of
the government."
It might be pertinent to mention here the exposure of a 50-million dollar US
government program that had been in place to organise 'training sessions' for activists
from many of the Arab Spring countries, and to equip protesters with 'new
technologies' to help them evade detection and capture by their governments. It might
also be pertinent to mention the unidentified ‘Frenchmen’ who tried to quietly land
in Malta right after the start of the ‘Civil War’, having come straight from Libya
(more on that later).

By now the various groups of 'rebels' had taken
control of several Libyan cities in what had clearly
been a pre-planned and well-coordinated process.
_______________________

Were these the 'peaceful protesters' and 'pro democracy activists' the French,
American and British governments claimed were in ‘danger’ from the Gaddafi
government? Were these the 'innocent victims' the BBC, CNN, Fox News, Al-Jazeera
and all the other corporate-media propagandists were so concerned about?
And what about all the ponderous, bleeding-heart French 'liberals' and journalists who
were urging their government to intervene in Libya - where were they getting *their*
information from? Or did they invent it out of thin air? By far the most influential was
the celebrated French-Jewish 'philosopher' (for 'philosopher', read 'billionaire Zionist'),
Bernard Levy. A highly lauded 'thinker' in both France and Israel, Levy was one of
the main voices pushing for Libyan intervention and was particularly key in getting
much of the 'high-minded' media to pay attention to the idea.
In March 2011, Levy took it upon himself to fly to Benghazi to ‘engage’ Libya’s
insurgents directly; and on the basis of just one meeting he immediately telephoned
Nicholas Sarkosy and advised French intervention. Sarkosy instantly agreed to meet
with Libyan rebels.
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French ‘philosopher’ Bernard Levy.

Quite why a 'philosopher' was meeting with armed rebels in Africa is anyone's guess,
but Levy's advocacy for intervention was highly influential in France. As others have
noted, Mr Levy seems to crop up wherever there's a possibility for foreign
'intervention', including in Syria and then in Ukraine.
By now the ‘rebels’ were estimated to have had possession of some 250 tanks, 73
armoured vehicles, 176 anti-aircraft machine-guns, 254 rocket launchers and
various other weapons and resources. As Breki, Oheda and Roberts noted in their
assessment of the evidence in February 2011, these rebels now had an arsenal
superior to that of most neighbouring *countries*.
And this was just in the first few days of the crisis.

________________________

Mass Deception: Enter the Corporate News
Media...
By

this point, the major news broadcasters in the Arab world were already
propagating a false, pre-planned picture of the situation. Stories and images were being
fabricated and widely circulated to support this agenda: specifically that Gaddafi and
the government were attacking and killing 'peaceful, civilian protesters'.
Unidentified 'eye-witnesses' and 'unconfirmed sources' were frequently cited to
build up the desired picture. The international media was no better; BBC, CNN, Fox,
France24, virtually all corporate, mainstream news corporations cited the same
'unconfirmed sources' and unidentified 'eye-witnesses' for their explanation of what
was going on in Libya; little or no effort was made to confirm accounts or details, to
verify information or to independently investigate.
A typical example of some of this highly questionable media coverage, even in print,
can be found in this CNN piece from February 2011. Just look how many
unidentified witnesses or unverifiable reports it cites for its information;
'The man, who was not identified for safety reasons...'
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'CNN could not independently confirm information on the escalating unrest in Libya...
though it has interviewed numerous witnesses by phone.'
'Said the Doctor, who CNN is also not identifying for security reasons...'
'A Libyan woman supportive of the protesters, who was not been identified to protect
her safety...'
And that's just in one article; but that's also generally what other media organisations
across the board were doing too. Worse than this, international authorities, including
the UN Security Council, also chose to rely on these same, unverified and unreliable
sources of information; they neglected to investigate any of it themselves, neglected to
even send fact-finding commissions to Libya to ascertain the truth, despite the fact
that Gaddafi had not only welcomed a UN investigation but had openly ASKED
FOR ONE.

But of course Gaddafi was labouring under the misapprehension that the UN would be
interested in ascertaining the truth: they weren't - because the UN is ruled by its
Security Council and the Security Council already knew what was happening in
Libya... and it was all unfolding according to plan.
The UN's subsequent endorsement of the NATO-led intervention in Libya was
based on three key criteria (all of which become laughable when you actually think
about them); (1) That the Libyan authorities had opened fire on peaceful unarmed
demonstrators, had committed atrocities and had killed thousands of people, (2) that
the Libyan army had used aircraft to bomb residential locations in Tripoli, (3) that the
Libyan government had employed 'mercenaries' from several African nations to come
into the country to confront Libyan demonstrators and commit crimes.
The other key justification that would soon be cited by various politicians was the need
to 'prevent an imminent bloodbath in Benghazi': this being based on the prediction
that Libyan forces were 'about to' commit a massacre of civilians in the city.
Every one of those accusations was entirely false; which will continue to be
illustrated as you read this article.
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But at this point, it's worth noting that all three of those above crimes cited to justify
the foreign intervention were crimes subsequently committed *by* NATO in its
Libyan operation! NATO... (1) attacked unarmed, peaceful pro-Gaddafi demonstrators
in Tripoli, (2) NATO used aircraft to bomb residential locations all over the country,
and (3) NATO's Al-Qaeda aligned proxies were largely mercenaries brought in from
various locations. Every single bit of criteria the UN Security Council cited to justify
the intervention were perfect descriptions of the crimes they themselves would soon
be committing. You couldn't make this stuff up!
But let's return to the matter of the Libyan government's alleged 'crimes'. In these early
stages of the fighting, Western media claimed ‘many thousands of civilians had been
killed’ by the Libyan security forces. Again, this never happened. The best estimate
for the number of people killed was in fact around 250 (or 233, according to Human
Rights Watch): and these included casualties from both sides of the conflict.
For context, it's worth noting that the casualty figures from the Tunisian unrest had
been about 300 and in Egypt it was estimated at 846, the latter being far in excess
of the Libyan casualties. It is also a matter of simple fact that in regard to the events in
Benghazi, most of the victims - on both sides - died at the gates of the military barracks
as these locations were being stormed by the gangs of armed thugs. The actual accounts
of the incident in fact suggest that the security forces didn't respond as harshly as they
probably should have by this point.
On 22nd March, USA Today carried a striking article by Alan Kuperman, titled ‘Five
Things the US Should Consider in Libya’, which offered a powerful critique of the
NATO intervention as violating the conditions of 'humanitarian intervention'. But one
of the most interesting things about the piece was the point that ‘despite ubiquitous
cellphone cameras, there are no images of genocidal violence'.
Of course there wasn't - because the whole thing was a lie from the very beginning.
There remains TO THIS DAY not one piece of reliable evidence - not one bit of
evidence - that the Libyan government or security forces ever attacked civilians or ever
opened fire on peaceful protestors.

There in fact remains no evidence that there even
*were* any 'peaceful civilian protesters' or protests.
Of course, the point did come where the Libyan security forces began to fight back: of
course they did. In any other country, they would've been fighting back much earlier
and much harder. The casualties rose once the regime forces began defending
themselves and Libyan cities from the expanding rebel attacks. But the number of
casualties still didn't rise to anything like the numbers the foreign media was
suggesting; those numbers were basically being plucked out of thin air.
Later, in July 2011, Saif Gaddafi had an interview with RT in which he denied the
ICC's allegations that he or his father had ordered the killing of civilian protesters. He
pointed out that he was not a member of the government or the military and therefore
had no authority to give such orders. He also said that his father had made recorded
calls to General Abdul Fatah Younis (who later defected to the rebel forces), in order
to request the army *not use force* against protesters, to which he said Fatah
Younis had responded that protesters were attacking a military site and the soldiers
were merely acting in self-defense.
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Asked by RT who did order the 'brutal crackdown', Saif
replied: "Nobody ordered, nobody. The guards fired –
that's it. The guards were surprised by the attack and they
started firing. They don't need an order to defend
themselves and to defend their barracks and their camps."
He went on to say that, "the people who died at the beginning, 159 – most of the people
died when they attacked a military site and this would happen anywhere in the world
– in Russia, in America, in France, in Germany and Italy. If people in the street move
towards a military site trying to steal ammunition or arms, the military will prevent
that, and this is what happened in Benghazi."

Saif Gaddafi encouraging loyal supporters in Tripoli in the
midst of the crisis.

And as Dr R. Breki and co point out, 'the number of casualties from any single rebel
attack, soon to be supported by NATO air cover and bombings, far exceeded that of
*all* the victims who died in all of the incidents that occurred at the beginning of this
conflict: and any fact-finding mission would verify this.'
And was a 'fact-finding mission' ever sent into Libya? No, of course not: because
the UN Security Council, our governments and the corporate/mainstream media
already knew what was going on and were choosing not to report it.
But here was the big one now: here was the big 'crime of the regime' that would be
cited to justify all-out intervention and regime-change. According to the BBC, AlJazeera and others, on the 22nd February the Libyan air-force conducted airstrikes against civilian areas in Benghazi and Tripoli. What we were told by the
media and by our governments was that the 'regime' allegedly bombed civilian areas,
killing thousands of people. But did this ever happen?
Of course it didn’t. Not only did it not happen, but it must rank as one of the stupidest,
most unconvincing lies ever concocted by our governments and the news media. The
notion that Gaddafi, whose entire era has been centered on the dignity and safeguarding
of the Libyan people, would order Libyan planes to bomb civilian areas was something
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that lacked even the smallest morsel of credibility. Yet Western government official
after Western government official, not to mention the mainstream media, kept citing
this ‘crime’ as if it was pure fact.

Renowned whistleblower and Libya expert Susan Lindauer
wrote on a popular website at the time, ‘For some reason,
the world is supposed to believe that Gadhaffi’s
government - which has no history of attacking its own
people in 41 years of rule - is suddenly guilty of the most
hideous offences.'
In fact, even at the time, the Russian government revealed that they'd been
monitoring the situation from *space* and that their satellite data unequivocally
revealed that no such air-strikes had been carried out.
In other words, the BBC, Al-Jazeera and others simply fabricated the entire story:
and the rest of the news-media simply regurgitated what the BBC and Al-Jazeera had
reported. It had never happened. And if it ever did happen, then why was no evidence
ever produced or presented by either our governments or the news stations? No
journalist anywhere near Libya ever reported on or corroborated this alleged attack by
the Libyan air-force. Many journalists visiting Libya were transiting through Egypt at
that time and none claimed to have heard any first-hand account or confirmation of this
alleged attack.
The only 'source' our governments and the media could refer to corroborate the story
of these attacks was on-line social media, particularly Twitter. Which brings us to
what was a key element in the propaganda campaign expertly utilised to destroy Libya.
As of February 2011, the relatively modern tool of social media was heavily employed
to create the illusion and to sway popular opinion for the purposes of destroying a
nation…

_______________________

Utilising 'Social Media': The Propaganda
Masterstroke...
Here's a question. As this keen-eyed observer points out in this video, You Tube had
been blocked in Libya from 2010. In other words, people in Libya were unable to
access You Tube and were certainly unable to post to it.
So how was it that an array of You Tube videos were posted in these early weeks of the
2011 crisis, all purporting to show government crimes against civilians? Fox News, the
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BBC, Al-Arrabiya and Al-Jazeera, among others, all showed or referenced these sorts
of videos, taking them as fact and using them to build up a desired picture of the
'situation'. But any outside agencies that actually went into Libya at that time were
stunned to find none of the chaos or violence that the news channels, the You Tube
videos or the social-media accounts were referring to.
In Tripoli, for example, they found remarkably ordinary city scenes, people just going
about their normal business; no fighting, no protests, no Libyan army, nothing. Yet as
the aforementioned video-poster points out, the international media chose not to show
or report any of this, and instead they kept referencing these unverifiable You Tube
videos... videos somehow posted by hundreds of Libyans, despite Libyans not having
access to You Tube.
The answer to how this was possible is simple; and it's the same explanation as to
why all those Twitter accounts were posting about 'government crimes', the air-strikes
on civilians and the African mercenaries supposedly working for the regime. Because,
buried away in the realms of independent Internet journalism far from the reportage of
the mainstream media was the fact that the US government had contracted HBGary
Federal to develop the software that would allow for 'the creation and use of
multiple fake social media accounts' for the purposes of 'swaying public opinion'
and 'promoting propaganda'.

An example of one of the scores of probably fake social-media accounts.

For example, Information Week recorded (date, curiously enough: February 22nd
2011) that the US Air-Force ‘was taking an odd route in its Cyber Security campaign
by requesting something called 'Persona Management Software' that would enable
it to 'command an on-line unit of non-existent identities on social-media sites'. It
referred to a 'software program that could manage up to 10 personas per user,
including background, history, supporting details and cyber-presences that are
technically, culturally and geographically consistent'.
It went on, 'personas must be able to appear to originate in nearly any part of the
world and can interact through any conventional on-line service and social media
platforms'.
The article (and there were others reporting the same thing elsewhere too) doesn't make
any reference to Libya specifically, but the date this was being leaked was exactly the
same week the Libya crisis began. See here and here for more on HBGary Federal and
the 'millions of fake social-media accounts' being created. Again, note that these
leaks were breaking *literally* at the same time the first incidents of unrest in Libya
were occurring; though none of these articles at the time connected those dots or made
any reference to Libya.
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This piece on Mashable, dated March 17th 2011, reports US-CENTCOM's acquisition
of the software and illustrates that 'Using the software, one member of the US
military can control up to 10 different fake accounts that appear to belong to
civilians living in other countries.' The Washington Times on March 1st had already
begun to report on this, highlighting the point that 'Personas must be able to appear
to originate in nearly any part of the world'.

To clarify, in other words, fake social-media
accounts were created in large numbers (especially
on Twitter) in order to flood the web with false
stories about the situation in Libya; which could in
turn by cited by corporate news media as testimony
'from inside Libya'.
Most, probably all, of these accounts (along with every post and every tweet) were
being run by American operatives; and as the same people would've been managing
multiple user-accounts, they could use each account to appear to corroborate the details
being posted by the other accounts and therefore paint a consistent picture.
One dead giveaway is that all of these Twitter and social-media accounts were in
English.
Another is that only something like 5% of Libyans were believed to even *use* the
Internet, so this vast amount of Libyan social-media accounts that all of a sudden
existed in February 2011 is highly suspect. But these thousands of tweets and posts, all
amplified for maximum dramatic effect, were used by the traditional mass media for
'proof' of the Libyan government's crimes and for painting the picture of a widespread,
grassroots civilian revolution.

The only problem was that it was all faked.
Ireal Shamir sums up the beginning of the 'civil war' best of all, writing in May 2011*,
'Initially the Benghazi Uprising was nothing more than a small local riot; the
'rebellion' was unknown in other cities. Soon, however, the (Libyan) government was
destabilized by Al-Jazeera…'
What he's saying in effect is that *the media* WAS the 'rebellion'. And he isn't
wrong. The role played by the corporate media in bringing about the chaos in Libya
and the downfall of the government cannot be understated. Particularly in the early
weeks from mid-February to late March, the news stations - beginning with Al-Jazeera
and Al-Arrabiya - were basically portraying a mass fiction for the sake of igniting
international outrage.
And some of the videos posted to You Tube (and acting as 'proof' of the Libyan
government's crimes) were so laughably fake that the mainstream media broadcasters
who kept citing them as 'evidence' must've been secretly laughing to themselves. This
site* was a very good, very thorough and vigilant, source for 'evidence' analysis during
the 2011 crisis. It also helped to expose many of the videos and images as highly
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staged/choreographed fakes designed to maintain the illusion of civilian protesters
being under attack from the government security forces.
Regarding just one of the many fake videos, for example; 'People run and scramble to
hide from the sound of gunshots - hundreds of feet away from these... weaponless
attackers? Some others lay there helpless on the pavement, un-helped, not carried
away, but not bleeding either... One of the victims sits up and looks around, waving at
people.’As reader ‘Felix’ describes it "this video clearly shows a "protester" ambling
onto set (and it is essentially a film set with actors) then slowly getting down, then
lying dead on his back, at about 0.16 onwards. He occasionally pops his head up just
to check he isn't dead."... Indeed, anyone else take a look and see how ridiculous this
is. Note also the creepy stiff man in a black trench coat who at the end walks right over
to that same jackass and stands over him. As if to say "what the hell was that? Don't
you realize what we're trying to do here?"...'
*Again, for all links, see ‘References’ section at the end.

As the site admins note, 'it was very important for Muslim world opinion that
Gaddafi be seen as anti-Islam and an attacker of mosques.' Which was why we got
quite obviously faked videos being uploaded; one, for example, titled "Muammar
Gaddafi infidel, criminal, and a mosque was bombed [az Zawiya] 6311 [March 6]". As
the admin sarcastically notes, 'You know it's real because they pan to the minaret,
wondering "hey, what if something were to happen to it right now? I'd better be filming
and whoa, did you see that puff of smoke?" Smoke bombs attached to its circumference
go off with a light bang, then some gunshots in the air and people cheerfully shouting
Allahu Akbar...'
This was the general level of on-the-ground 'video evidence' coming out of Libya and
being regarded as 'evidence' for what was going on. And being used by ‘reputable’,
mainstream media news organisations to convince their viewing publics that the fiction
was in fact reality.

________________________

The Brink of the Abyss: “WE Are the People
of Libya!”
By now, it was evident that Gaddafi himself finally understood what was actually
happening - that he was facing a multi-pronged and pre-planned criminal
conspiracy on all sides.
In a telephone address to the people of Benghazi (March 26th 2011), a Gaddafi who
was by now becoming angrier, says: "They don't care about the future of the
Libyan people, or whether Benghazi dies or lives. They are attempting to destroy
you and then bring (in) foreign, colonising powers..." In the same address, Gaddafi
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exhorts his people, trying to give them courage and reminded them "We are the
people of Libya."
Gaddafi and the Libyan officials are by this point said to be receiving thousands of
calls from families in Benghazi, begging for help, asking for someone to go and rescue
them. "Those criminals who have been released out of prison, those drug addicts
and murderers... have cut off electricity and communications. They broke them out
(of the prisons) and handed them weapons..."
On March 29th President Obama wasted no time in signing the secret documents
authorizing the CIA to support the armed 'rebels' in their military efforts to topple
Gaddafi. This is confirmed by Reuters on March 30th. However, this too was a lie; as
American involvement pre-dated this official start-point.
In fact, American and Western meddlers couldn't wait to get on the ground in Libya
and hasten the spiralling chaos. On April 22nd US Senator John McCain says, “I would
encourage every nation, especially the United States, to recognize the Transitional
National Council as the legitimate voice of the Libyan people." He tells reporters,
“They are my heroes." Note: Senator John McCain, in Libya to represent the American
government, the American people and American interests, was happy to go on record
as saying that his "heroes" were essentially the armed gangs and Al-Qaeda agents that
had slaughtered policemen and soldiers. He would prove to have form in this
department, however; as months later he would be in Syria, meeting with the
extremist rebels there too and championing their cause.

Senator John McCain in Benghazi with Libyan ‘rebels’,
accompanied by Britain’s Foreign Minister.

What's remarkable also is that Gaddafi's government hadn't even fallen yet, but foreign
officials and representatives were already violating the country, already on the ground
in Libya, making speeches and colluding with the opposition forces. What was John
McCain doing in Libya; what legal right did a US Senator have to be on the
ground in a Libyan city, colluding with armed groups? If possible, he should've
been arrested straight away by government security forces and held indefinitely.
He wasn't, of course; because the government forces were by now on the back-foot and
had lost control of several key cities. But when you watch the footage of Hilary Clinton
or John McCain arriving in Benghazi and shaking hands with 'rebel' soldiers, keep in
mind that they're actually shaking hands with allies of Al-Qaeda commanders,
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murderers and extremist jihadists (which will be demonstrated beyond doubt in a
moment) - and they know it, of course.
As has been well attested, almost immediately after NATO successfully destroyed
Libya’s government, its terrorist proxies were mobilized to take part in the
conspirators' next campaign against Syria. Libyan terrorists would be sent first to
NATO-member Turkey were they were staged, armed, trained, and equipped, before
crossing the Turkish-Syrian border to take part in the fighting there; and the same
voices - Hilary Clinton, John McCain, etc - would be saying the same things about
Syria as they were saying in Libya.
Also the mainstream narrative that would have us believe Western involvement with
the rebels and the uprising didn't begin until March 2011 (and as a response to the
developing situation) was entirely false: which will be clearly demonstrated as you
read on.
As NATO proceeded to bomb Libya's key infrastructure locations, entirely ignoring
the thousands of Libyans protesting in the streets for an end to the bombings, the
rebel groups consolidated control of various captured cities and locations. Tanks and
armed gangs became a daily sight in the streets, with an atmosphere of intimidation of
civilians. In the (forced) absence of the country's security infrastructure, lawlessness
flourished, along with mass killings (especially of Black migrants, of which there
were around one-million in the country), arbitrary executions in public places, and all
other manner of War Crimes.
Wherever the 'rebels' were, these crimes were committed and public acts of violence
were occurring, including rape.
Yet the Western media and our governments continued to tell us that Gaddafi,
and not the rebels, was the problem. He, the man who had kept peace, stability and
prosperity in Libya for over four decades, was the criminal, and the rampaging gangs
of armed extremists and thugs were 'the Good Guys', the 'Freedom Fighters'.

_______________________

'Rebels', Terrorists, Mercenaries, Thugs,
Proxy Militias...
So who exactly were these 'Freedom Fighters'?
In Misrata, the rebels - in full public view - cut the limbs off a Libyan soldier, cut
out his heart and trampled it.
In Benghazi, a captured prisoner was hacked to death, cut into pieces and had his
head cut off... in front of a vast, watching crowd of onlookers. As Dr Breki and co
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noted in their early analysis, this particular crime was carried out in a square adjacent
to the Benghazi Court House - the seat of the 'National Transitional Council' (NTC)
that NATO was putting into power and that the international community was by then
already choosing to recognise as the new Libyan government, despite the NTC having
no clear popular mandate. Video footage of this gruesome crime can still be found on
the Internet (but don't watch it if you're faint-hearted).
In Al Baida, captured Libyan soldiers were being summarily executed; and as Breki
and co noted, these executions "bore all the hallmarks of Al-Qaeda".
Despite images and videos of many of these crimes being available on the Internet
within days (in some cases even hours) of them occurring, our news and media
organisations chose to entirely ignore them and instead to remain focused on the
spurious allegations against the Gaddafi government and the same 'unconfirmed
accounts' and 'unidentified eyewitness reports' of alleged government crimes from
unidentified sources. This exact same policy, down to the letter, would months later
be repeated by all the same parties - terrorists, our governments, our news media
- in Syria.

The other favoured tactics of the terrorists, our government officials and the media, all
working together, was to film or photograph instances of rebel/terrorist atrocities and
then present them as 'crimes of the government'; in Libya and Syria this tactic was
rampant (and often exposed as fraud, as was the case with the infamous ‘Houla
Massacre’ in Syria). Scattered videos shot on mobile-phones and uploaded to the
Internet were available during these stages of the uprising, showing, among other
things, rape and mutilation of young Libyan girls.

More ‘rebels’ rampaging around a city centre.

Renowned whistleblower and Libya expert Susan Lindauer wrote on a popular website
at the time, 'There are two important reasons why NATO Rebels would commit these
acts. First, in committing war crimes, NATO Rebels have deployed a strategy for
provoking panic and confusion at the street level, where they must control the
people. They have frightened their opposition into silent submission. Ordinary Libyans
can see with their own eyes that Libyan Rebels are all powerful, with NATO
enforcers watching their back, and pro-Gadhaffi loyalists had better shut their
mouths or face terrible consequences. For some reason, the world is supposed to
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believe that Gadhaffi’s government - which has no history of attacking its own
people in 41 years of rule - is suddenly guilty of the most hideous offences.'

As Saif Gaddafi tells ABC's Christiane Amanpour by
telephone; "Everybody is terrified because of the armed
militias. They live in terror. Armed people are
everywhere. They have set up their own courts. They
execute the people who are against them."
Everyone was so unrelenting in their choruses of how the Libyan government was
committing 'atrocities' (but not one shred of proof), yet the same Western government
officials and corporate-media broadcasters were much more reticent in reporting on
any of the known war crimes and excesses carried out by rebel fighters, including
crimes committed by the scores of non-Libyan mercenaries sent in from elsewhere.
The Guardian reported on 23rd of April that Save the Children had uncovered horrific
stories from civilians in Benghazi. The families told the charity's staff that children as
young as eight had been sexually assaulted, often in front of their families. Girls
were being abducted, held hostage for days and raped. These were Libyan civilians
being terrorised and abused by the armed gangs, Al-Qaeda fighters and jihadist
mercenaries, all being funded, armed and legitimised by our governments - by
Hilary Clinton, Nicloas Sarkosy, David Cameron, Barak Obama, the UN Security
Council, NATO and all its members.
Gaddafi seemed to be in no doubt that the uprising was being orchestrated by foreign
agents. "It is now necessary to open the stores and arm all the masses with
weapons to defend the independence, unity and honour of Libya," Gaddafi
declared in one of his most referenced broadcasts.
Does that sound like something he would propose to do if he was afraid of his own
people being against him?
Or more like something he would do to help the civilian populations defend themselves
against the armed criminals and terrorists who had flooded into Libya and were now
terrorising entire cities and towns? In other words, why would a 'dictator' being turned
on by his own population propose to arm that population? Earlier, on February 28th,
Saif al-Islam had also already promised, at a rally of loyalist supporters, to arm the
civilians so they could defend themselves against the foreign mercenaries and
terrorists.

So again, who were these 'freedom fighters' that our
governments were so fond of?
Gaddafi, as his statements in February demonstrated, was confused as to why no one
from the outside world was listening to him when he tried to explain the Al-Qaeda
assault on his cities. Unfortunately, what Gaddafi had failed to understand was that
Al-Qaeda and the American government are not enemies but long-term allies: if he
had understood that quicker, he wouldn't have wasted so much time trying to explain.
Again, Gaddafi can be accused of having been naive in some respects.
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There had been fundamentalists and extremists in parts of Libya for many years; not
as many as in countries like Pakistan, Yemen or Saudi Arabia, but still a significant
amount. Extremists had in fact festered for decades in eastern Libya, but were mostly
rendered impotent by the regime which had zero tolerance for religious
fundamentalists or Salafists. In fact many of the 'brutal regime' allegations regarding
Libya over the years were based on the government's suppression of militant Islamists
and fundamentalists (not dissimilar to how the current Egyptian military government
deals with radical Islamists). By the 1990s the situation was believed to have been well
in-hand; however, there may have remained some sleeper cells in parts of the country,
biding their time, just as there were in Syria. There may also have been Western
intelligence agencies in contact with those sleeper cells for many years - a point that
I shall return to later in this post.
Unlike say the US, Israel or even Syria, Gaddafi's approach to dealing with militants
and extremists wasn't solely based on military means; he chose to pursue dialogue. The
Gaddafi Charity organisation engaged in dialogue with leaders of these groups, this
being both those who'd been in prison in Libya or those returning from illegal activity
in Afghanistan, Iraq or from Guantanamo Bay.
This dialogue resulted in leaders of the 'Libyan Islamic Fighting Group' and others
to renounce violence once and for all. Following this, several hundred of these militants
were released from Libyan prisons over several years, with the promise of having
renounced violence and seeking to reform; the final hundred or so of these were
released on 15th of February 2011. This progressive attitude, this desire to deal with
the problem through rehabilitation, was, with hindsight, one of Gaddafi's biggest
mistakes: many, possibly all, of these released prisoners were involved in the bloody
attacks that soon followed. What Gaddafi had to learn the hard way was that you
simply don't negotiate with hardline political Islamists: a lesson that Syria’s Bashar
Assad learnt in part by watching what was happening to Gaddafi and Libya in 2011.

But this element of home-based extremists was in all
likelihood only one factor in the larger equation: the bigger
factor being the foreign mercenaries and terrorists
entering into Libya.
"We are dealing with something imported to us from abroad: I mean Al Qaeda,"
Gaddafi told RT early in the crisis. "They hide themselves in buildings and open fire
during night time, terrorizing the residents. They butcher people like Al-Qaeda did.
This is nothing other than crime. The Al-Qaeda leadership began to tell the world
about protests in Libya, about shooting and of thousands killed. All of a sudden
we found out the whole world was against Libya. But we have had no protests. How
could news agencies have reported such things? The number of victims is 150-200:
how could one speak about thousands?" he asks, confused by the all the exaggerated
media coverage.

Known Al-Qaeda and former Guantanamo-Bay prisoners
were acknowledged, even by several Western newspapers,
to have been supervising 'training camps' in Libya aimed at
sustaining and expanding the attacks.
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A leader of Al-Qaeda (and one of the ugliest people you'll ever see in your life), 'Abu
Yahya al-Libi', appeared on the Internet, calling on Al-Qaeda members now in Libya
to capture as many weapons as possible and take full advantage of the collapsing
security situation. Al-Qaeda spokesman and propagandist Ayman al-Zawahiri also
released a video statement urging Al-Qaeda members on in Libya (months later he
would also be doing the same in Syria). Extremist Al-Qaeda leader, Abdul Latif
Tarahouni was known - and shown - to be acting as a field commander in the rebels'
ranks during attacks on several Libyan cities. When he was killed in action, his funeral
was attended by members of the NATO-backed National Transitional Council
(NTC); let's reemphasise that - a known Al-Qaeda operative orchestrating 'rebel'
attacks was openly, publicly mourned and celebrated by members of the transitional
'government' NATO and the West was championing. Apparently everyone was okay
with this.
The evidence of the Al-Qaeda and general terrorist link to the armed gangs in Libya
was cropping up all over the place. This is a must-read article on the website of Webster
Griffin Tarpley, PhD, demonstrating how so many of the 'rebels' fighting in Libya were
the same radical Islamists fighting against US troops in Iraq a few years earlier.
Professor Peter Dale Scott also wrote a comprehensive, early assessment of the
situation on the Center for Research on Globalisation site in March 2011.

And Gaddafi's claim that former Guantanamo inmates were inciting the uprising was
later confirmed, for example in this article in The Telegraph.

NATO-backed Libya ‘rebels’ with a Black African migrant worker.

The Al-Qaeda member and former Guantanamo detainee Abu Sufian Ibrahim Ahmed
Hamuda Bin Qumu was another of those known to be involved in the uprising. Qumu
had previously been imprisoned in Libya for ten years for alleged “murder, physical
assault, armed assault and distributing narcotics”, but had escaped and fled to
Afghanistan. A clear pattern emerges concerning many of those figures most involved
in driving the uprising; aside from the Al-Qaeda connections and the history of
involvement with US intelligence entities, these were often people with personal
grudges against the government or Gaddafi - in the case of Qumu, the fact that he'd
been imprisoned.
Need more? Well, The Telegraph reported that one of the Libyan rebel commanders
had openly admitted his fighters were Al-Qaeda.
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The proofs of Al-Qaeda's central role in the uprising were there the whole time,
cropping up virtually every day; and yet whenever Gaddafi tried to explain this to the
outside world, he was dismissed or laughed at. And the rebels' military commander
in Tripoli was none other than the "butcher of Afghanistan", the Al-Qaeda
mercenary Abdel-Hakim Belhadj, also known under the alias of Hasidi.
This Abel Hakim al-Hasidi was essentially an Al-Qaeda Commander there in Libya
with full MI6/CIA backing. An asset for both British intelligence and Vitol Oil,
Belhadj was in fact made commander of the Tripoli Military Council. By taking control
of Tripoli, Belhaj was given authority over a third of the country's population and a
major portion of its wealth. And for the record, Belhaj now leads the ISIS/ISIL branch
in Libya.
Meanwhile there was the aforementioned ‘Libyan Islamic Fighting Group’ (LIFG); an
organisation listed by the US State Department as a "terrorist organisation": this didn't
stop the US and NATO arming them and working with them in 2011 (there is also
more to the connection between this LIFG and Western intelligence agencies;
which will be highlighted later in this article).
As would soon be witnessed in Syria and then again in Iraq in 2014, mass graves were
already being found in Benghazi, where the rebels had buried Libyan soldiers they'd
executed. The bodies were found to have been mutilated in various ways. Our
corporate media continued to completely gloss over these aspects of the rebel groups
NATO was supporting. Through ignorance? No, of course not: but through policy and not merely a policy of silence, but a policy of deliberate misdirection and sleight
of hand.
And yet this hotchpotch of armed groups were often dictating NATO's actions,
dictating instructions to British, American and French forces. Even British government
officials, for example in the pro-rebel Al-Jazeera film 'Gaddafi: The End Game,
State of Denial', openly admit that the rebel groups had easy access to the British
Foreign Office in London and that they would regularly phone in and tell them what
Libyan government targets NATO should be hitting on any given day.

At this point, let's go back to what Gaddafi was trying to
explain to the BBC, ABC and the journalists in February.
“Have you seen the Al-Qaeda operatives?" he asks his
incredibly condescending interviewers. "Have you heard all
these Jihadi broadcasts? It is Al-Qaeda that is controlling
the cities of Al Baida and Darnah; former Guantanamo
inmates and extremists unleashed by America to terrorise
the Libyan people."
Again watch these 'seasoned interviewers' of the world's premier news broadcasters:
they don't ask him to elaborate. They look bewildered, and then they just push on with
their pre-scripted questions, which were all tailored - as with all the coverage - to
portray Gaddafi as a delusional madman trying to cling to power.
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For the record, the 'Darnah' Gaddafi refers to is now the main stronghold for ISIS/ISIL
in Libya in 2015.

____________________

Referred to as a ‘pro-democracy movement’ by the BBC and other mainstream
media outlets, these people were being openly armed and trained by the French,
British and American governments. The CIA was already on the ground in Libya
with the rebels, something openly admitted even by CNN at the time it was reporting
on the uprising. The CIA had in fact recruited over 1,500 men from Mazar-eSharif (Afghanistan) for fighting against Gaddafi's government in Libya: a fact not
even being denied by this stage. By August, even mainstream publications were
reporting this.
In what world is it legally (not to mention morally) acceptable for one nation to recruit
armed fighters from a second nation and send them into a third nation to wage war
upon it?
I direct us back to Gaddafi's comments to RT. He asks, “How can the UN Security
Council and the whole world decide (to attack us) based just on media reports? It
was the terrorists themselves, Al-Qaeda, who sent their reports about it to the news
agencies…"

He goes on, "The rebels specifically attacked prisons to free
criminals sentenced for illegal drug-dealing, killings and
smuggling. The criminals were issued weapons for them
to fight on the side of the rebels…"
In the same interview, Gaddafi insisted the UN Resolution was invalid and, according
to the Charter, shouldn't allow for international interference in a state's internal affairs
- but only in situations involving more than one state. I will come to that UN Resolution
in a moment.
Concerning Al-Qaeda and the rebels' agenda, Gaddafi said, "They declare all the
people as infidels. They have no demands, neither economic, political nor social. Their
principle is 'Kill, kill, kill until the Judgement Day comes'," he explained, highlighting
the prophetic/apocalyptic 'End-Times' philosophy that many of the jihadists subscribe
to. "What has transpired has nothing to do with the Constitution and the civil society
system or civil rights. This armed group has no interest in democracy. You know AlQaeda: they consider democracy godlessness created by infidels. They do not
recognize democracy but recognize only caliphates and the like."
On 22nd February Gaddafi had blamed the uprising on "Islamists", and warned that an
"Islamic emirate" had already been set up in Bayda and Derna, where he now
threatened extreme force to stop the extremist 'Islamification of Libya'. With hindsight,
Gaddafi was essentially predicting the emergence of ‘Islamic State’ or 'Daesh':
ISIS didn't exist in 2011, but the chaos in Libya was being callously stage-managed by
the international conspirators so that something very much like ISIS/ISIL would
emerge and engulf the region. ISIS/ISIL, as many observers have since noted, are
simply a re-branded offshoot of Al-Qaeda: and Libya in 2011 was quite simply Al-
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Qaeda being unleashed to run riot across an entire nation by their American,
British, French, Saudi and Qatari sponsors.
It is a particular irony to note that Libya was the very first country in the world, and
Gaddafi the very first leader, to condemn Al-Qaeda and issue an arrest warrant for
Osama bin Laden; this was back in 1996, and it is even more interesting to note that
both Britain and the US had refused to cooperate with Gaddafi or Libya even back then
in going after Al-Qaeda (a fact of history we will return to later in this document).

In regard to Al-Qaeda, ‘Islamic State’ and the
flourishing of ultra-violent Islamist terrorism, history
will one day show that Gaddafi was the one standing
in the way of this orchestrated apocalypse.
Without having any clear perception of what these rebel groups consisted of or
intended to do in the long-run, the mass media simply went along with our
governments' - the governments of more or less every wealthy nation on earth unanimously deciding to recognise these armed criminals as legitimate "freedom
fighters" and began championing them; and worse, arming and funding them.
David Cameron had already invited representatives of the Libyan rebels to open
an office/embassy in London; this being despite clear and numerous evidences
emerging of both Al-Qaeda's involvement in the uprising and of the kinds of brutal
crimes being committed by the rebels. But of course... our mass media, just like our
governments, already knew what was going on in Libya: they were just choosing to
be very selective with what they revealed.
In London, NTC officials, now given control of the Libyan embassy, laid a doormat
bearing Gaddafi's image so visitors would trample on his likeness whenever they came.
Over a billion dollars of aid was given to the rebels by international agencies,
particularly from Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States who made a big show of this
'donation'. There was foreign-provided military equipment, American weapons, and
even American instructors on the ground teaching the 'rebels' how to use some of
the more complicated weaponry. The agenda was so brazen by now that it wasn't even
being covered up anymore: this, for the record, is what happens when 'too big to fail'
institutions and conspirators know that they can get away with anything - they stop
even bothering to properly cover up their iniquities anymore. France alone paid $259
million to the gangs and rebels, with America donating an estimated $25 million.
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A Libyan ‘rebel’ and one of his wealthy ‘patrons’ – France.

Qatar (awarded the 2022 FIFA World Cup at literally the same time it was arming
terrorists in Libya and Syria) later even admitted that it deployed hundreds of its
own forces into Libya, involved in the armed uprising. There's no other way to
describe that than a foreign nation directly taking up arms against another sovereign
state and purely by stealth (without any declaration of war): yet no one in any of our
high-minded governments, no one in the UN, and hardly anyone in the media, even
raised an eyebrow at that. Qatar would prove to have form in this department, as a
number of its Intelligence operatives would soon also be discovered operating among
the 'Syrian rebels' that would soon be fighting to overthrow the Assad government.

Qatar, let it be said, has been one of the chief
architects of the violent assaults on both Libya and
Syria.
Now perhaps I am a naive sort of fool, but foreign nationals being sent to fight
alongside armed militias in a sovereign nation to overthrow that nation's legitimate
government seems like something that breaches every principle of international
law, doesn't it? And yet this activity became so commonplace in regard to Libya in
2011 that news organisations and journalists would casually report on such violations
of a sovereign state without even batting an eye-lid at the illegality of it (much less the
immorality).
For example, there was a Canadian citizen who commanded 250 rebel fighters and
happened to also come face to face with Muammar Gaddafi at the moment of the
leader's murder. "Men were hitting him. He was begging for mercy and yelling that
what they were doing to him was haraam (forbidden). The beatings lasted a few
minutes. Then someone holding a pistol approached. He fired twice," he told The
National Post. "The first bullet tore into Gaddafi’s head; the second, through his
stomach. After a moment of shock, a violent frenzy erupted. Gaddafi’s corpse was
grotesquely defiled." The witness speaking here is Gourbal Djiddi Nokour, a Canadian
citizen form Ontario. Such is the perverseness of the way the mainstream media had
come to regard the Libya situation that The National Post reported this as if Mr
Nokour had every right to be there, commanding '250 rebel fighters' in the first
place; it reports this as if this was some kind of innocuous vacation activity. But the
cold reality was this: Mr Nokour was a non-Libyan in Libya and commanding
hundreds of armed terrorists in a war against Libyan citizens and their legitimate
government.
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But this Mr Nokour was simply one among probably hundreds of foreign nationals on
the ground in Libya and involving themselves in the rape and pillage of the country.
There was also, among many others, the 33-year-old American Matthew Van Dyke: a
film-maker and correspondent who travelled to Libya to fight with the NATO-backed
rebels. His film Kony 2012 was in essence a badly measured propaganda exercise to
glorify the thugs, violence and gang warfare of 2011, entirely omitting the Al-Qaeda
connections and serving primarily to act as justification for NATO's policies and
Gaddafi's murder.

Again, no one seemed to raise an eyebrow at the fact than
an American (a civilian too) was on the ground in a foreign,
sovereign nation and actively contributing to warfare upon
the people and the government of that nation.
Apparently that's okay. Van Dyke was at one point captured by Libyan government
forces and held in prison, but was neither tortured nor killed and eventually rejoined
the rebels and continued contributing to their campaign.
As far as this foreign involvement on the ground is concerned, it gets worse - much,
much worse: but we will come to that in a moment.

______________________

“Drugged and Supporting the Devil”: A Word
About ‘Captagon’…
And what of Gaddafi's claim that the rebels were feeding young Libyan men
hallucinogenic drugs to fuel their violent activity?
Again, the media commentators and journalists laughed, dismissing this as a delusion
or a lie. Yet evidence has since emerged from the fighting in Syria that many Syrian
(and foreign) rebels were fuelled by illicit substances. Syrian rebels have been
captured and video-recorded clearly in drug-induced frenzies and altered states:
whether this explains some of the depravity of many of the rebels operating in Syria
(and in ISIS/ISIL) in those early stages of the Syrian Civil War or whether they were
just brutal, ultra-violent people anyway is difficult to say. These are people, let’s
remember, that were, among other things, beheading Syrian children and leaving their
headless bodies in the street.
But it's worth noting that most of the very worst and most brutal crimes of the various
jihadists and militants operating in Syria occurred in the early months and the first
year or so of the fighting: which was around the time jihadists and militants were
flooding into Syria from Libya.
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'Captagon', an amphetamine said to be widely used in the Middle East but mostly
unknown elsewhere, was reported to be keeping fighters (in Syria) on their feet during
gruelling battles and generating money for more weapons. As this video attested,
evidence was starting to emerge that the brutal conflict in Syria, despite having various
causes, was also being fuelled by both the export and *consumption* of rapidly
increasing quantities of illegal drugs. Again, footage exists on-line of various
Islamist militants in Syria or Iraq where they are noticeably deranged: their behaviour
and their mannerisms are visibly a type of 'mania'.

Remember Abu Sakkar, the crazed Syrian rebel who was
filmed ripping the heart out of a Syrian soldier and eating
it? Reminiscent, it has to be said, of the ‘Libyan rebels’ who
tore out the internal organs of Libyan soldiers in Misrata
early in the uprising.
A scholarly analysis of ‘captagon’ in Saudi Arabia can be read here. Even very
recently, a reported shipment of around six-million captagon pills were seized,
headed for ISIS/ISIL fighters in Syria, and the accusation is being made from
multiple sources that NATO itself began production of the drug in a Bulgarian
laboratory in 2011 – the year of the Libyan and Syrian ‘uprisings’ – and that they are
now also producing the drug elsewhere too. That may or may not be true; but it’s
curious that Gaddafi’s claim about ‘drugged’ rebels and criminals seems to be backed
up by evidence from elsewhere.
"Bribed, drugged, and supporting the Devil..." was one of Gaddafi's more colourful
descriptions of the armed gangs terrorising the Libyan people. Based on the evidence,
that seems a rather pertinent description; and all the media commentators and
journalists who made fun of him for saying it are now the ones with egg on their face.
The utter absence of proper, investigative journalism or fact-finding in regard to
Libya in 2011 was utterly astounding.
These substances and their proliferation would've, in all likelihood, been intended to
create manic behaviour and possibly increased susceptibility to following
morally-questionable orders. It seems possible that some of the particularly barbaric
crimes were being committed by people on these substances; though in truth many of
those involved in the armed uprising were simply brutal people anyway, as is the nature
of most Salafist/Islamist groups and is certainly the nature of Al-Qaeda.

_______________________

The other key element of the uprising was young Libyan men; kids in many
instances. This was something Gaddafi openly admitted, if you watch the interviews:
that young Libyan men were taking up arms and rampaging in the cities. But he
specified that these youth were being indoctrinated by Al-Qaeda 'imams' who
established themselves in mosques. And that they were then being given weapons
and drugs by those leading the uprising and encouraged to join in.
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This isn’t difficult to envision happening; many bored or listless young men can be
excited by all the street warfare, the opportunity suddenly to own and use weapons and
to rebel. Rebellion is part of the psychology of youth and young men often have a
predilection for action, adventure and excitement. That doesn't mean such young men
understood what they were fighting for necessarily or even what they were fighting
against.
A Vice News film made inside the Libyan rebellion showed that children as young as
around thirteen and fourteen were being given arms and trained to use rocketlaunchers. They were being swept up in all the excitement and chaos, influenced by
older men with more focused minds; they may also have been under the influence of
drugs, just as Gaddafi claimed. The same Vice News documentary showed a boy who
could've been no older than 14 playing with weapons, boasting about how he can
launch missiles, and asking (on camera) America to send him more new weapons; the
boy is also wearing an American baseball cap with the US flag on it the whole time.
14 year-old boys don't know what they're fighting for; they don't have considered
philosophies or visions of how a future government should be run. They like
excitement and bombast and they get swept up in the mania, and if action-men with
tanks and weapons show up and offer to hand them guns and ammunition and feed
them free mind-altering substances, then a great many of those young men will say yes
and go along with the show (witness what goes on in ISIS-controlled territories in Syria
and Iraq and how many young men find themselves drawn to the ‘adventure’ and
excitement). There were also persistent stories of Libyan children being forcibly
'recruited' at gun-point.
Former CIA officer Jack Rice seemingly confirms Gaddafi's view of the situation when
he explains to RT the nature of the 'rebellion' that America and the West was directly
supporting. "These kids - and they are kids in a lot of cases - these twenty-year old
kids who walk into Gaddafi's (army) compound and walk out with a lot of weaponry..."

Many young Libyan men were encouraged and excited
into taking up arms and joining in.

So the clear picture on the ground in Libya was of a mixture of Al-Qaeda fighters
(and commanders) and various terrorist/militia fighters, mercenaries from
abroad, prisoners broken out of jail, and young Libyan men being given weapons
(and drugs) and told to join in.
Another key point to remember is Gaddafi's insistence that some of those 'Al-Qaeda
imams' who'd installed themselves in the mosques were former Guantanamo Bay
inmates who'd been in American custody before coming to Libya (and, for all we
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know, released from American detention on the understanding that they become US
'assets' in Libya in the planned campaign against Gaddafi).
With hindsight, one begins to wonder if this might've been part of the point of
Guantanamo Bay all along.
I was curious to note, not much later, that former Saudi military official Anwar AlEshki would later confirm to the BBC that his country had provided arms to Islamist
fighters at the al-Omari mosque in Daraa in Syria; an absolute copy-and-paste of
what Gaddafi earlier claimed was happening in Libyan cities at the beginning of 2011,
as in the "Al-Qaeda Imams" were setting up 'mini emirates', using mosques as their
headquarters for recruiting and arming young men.

As stated earlier, the Libyan and Syrian ‘Wars’ were
in essence one event, albeit happening in separate
nations.
This hotch-potch of 'rebels', aside from massacring police officers and security
personnel and terrorising the populations, also further behaved in ways that revealed
the essentially Non-Libyan agenda they were carrying out. For example, the rebels
blew up key sections of Gaddafi's great 'Man-Made River' (what should've been one of
his great, abiding legacies for Libya and Africa; Gaddafi has described it as the “Eighth
Wonder of the World"): why would they do that?
What interest would Libyan rebels have in destroying the water-supply for Libyan
citizens? Logically, none. Libyans wouldn't destroy their own water-supply or for that
matter such a modern-marvel that was so important to the country's economy and selfsufficiency.
But who would have an interest in destroying the great Man-Made River? Quite
obviously those international forces that were intent on destroying Libya's
infrastructure, its self-sufficiency and its resources: NATO and the unashamedly
Imperialist American, French, British and European forces. Thus demonstrating quite
clearly that the 'Libyan rebels' were - at least in part - doing the bidding of foreign
masters from the very beginning. Indeed, NATO bombers would later target and bomb
Gaddafi's Great Man-Made River as well. It was part of the objective from the
beginning.

In addition to these various elements that made up the
'Libyan rebels', there was also an additional element
involved in the uprising; what we shall for now call the
hidden 'Fifth Element'.
We will come back to that 'Fifth Element' shortly because it is highly significant. But
for now we've covered the 'rebels' that were rampaging in 2011. What of NATO?

______________________
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The UN Resolution and NATO's Imperialist
War...
By early March, the legitimate Libyan government was in fact said to be winning the
conflict, pushing back the marauding rebels in key cities. At this point, Western
governments renewed false allegations of civilian victims in Libya as justification to
intervene militarily. Our governments pushed for military intervention precisely
*because* the Al-Qaeda led rebels were by now losing the war.
By 15th March, Gaddafi loyalists had retaken more than half a dozen lost cities. Except
for most of Cyrenaica and a few Tripolitania cities (such as Misrata), the majority of
cities had returned to government control.
So on March 17th the UN Security Council (which Gaddafi himself had called the
"world terrorism council" in his famous and incendiary UN speech in New York in
2009) passed a 'Resolution 1973', imposing a no-fly zone over Libya in an attempt to
limit the ability of Gaddafi and anyone in his circle to move freely; or, for that matter,
to escape the country - this resolution was passed in part to ensure that Gaddafi and
those closest to him would either be captured or killed within the chaos sweeping the
country. This was a measure put in place to trap the leaders of the legitimate Libya and
also to cut off Gaddafi and his people from the outside world (including any of his
allies in other governments and nations: all members of the African Union were also
barred from entering Libya).
Libya, now fast falling to the roving Al-Qaeda mercenaries and criminal rebels on the
ground while simultaneously having its resources, infrastructure and cities bombed by
NATO air-strikes, was entrapped with no way out and moreover with no way to
express the truth of the situation to any outside observers. The resolution passed
by the UN Security Council on 17th March authorized member states "to take all
necessary measures... to protect civilians and civilian populated areas"; but let's
cut through the jargon: what this really meant was 'all necessary measures... to
protect rebel-held areas'.

So let's take a moment to look at this UN Resolution upon
which the entire NATO operation hinged.
The Resolution to authorise the immediate no-fly zone was passed without a vote ever
having been conducted; just as Gaddafi had said in his 2009 address to the UN
General Assembly, the General Assembly itself was shown again to be worthless,
under the dictatorial power of the Security Council. Three days later the Americans,
the British and the French began bombing Libyan cities, and were soon joined by a
coalition of forty nations. The basis for all of this? Well, in the first instance it all
rested on the undocumented, unproven allegations provided by a group of NonGovernmental Organisations (mostly French) that insisted Gaddafi and the Libyan
regime was attacking its own civilians: no evidence was ever provided - it was just
words on paper.
The resolution was adopted under 'Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter'. The
UN Charter's prohibition of member states of the UN attacking other UN member
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states is central to the purpose for which the UN was founded in the wake of World
War II: to prevent war, in other words. The Nuremberg Trials' concept of a crime
against peace is "starting or waging a war against the territorial integrity, political
independence or sovereignty of a state" In an irony of ironies, this is exactly what
the UN now authorised NATO to *do* in Libya, yet Chapter VII was used to justify
the intervention, when, as Gaddafi had pointed out, no member-state's independence
or sovereignty had been threatened by the Libyan government.
Indeed the Libyan government had threatened no one but the armed rebels: it was now
NATO that was waging war on a 'sovereign, independent' nation and it was therefore
NATO that was in violation of the UN Charter. The Libyan government, on the other
hand, had at no point in the crisis violated any international law.
NATO also explicitly violated the terms of Security Council resolutions by the
repeated supply of arms to the rebels (by France and Qatar initially and then others)
in what was an obvious breach of the arms embargo demanded by the Security Council
in Articles 9, 10 and 11 of Resolution 1970 and again reaffirmed in Articles 13, 14
and 15 of Resolution 1973.
Hugh Roberts, former director of the International Crisis Group’s North Africa
Project, summed up the strategy perfectly when he wrote that 'By inserting ‘all
necessary measures’ into the resolution, London, Paris and Washington licensed
themselves, with NATO as their proxy, to do whatever they wanted whenever they
wanted in the full knowledge that they would never be held to account, since as
permanent veto-holding members of the Security Council they are above all laws.'
The Libyan Foreign Minister, Mousa Kousa, told reporters that Libya would impose
"an immediate ceasefire and stoppage of all military operations" against rebel forces;
note that he says 'rebel forces' and not 'civilian protesters', because no one in the Libyan
government seemed to acknowledge there that *were* any civilian protests. Kousa was
critical of the "unreasonable" UN Resolution, which allowed for the use of
international military power. "This goes clearly against the UN Charter and it is a
violation of the national sovereignty of Libya," he complained.
And he was right, of course. The UN Resolution was a complete farce, demonstrating
how worthless principles or rules are if they can be so easily violated by those
implementing them.
Some governments saw the inherent problems with the resolution, though very few
were willing to speak out against the dictatorship of the Security Council's permanent
members. India abstained because it correctly perceived the resolution as being based
on uncertain information (or lack of "credible information on the situation on the
ground in Libya"). Brazil too abstained, "concerned about the possibility that the use
of military force, as called for in paragraph 4 of today’s resolution, could change
that narrative in ways that may have serious repercussions for the situation in
Libya and beyond."
Silvio Berlusconi in Italy insisted, "This has nothing to do with a popular uprising. The
Libyan people love Gaddafi, as I was able to see when I went to Libya.” President
Cristina Kirchner of Argentina outright denounced the coalition attacks in Libya,
saying, "When you consider that these so-called civilised countries are trying to solve
problems by dropping bombs, it makes me proud to be South American." Meanwhile
Bolivia's President Evo Morales demanded that US President Barack Obama be
stripped of his Nobel Peace Prize immediately.
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But it was too late now: the die, as Julius Caesar might say, had been cast.

_____________________

Military intervention in Libya began on 19th March, as fighter jets of the French
Air-Force destroyed several pro-Gaddafi vehicles advancing on the rebel stronghold
of Benghazi. US and British submarines then fired over 110 Tomahawk cruise missiles
at targets throughout Libya, severely disabling the regime's air-defense capability and
allowing a wider enforcement of the no-fly zone to begin.
In a rather worrying bit of symbolic coincidence (or not), the commencement of the
military campaign in Libya came on the eight-year anniversary of the start of the
War in Iraq; it was March 19th 2003 that President George W. Bush told Americans
that coalition forces "have begun striking selected targets of military importance to
undermine Saddam Hussein's ability to wage war." Now it was Gaddafi's and Libya's
turn - just as he had prophesied at the 2008 Arab Summit.
From this point onward, any advancements made by loyalist Libyan forces
against the rebels were methodically thwarted by NATO and foreign air-strikes
precisely targeted to take out key communications and defense locations.
At this point in our analysis, we should also note that the so-called 'imminent
massacre of civilians' that supposedly was due to occur in Benghazi (cited by various
Western government officials, such as Hilary Clinton and the UK's William Hague, to
justify the pre-emptive NATO air-strikes) was in fact simply a small convoy of
Libyan government personnel heading into Benghazi to attack criminal/rebel
positions. Not only did the French jets bomb a retreating column, but what was shown
was a very short column that included ambulances and that clearly could not have
destroyed nor occupied Benghazi even if it was intended to. NATO strikes killed
government forces, saved the Al-Qaeda rebels and prevented the government from
restoring order.

This was the primary NATO strategy for the weeks and
months that followed: from the air they struck the legitimate
Libyan forces wherever they were about to achieve a
victory against the rebels. On account of this, there was by
now simply no way Gaddafi or the Libyan government
could win the war.
It should be made absolutely clear, by the way, that the UN Resolution called for the
implementation of a 'no-fly zone' and an immediate 'ceasefire': it did not authorise
NATO to bomb the country, attack government forces or aid the rebels. Therefore
the NATO forces, the American, French, British and other government officials, were
all *knowingly* going far beyond the UN mandate - and the UN, being an impotent
entity, did nothing to stop it.
Renowned intellectual and fierce critic of US foreign policy, Noam Chomsky, poohpoohed the intervention from the start, pointing out that there "was no effort to
institute a no-fly zone; the triumvirate (France, Britain, America) at once interpreted
the resolution as authorizing direct participation on the side of the rebels. A ceasefire
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was imposed by force on Gaddafi's forces, but not on the rebels. On the contrary, they
were given military support as they advanced to the West, soon securing the major
sources of Libya's oil production."
Chomsky highlighted an obvious point that most media and political commentators
completely failed to pick up on: specifically, how can it be a 'ceasefire' to attack one
side of the conflict and directly aid the other?
The early measure taken to stop the movement of weapons (so that a ceasefire could
be accomplished) was also merely a sleight of hand and was never in reality what our
governments were trying to do; NATO had "given permission to a number of weaponsloaded aircraft to land at Benghazi airport and some Tunisian airports,” a recent
intelligence report revealed, identifying masses of weapons including tanks and
surface-to-air missiles. These were all for use by the rebel groups.
In one conversation recorded in summer 2011 between Libyan officials and an
intelligence asset dispatched by the Pentagon as a back-door channel, the asset told a
'Mr Ismael', who served then as Gaddafi’s chief of staff, that US officials were going
to take Gaddafi's frozen money assets in Western banks and make the money
available to the rebels: in other words, to steal (there's no other word for it) Gaddafi's
money and use it to fund the very terrorists who were trying to kill him.
More than this, NATO bombers were targeting the water-facilities, causing an
estimated 90% of the civilian population to be without water and leading to a vast
humanitarian crisis. This strategy went beyond merely the illegal or immoral and into
the virtually Satanic.
Now South Africa's President Jacob Zuma, who with four other African heads of state
met Gaddafi for several hours at the Libyan leader’s Bab al-Aziziyah compound, called
on the UN and NATO to stop the air-strikes on Libyan government targets and to “give
ceasefire a chance”. Every step of the way, Gaddafi and the Libyan government
expressed their willingness to enter negotiations, discuss peace and look for a
solution; and every step of the way the Islamist rebel groups refused to enter into any
talks and the US-French-British-led NATO powers absolutely refused to discuss any
solution other than Gaddafi's complete removal.
In June 2011, Muammar Gaddafi and his son Saif al-Islam had also both announced
that they were willing to hold elections and that Gaddafi would step aside if he lost.
Saif stated that the elections could be held within three months and transparency would
be guaranteed through international observers. NATO and the rebels rejected the offer
and NATO soon resumed their bombardment of Tripoli. And all of this being even
after it was abundantly clear that the bulk of this 'popular uprising' was in fact
constituted by heavily-armed Islamist terrorists.
It is worth noting that this movement towards elections and more and more orthodox
democracy in Libya was already something both Saif and his father had been
discussing even prior to the beginning of the 2011 crisis and that Saif had openly
stated that he wanted democracy in Libya; there is a very strong argument to be
made that a more democratic Libya (in the Western sense) was very much on the cards
and would've come to pass organically and over time, particularly in light of Libya's
post-sanctions reconciliation with the West. Instead, in 2011 a foreign-orchestrated
bloodbath was carried out, utilising supposedly 'pro-democracy' forces that were really
nothing of the sort.
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"What we have in Libya are not revolutionaries but NATO stooges," Jordanianbased professor, Ibrahim Alloush noted, watching events in Libya closely. And of
Gaddafi's actions in the crisis, he surmised, “What we have is a heroic last stand and
defense of Libya against a NATO-led invasion.”
A vast bounty was also put out for Gaddafi to be taken 'dead or alive': he was now
being treated by the international community as if he was a terrorist like Osama bin
Laden or a common criminal; when in fact he was the ideological leader of a country
and was directly engaged in battle *against* the rampaging terrorists (including AlQaeda) and criminals on the ground.
Senator Lindsey Graham, a Republican member of the Senate Armed Services
committee, was all in favour of this 'Kill Gaddafi' policy, noting that the quickest way
to end the emerging stalemate was to "cut the head of the snake off". He said, "The
people around Gaddafi need to wake up every day wondering, 'Will this be my
last?'" What lovely representatives the American people are blessed with.
Didn't anyone find it odd that right up until February 2011 Saif al-Islam was being
viewed by the West as the modernising, reform-minded face of the Libyan
establishment? The 38-year-old, with an MBA from Vienna University and a PhD
from the London School of Economics (LSE) and the manager of the Gaddafi
International Charity and Development Foundation, was suddenly now wanted by the
International Criminal Court for 'crimes against humanity'. And odder still of course
that Muammar Gaddafi himself, being praised by various organisations - including for
Human Rights activity - right up until literally a few weeks before the crisis, was
now suddenly back to being described as the 'Evil Tyrant' of the 1980s?
Someone was simply rewriting the script overnight.
On 24th March, journalist Alexander Cockburn writes "The war on Libya now being
waged by the US, Britain and France must surely rank as one of the stupidest martial
enterprises." He was right, but he was focusing on the 'stupidity' rather than the more
important *criminality* of the campaign; Cockburn was being too generous if he
thought it was mere ignorance or oversight that was wrong with the international plan.
Because, at this stage of the analysis, there's another very important element to the
story that needs to be established: having established what the various elements of the
Libyan 'rebel' groups were made up of, we also need to understand the *other element*
I previously mentioned - the "Fifth Element" on the ground…

________________________

"Disguised as Arabs": The 'Fifth Element in
Libya...
It was another fact that the television media was for months refusing to report on and
that our governments were refusing to acknowledge: and that was the presence of
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British SAS, American CIA and French Intelligence personnel on the ground in
Libya in large numbers, working directly with the 'rebel' and Al-Qaeda groups... and
therefore breaking every possible international law and contradicting every principle
that Britain, America and France would claim to stand for.
All of this was eventually openly reported in mainstream press.
The Guardian was reporting on both SAS Special Forces and French intelligence
agents being on the ground in Libya, coordinating with the Al-Qaeda rebels. This
was in fact happening from the very beginning of the conflict. All of our governments'
assurances that there would be no 'ground troops' was in fact a nonsense: there were
foreign forces on the ground all along.
An article published in The Telegraph outright contradicted our governments' claims
that (1) they were not trying to kill Gaddafi and (2) that this had been a purely Libyan
rebellion with no foreign 'boots on the ground'.
The article clearly revealed that;


'Defence sources have confirmed that the SAS has been in Libya for several weeks,
and played a key role in coordinating the fall of Tripoli.'



'SAS soldiers, who have been dressed in Arab civilian clothing and carrying the
same weapons as the rebels, have been ordered to switch their focus to the search for
Gaddafi'.



'NATO has ordered all available surveillance aircraft, including British spy planes, to
focus on tracking Gaddafi. '

And then again, in The Daily Mirror (20th March 2011);


'Hundreds of British SAS soldiers have been operating with rebel groups inside
Libya for three weeks'.

Note that this was in March, long before any British or NATO-aligned personnel
should've been involved at all.

Again, this time from The Daily Mail: 'The bombing of the
country came as it was revealed that hundreds of British
Special-Forces troops have been deployed deep inside
Libya targeting Colonel Gaddafi’s forces – and more are
on standby.'
While David Cameron, William Hague and the British government was continually
repeating that UK ground troops would not be involved, there were already an
estimated 350 already mounting covert operations - with 'more on standby'. Note
that, as The Daily Mail specified, this was all happening *before the NATO campaign
had even begun* and in all likelihood before even the UN had been convened to discuss
the crisis.
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The SAS was therefore in Libya with no mandate, no legal basis for their presence,
and engaged in aiding warfare against government and police personnel. This was
an international crime on every level; and again, even though it probably doesn't need
to be said, let's be absolutely clear that neither Gaddafi nor the Libyan government had
committed any crime against British interests or indeed against *any* foreign or
Western citizen or institution.
Yet, as The Daily Mail confirmed, elite troops and MI6 spies were being sent to
invade Libya (and 'invade' is the word); 'MI6 operatives backed by the SAS are to
land in the east around the key rebel stronghold of Benghazi ‘within days’,' the
newspaper reported. 'In addition, 600 soldiers of the Black Watch are on 24-hour
standby...'
Even Qatari agents' known involvement on the ground in Libya is especially relevant,
because Qatari intelligence has a long relationship with the British SAS and are
especially useful for being sent into Arab countries or towns because they can easily
impersonate indigenous Arab, Libyan (or later, Syrian) fighters.
It is therefore, let's reiterate, a recorded matter of fact that British, American and French
intelligence and/or military personnel were already in Libya operating against the
country's government and all of its legitimate authorities. Again, am I being a naive
fool or is that in itself *illegal activity* under international law? Doesn't this qualify
as violation of a 'sovereign, independent state', as specified in the UN Charter? If
Libyan 'agents' or 'special forces' had been in the UK, France or America, disguising
themselves as Englishmen, Frenchmen or Americans, and helping criminals and gangs
to launch attacks on police personnel and army locations... would that be considered
illegal?

Obvious foreign/Western mercenaries and/or military personnel
active in the fighting in Libya.

You see then how deep this 'rabbit-hole' goes once you start
looking at the facts? Because what if - what if - these same
SAS Special Forces, CIA operatives and French and
Qatari intelligence agents were in fact directly involved in
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the very earliest attacks on Libyan government buildings,
police stations and military buildings in February?
What if they were the ones coordinating the rebels from day one and ensuring that
they hit the right targets in order to capture the maximum amount of weapons? What
if they were complicit in the earliest murders of Libyan police and security
personnel? Again, the SAS troops were disguised "in Arab civilian clothing and
carrying the same weapons as the rebels" according to The Telegraph.
If this was in fact what was going on and this was how the 'Libyan uprising' started,
then it becomes very, very clear exactly *why* all of the mainstream media
channels were failing to investigate anything - how could they? They would've had
to reveal not only the Al-Qaeda presence, but the possible reality that British,
American and French personnel were running riot in Libyan cities along with AlQaeda and all the criminal gangs. That would've been an absolute bombshell that
would've totally contradicted all the false narratives being supplied by our government
officials.
But this is exactly what was happening; the sovereign nation and government of Libya
was being operated against by foreign intelligence and military operatives on the
ground. They had no legal right to be there: it was a covert (and armed) infiltration
that should be regarded as a criminal operation by the rest of the world.

________________________

There is an even bigger 'smoking gun', however, and it's this: something called
The 2010 Unconventional Warfare Manual of the US Military.
The document published by the US military lays out the strategies for infiltrating and
destroying any sovereign nation of choice via 'irregular' means; in other words, via
means other than traditional military invasion or war (after the costly debacle of the
Iraq War, one suspects). "The intent of US Unconventional Warfare is to exploit a
hostile power's political, military, economic and psychological vulnerabilities by
developing and sustaining resistance forces to accomplish US strategic
objectives," the document explains. 'For the foreseeable future, US Forces will
predominately engage in irregular warfare operations'.

This manual, it is crucial to note, was published in 2010.
The Libyan and the Syrian Civil Wars erupted in 2011.
There is absolutely no question for any intelligent observer
that the Libyan and Syrian horrors (with their hundreds of
thousands of deaths) were operations conducted, to the
letter, in accordance with the Unconventional Warfare
Manual of the US Military.
The manual outlines US strategy for step-by-step subversion of a country by means
including guerrilla warfare and ultimately regime change, utilising incitement and
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mobilisation of the populations against their governments and mass civil unrest.
What transpired in Libya and Syria matches the objectives and methods of this
document 100%.
Says the document; 'Resistance and external forces conduct psychological preparation
to unify populations against (the) established government... and prepare population
to accept US support...'
If you’re sceptical, please read the official PDF here.
This perfectly and conclusively explains why American, British and French personnel
were on the ground and operating with the 'rebels' and armed gangs. It explains also
why SAS troops were in Libya, 'disguised as Arabs' and posing as Libyan rebels.
They were following the US military strategy established in 2010. This particular
element - the SAS troops - was replicated in Syria just as in Libya, with the strong
implication being that SAS forces were involved in starting the Syrian Civil War
too.
The potentially horrific role played by foreign, Western agencies on the ground is not
to be underestimated. Former US Congressman and civil rights activist Walter
Fauntroy, who went into Libya on a peace mission, reported that he had watched
French and Danish troops storm small villages late at night beheading, maiming
and killing both rebels and Gaddafi loyalists 'to show them who was in control'…

________________________

I hope that, by this stage, this article has demonstrated that, (1) Al-Qaeda was
centrally involved in the attacks in Libyan cities and being supported by the US and
other Western governments, (2) the British SAS, and American, French and Qatari
intelligence personnel were *in Libya* working directly with various terrorists,
rebels and armed gangs, (3) that the UN Resolution and NATO mandate had no
legitimacy, (4) that no fact-finding missions were sent to Libya by the UN or any of
our governments, nor by any of the corporate media organisations, and (5) that none
of the alleged 'crimes' Gaddafi or the Libyan government was accused of had any basis
in fact, and (6) that all of the much-hyped social media reports of crimes against
'civilian protesters' by the Libyan authorities were in all likelihood fake accounts being
managed by American personnel.

Now let's look again more closely at the reasons
NATO and the UN Security Council gave for
intervening in Libya;
These were; (1) the 'widespread, popular protests' against Gaddafi and the government,
(2) the alleged government attacks on these 'peaceful protesters', (3) the imminent
'massacre of civilians' in Benghazi, and (4) the alleged Libyan air-force strikes on
residential areas in Tripoli, and (5) the alleged 'African mercenaries' the Libyan
government had brought in to attack civilians.
Were any of these stories true…?
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________________________

The Corporate Media Fiction and the
'Crimes' of the 'Regime'...
The story that peaceful protests were attacked violently by government forces
"resulting in thousands of deaths" was the basis for Western support of Libyan rebel
groups: but it was a complete and utter fabrication from the very beginning. The
evidence suggests that here *were no* peaceful demonstrations, and in fact there were
no popular demonstrations at all.
Part of the reason this lie was so easy to propagate around the world was due to the
broader context of what had also been going on in Tunisia and Egypt in those weeks,
where popular demonstrations *were* taking place as part of the so-called 'Arab
Spring'. Given this context, the idea that the same was now happening in Libya was
easy to sell to an unsuspecting public in Western nations. Saudi and Gulf-State
funded news organisations were the first to begin propagating this story of mass
civilian protest (and mass civilian casualties) occurring in Libya.
It never happened. What actually did happen, as already illustrated, was groups of
armed criminals and gangs attacking police stations and military buildings, seizing
weapons and ammunition and brutally murdering both police officers and army
personnel - *that* was where and how the Libyan 'uprising' began, with not a
'peaceful demonstrator' anywhere to be found.
As was widely reported, investigations by Amnesty International failed to find any
evidence for the alleged human rights violations and in many cases discredited or
cast doubt on them. It also found indications that on several occasions the rebels in
Benghazi appeared to have knowingly made false claims or manufactured evidence.

As reported in The Independent, Donatella Rovera, senior
crisis response adviser for Amnesty, who was in Libya for
three months after the start of the uprising, said "we have
not found any evidence or a single victim... there is no
proof of mass killing of civilians."
This was confirmed by a similar report by the International Crisis Group, which found
that while the Libyan regime did have some history of violently repressing opponents,
there was absolutely no question of "genocide". The report adds the criticism that
"Western media coverage has from the outset presented a very one-sided view of
the logic of events," and that it was inaccurately "portraying the protest movement as
entirely peaceful" and repeatedly "suggesting that the regime's security forces were
massacring unarmed demonstrators who presented no security challenge."
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You can read or download the PDF of the ICG report here.
But European and American media organisations never bothered to investigate or
ascertain the truth of what was happening: they simply reported the same unfounded
stories that the Saudi/Gulf-State-owned Arab media had initiated. As an aside, let's also
remember that the genuine popular protests in Bahrain, for example, were harshly
cracked down on by their government forces, who'd also been sent Saudi personnel to
help them attack Bahraini civilians. Yet no one in Western governments made a fuss
about this and the corporate media barely even reported on it. So much for Bahrain’s
‘Arab Spring’.
Al-Jazeera, Al-Arabbiya, the BBC, Saudi and Gulf State media, Fox, CNN and the US
news networks and pretty much all of the Western mainstream media was not only
reporting with extreme, pre-determined bias, but were actually caught planting false
stories, trying to stage fake 'protests', etc, and completely ignoring the mass rallies
of pro-Gaddafi supporters that were going on in the country throughout the crisis.

"These are all false reports... please take your cameras
and go to any town, any city, in Libya... there is a big gap
between the reality and the media reports," Saif Gaddafi
(son of Libya's leader) said, speaking to ABC. And he was
right; but the Western media corporations didn't take his
advice - they didn't take their cameras to various Libyan
cities to show what was going on. Instead they resorted to
utter fabrications.
The footage exists of one particular incident where you can see the Al-Jazeera news
crew choreographing a (very small) crowd of anti-Gaddafi protesters and warming
them up. Even a rebel leader later admitted that footage of Libyan civilians in Tripoli
celebrating the fall of Gaddafi was in fact fake - it had in fact been shot in Qatar,
where a vague 'recreation' of Tripoli's Green Square had been fabricated for this very
purpose.
There's simply no doubt about it: the mass media was engaged in a mass deception.
And when they couldn't find any evidence of anti-Gaddafi protests, they resorted to
making it up. Take a look at this BBC news report supposedly showing us the mass
protests in Libya. In fact it was stock footage of entirely unrelated protests in India!
Apart from the fact that Libyans don't dress like that, what was the other giveaway?
They forgot to edit out the Indian flags clearly being waved!!
This was going on all over the print media too; this article, for example, shows us an
image of "People gathering in Benghazi to protest Gaddafi's rule", but then is forced
to add that 'the content, date and location of this image could not be independently
verified.' Well then why *show* the image?
Even the most 'optimistic' estimates for how many people in Libya might actually have
demonstrated against Gaddafi and the government has the figure at something like
2% of the population (at most). If this number of protestors is justification for 'Civil
War' or 'regime change', then clearly the UK should've been bombed by NATO after
over a million people marched on the streets of London protesting the invasion of Iraq?
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Or what about all the people in the US marching against police brutality? I made that
point already about Baltimore; the same for Ferguson or any number of other cities in
America or Europe where citizens have been known to turn violent, damage property
or attack the police.

_______________________

Then there was the alleged 'imminent bloodbath in Benghazi' that Obama, Hilary
Clinton, David Cameron, Nicolas Sarkosy and the rest of the Western leadership
claimed as a justification for urgent and immediate intervention.

Without exception all the mainstream media coverage at the
time insisted that Gaddafi had threatened this 'imminent
bloodbath' in which thousands of civilians would be killed.
In fact, he did nothing of the sort. At NO POINT did
Gaddafi threaten civilians; his famous 'no mercy' speech of
March 17th was directed at the armed rebels and
mercenaries who'd seized weapons and murdered
government personnel.
And the 'filthy rats' he referred to were Al-Qaeda and the other armed criminals. In
fact even the New York Times reported that Gaddafi had at the very same time offered
amnesty to those involved in the armed attacks - on the condition that they lay down
their weapons and cease the terrorism. Alan J. Kuperman, Associate Professor at the
Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, pointed out that Gaddafi had even offered
these various armed rebels and mercenaries an escape route out of Libya (because so
many of them weren't Libyan) and into Egypt so that the war could stop.

At no point had Gaddafi threatened ‘civilians’; his much-referenced
threat was clearly directed at the armed rebels and foreign
mercenaries.

Let's just reiterate that: Gaddafi offered them an actual amnesty and an escape route in
order to avoid 'a fight to the bitter end'.
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So again, where was the 'imminent bloodbath in Benghazi'? Even those in the
media questioning whether an intervention was justified or not were still nevertheless
framing the debate in terms of whether it was our business to intervene or not: no one
actually bothered questioning whether the story was actually true. It wasn't. And yet
even to this day, politicians still repeat this nonsense as their justification for what was
done to Libya; yet anyone with half a brain could see that the people Gaddafi was
threatening were the terrorists and not the civilian populations (remember: he
wanted to *arm* the civilian population!).
Our government officials and the news-corporations simply twisted and tailored
Gaddafi's broadcast so that it could be portrayed in a certain way - a way that would
help justify the 'urgent' bombing. The idea that Gaddafi would order attacks on Libyan
civilians was always absurd. That lie could only work on people with no knowledge or
understanding of Gaddafi or Libya (which, as it happened, was most people watching
the corporate news). But as Libya expert, Susan Lindaeur, pointed out, 'Gadhaffi’s
actions reveal a great deal about his character. As a leader, does he throw his
people to the wolves? Or abandon them for convenience? Notoriously not. He
claims the Libyan people as his own. He protects them no matter the cost to
himself.'
The dignity and welfare of Libyan citizens had in fact always been so paramount to
Gaddafi that he endured years of crippling sanctions for refusing to hand over the two
Libyan citizens (falsely) accused of the Lockerbie bombing, because he knew they
were innocent and knew they wouldn't get a fair trial. He eventually did hand them
over in 2002, but only to end the sanctions.
Yet our leaders and officials continued with the lie. “If we waited one more day,”
Barack Obama said in his March 28th address, “Benghazi could suffer a massacre
that would have reverberated across the region and stained the conscience of the
world”. In a joint letter, Obama, with UK Prime Minister David Cameron and French
President Nicolas Sarkozy, asserted: “By responding immediately, our countries halted
the advance of Gaddafi’s forces. The bloodbath that he had promised to inflict on the
citizens of the besieged city of Benghazi has been prevented.”

“Tens of thousands of lives have been protected,” the US
President said. It was pure fiction; the pre-emptive NATO
strike to 'protect' Benghazi simply destroyed a very small
convoy of government vehicles, including ambulances.
Professor Alan J. Kuperman, in an article titled 'False Pretense For War in Libya',
dismissed the fictional Benghazi narrative; 'The best evidence that Khadafy did not
plan genocide in Benghazi is that he did not perpetrate it in the other cities he had
recaptured either fully or partially; including Zawiya, Misurata and Ajdabiya, which
together have a population greater than Benghazi.'
And again, there was the alleged Libyan bombings of civilian populations. It was
Saudi-owned Al-Arabiya News that first reported that Libyan fighter jets had been
bombing civilian areas in Benghazi and Tripoli, with Al-Jazeera and the BBC then
also running with the story; and then every other corporate news broadcaster in the
West ran with this story. Yet remarkably, no one managed to record any of this alleged
activity happening; no one - not NATO, not humanitarian agencies, not the US with
all its satellite surveillance - NO ONE managed to provide the media with any
evidence of this alleged bombing of Tripoli by the Libyan Air-Force.
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And in fact, as already stated, Russian satellite data showed precisely the opposite:
demonstrating clearly that no such attacks had occurred. Russia *proved* that the
alleged attacks from the air *never happened*... and still the mass media continued
running with the story and STILL our political leaders continued citing it as
justification for immediate intervention.
As Nazi propaganda minister Josef Goebbels famously said, "If you tell a big enough
lie and keep repeating it, people will eventually believe it."
On March 1st, in a Pentagon press conference, when asked “Do you see any evidence
that he [Gaddafi] actually has fired on his own people from the air? Do you have
independent confirmation? If so, to what extent?”, the US Secretary of Defense
Robert Gates replied, “We’ve seen the press reports, but we have no confirmation of
that”. Backing him up was Admiral Mullen, saying “That’s correct. We’ve seen no
confirmation whatsoever”. Yet this fictional crime continued to be referred to by
some media broadcasters, and more importantly by key Western officials, as if it were
fact.
As Gerald A. Perreira wrote pointedly in July 2011 on the Center For Research on
Globalisation, 'Qaddafi has handed out over one million kalashnikovs to the Libyan
people. If he was the brutal dictator that NATO would have us believe him to be, then
the armed population could have turned their guns on him by now, especially as
they would have NATO’s full backing if they did so.'

______________________

What else were Gaddafi and the Libyan government
accused of?
In late April, US Ambassador to the UN Susan Rice alleged that soldiers loyal to
Gaddafi were given Viagra and encouraged to commit rapes in rebel-held or
disputed areas.
The validity of these rape allegations was challenged by, again, Amnesty International,
which said it had not found evidence to back up the claims; Amnesty went further
and said that there were indications that on several occasions the rebels in Benghazi
appeared to have knowingly made false claims or manufactured evidence, hoping it
would be picked up by foreign media broadcasters and taken as fact by foreign
governments.
On March 26th much was made of the story of a Libyan woman with bruises all over
her body bursting into a Tripoli hotel housing international journalists, shouting that
she was taken from a checkpoint and held for two days while 15 of Gaddafi's men beat
and raped her. "Look at what Gadhafi's brigades did to me," Eman al-Obeidy says
before government officials and hotel staff whisk her outside to car and drive her away.
This was clearly simply a staged drama for the benefit of the foreign journalists.
Amnesty's findings were at odds with the claims of ICC prosecutor, Luis MorenoOcampo, who told a press conference that "we have information that there was a policy
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to rape in Libya those who were against the government. Apparently he [Colonel
Gaddafi] used it to punish people." US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton added fuel to
the fire by saying she was "deeply concerned" that Gaddafi's troops were participating
in widespread rape in Libya. "Rape, physical intimidation, sexual harassment, and even
so-called 'virginity tests' have taken place," she casually stated, as though it was a fact.
It wasn't; like so much else, it was just a story.
The British aid agency Save the Children said it did get reports that children were raped
by 'unknown perpetrators', but also warned that these reports could not be
confirmed. It was then said that 259 refugee women had been asked to fill in a
questionnaire, which reported that they had been raped by Gaddafi's soldiers; however
the accounts of these women could not be independently verified as the psychologist
who conducted the questionnaire said that "she had lost contact with them". And in
actual fact, there was plenty of testimony and evidence to suggest that the jihadists
and rebels were brutalising civilians and committing extreme acts; and little, if
any, to suggest that the government forces or anyone loyal to Gaddafi was doing so
(and literally *nothing* to suggest that Gaddafi himself had been complicit in any such
crime or issued any instructions for any such crime to be committed).
As Susan Lindauer noted in the summer of 2011, 'Headlines that Gadhaffi issued
Viagra to fuel rape binges by his soldiers played very well on CNN. However former
Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney has determined that ‘the only major purchaser
of Viagra bound for Libya was the US Government itself, which handed out Little
Blue Pills to older Rebel soldiers to energize them for battle. Judging from rape
testimonials coming out of Libya, the US strategy succeeded in the most tragic ways.'
It was known that on June 22nd, non-governmental fact-finders were travelling some
200 miles to video a boy who had been castrated and had his both eyes gouged out
by NATO Rebels as punishment for refusing to join their unit, as well as a father
who described the kidnapping of his virgin daughter from the family: she had been
dragged out of the house at gun-point and taken to a rape party, before the NATOsponsored rebels finally cut off her breasts with a knife and she bled to death.
The stories of this nature were numerous, and for every report that managed to trickle
out of Libya there were probably dozens and dozens more that went unreported.

_______________________

As for the alleged African 'mercenaries' brought in
by the Libyan authorities, no evidence was ever
produced to support this claim.
The first so-called 'mercenary' that was allegedly captured was displayed on Al-Jazeera
as 'proof' of this claim; the Black individual was being lynched by an angry mob; he
was then publicly hanged from a bridge in the city of Al-Baida, his death cheered
on by a massive crowd. It actually then turned out that this man was a Libyan Army
soldier: in fact, a number of the more racist among the Libyans were simply using the
pretext of these alleged 'African mercenaries' as an excuse to lynch and murder Black
people in Libya, mostly migrant workers. Gaddafi, the arch Pan-Africanist, had
encouraged a large number of migrant workers from other African nations to live in
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Libya, though some in the country may have resented the presence of these 'foreigners'
and they now had an excuse, particularly in the lawlessness that was created by AlQaeda, to act on their hatred.
As Dr R. Breki, G Oheda and David Roberts explain in their superb video, 'a number
of black African migrants fleeing into Egypt testified that when they'd been captured
in Benhgazi and Al-Baida, they'd been forced (by the rebels) to wear Libyan
military uniforms while being filmed and to *confess* that they were mercenaries...'
Ibrahim Dabbashi, a former Libyan Deputy-Ambassador to the UN (and a man
suspiciously quick to defect to the side of the rebels) was an early source for this claim
about African mercenaries brought in by the government to attack civilians; but his
claim appeared to have emerged after he'd already defected to the NTC (Dabbashi was
one of the first turn-coats to defect from the government to join the NATO-backed
NTC).

Another African migrant worker in the hands of the ‘rebels’.

But even Human Rights groups investigating found no evidence that African
mercenaries had at any stage been brought into Libya by the Gaddafi loyalists. It was
in fact a lie initiated by Al-Jazeera and then picked up by other agencies; the purpose
of it was partly to counter the fact that no proof existed of the Libyan government
itself having attacked any civilians; in the absence of that proof, a new story had to
be invented to explain to the watching world how it was that Gaddafi's government
was supposedly killing its people - hence the African mercenaries.
In fact, most or all of the images circulating around the world of Black Africans being
rounded up and executed by Libyan rebels was actually footage of simple migrant
workers, of which there were many in Libya (they had come over in large numbers to
work on Gaddafi's vast building projects). And where *were* these massacres
allegedly carried out by the fictional African mercenaries? When did they occur? The
news media reported this myth as fact but never once referred to an actual, verifiable
incident or a location.
Personally, I would go even further and argue this: even if the Libyan government had
brought in African mercenaries (though it hadn't), it might even be viewed as a
legitimate response to the foreign mercenaries that constituted the rebel groups already
fighting against the government - fight mercenaries with mercenaries. But that's me
saying that: Gaddafi outright denied ever having brought in mercenaries... and again,
no actual proof has ever been produced to prove this story.
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In his You Tube video, ‘Libya Race, Empire, and the Invention of Humanitarian
Emergency’, Maximillian C. Forte (Department of Sociology and Anthropology,
Concordia University, Canada) points out, the myth of the African mercenaries also
served a greater purpose, which was to engineer a hostile sectarianism between
Libyans and the rest of Africa for the purposes of ending Gaddafi's pan-African
ideals and initiatives. Quite simply, by playing upon the most xenophobic, racist
elements within Libyan society (primarily the Islamists), those plotting against the
government exacerbated a mistrust of Black Africa in Libya to ensure that the
'New Libya' would leave Africa behind and instead forge a new alliance with
Western, Colonial, Imperialist interests and their Capitalist initiatives.
This severing of Libya from Africa is very significant - and we will come back to that
at the end of this article.
Meanwhile, The Washington Post, among others, reported on how black Libyans
were being tortured, killed and denied hospital treatment, and that many were not
pro-Gaddafi fighters but migrant workers “taken at gunpoint from their homes,
workplaces and the street on account of their skin color.”
According to African Union chairman Jean Ping, the "NTC seems to confuse black
people with mercenaries." Ping said that for the rebels, "All blacks are mercenaries. If
you do that, it means (that the) one-third of the population of Libya, which is black,
are also mercenaries. They are killing people, normal workers, mistreating them."
It was pure xenophobia and racism, fuelled by the rabid Salafist/Al-Qaeda
ideologies and enabled by the international community; evidence of possible
'ethnic cleansing' by the anti-Gaddafi forces would also later emerge. The mass media
should be considered indirectly culpable in this racial persecution of Black
Libyans too, as they happily promoted this idea of the African mercenaries and
contributed to the backlash against Black people in Libya. As Maximilian C. Forte
pointed out in this article, 'Indeed, the media even collaborates, rapid to assert without
evidence that any captured or dead black man must be a 'mercenary'.'

________________________

Yet even beyond this, still there were more accusations and fictions being thrown
about by Western officials. Some American media, led by officials like John McCain,
also began to say that Gaddafi "may begin using chemical weapons against his
people".
This was a total bullshit exercise, entirely devoid of reality (much like Saddam Hussein
and the WMDs in 2003, or the later, highly dubious claims about Assad and chemical
attacks in Syria). For one thing, Libya had given up its chemical weapons stockpile
years earlier; and for another thing, here was that word again, "may". He "may" use
chemical weapons, just like he "may be about to massacre civilians in Benghazi".
In reality *none* of the accusations being made against Gaddafi or the
government could be demonstrated to be true. Again, whenever asked to produce
any proof of the alleged government or security-forces attacking civilians, our
governments and officials came up empty-handed.
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In the excellent film - Libya Race, Empire, and the Invention of Humanitarian
Emergency, Maximilian C. Forte notes that even more than a year after Gaddafi's
murder, no evidence had ever emerged to prove that Gaddafi's government or
army had carried out or even intended any massacre of civilians or any action
against civilians at all. Indeed, a year after Gaddafi's death, his government's
intelligence buildings were taken over by the rebels and the NTC and yet nothing - not
a shred of evidence, not even a single name or order - was discovered anywhere to
suggest that any attack against civilians had been planned, ordered or carried out by
Libyan government forces at any stage in 2011. As Mr Forte notes, surely if there
*was* any such evidence, the NTC and its NATO sponsors would be keen to release
it publicly in order to prove the claims that were being made.
Accusations were frequently also made that the Libyan regime was cynically trying to
control information and perception, including eventually restricting foreign journalists.
Firstly, controlling information and perception is what governments do; massaging
certain facts and perceptions - but that could be viewed as standard practise;
governments, even democratic ones, do it all the time (ours do it from week-to-week
as a matter of course), and the Libyan government, at this time under direct attack and
facing violent chaos, was bound to try to control information. Given the far greater
information war being conducted against it from outside agencies (and all of the lies
being told by foreign media), it was in fact a necessity.
And, as some news sources point out, the rebels were doing this too. The rebels
abducted five journalists from Russia in April 2011 in Ajdabiya. They took away the
journalists' documents and equipment. In the city of Misrata, rebel leaders also
imposed restrictions on the foreign media. Journalists were prevented from travelling
to the village of Dafniya and were turned back at rebel-held checkpoints. Journalists
were then only able to use officially approved translators.
So why would the rebel groups need to resort to that kind of control over the
foreign media reporters? The Libyan regime of course would have logical reasons to
do that, as - in theory - they were the ones with 'something to hide'; but why would the
'innocent' rebels waged in a just campaign against a 'brutal regime' need to restrict the
foreign media's activities? The fact is simply that the rebels' were only cooperating
with those elements of the foreign media that were 'on their side', so to speak, which
wouldn't have included Russian journalists. In fact, as Gaddafi had pointed out in an
earlier interview, the foreign corporate media was simply acting as a mouthpiece for
the rebels: rebel groups would report something to the media and then the media,
without fact-checking or investigating, would relay this as fact.
British freelance journalist Lizzie Phelan was one of the loudest voices to speak out
against the corporate media campaign during the crisis. Phelan, who spent significant
time in Libya during the crisis, insisted that a Western-backed genocide was taking
place in Libya and there were no independent journalists left on the ground to
cover the story.
By now, I hope it has been effectively demonstrated that the corporate news
broadcasters were guilty, to varying degrees, of both fabricating 'evidence' and of
deliberately ignoring available information that would've contradicted the fraudulent
claims they were making.
Most of the corporate print-press was no better, serving to aid and abet the criminal
conspiracy; though there were some exceptions and there therefore remains a
scattering of rather embarrassing leaks that enable people like us to build a case against
the conspirators.
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________________________

The Timeline of Destruction: April - October
2011
April 14th 2011: the BBC shows the now famous footage of Gaddafi driving through
the streets of Tripoli, standing up through the sun-roof of the vehicle for the entire
journey. In this footage he is waving to the people - scores and scores of Libyan
citizens, residents of Tripoli - who enthusiastically wave back or cheer him or raise
their fists in the air of salute to 'Brother Gaddafi'.
In several parts of the footage, citizens actually rush over to high-five him or shake his
hand. This is in April, right in the middle of the so-called 'Civil War' in Libya. This
was not only a show of defiance by Gaddafi but a show of how much support he still
had even as NATO and the Western governments were openly plotting his downfall.
And what was Gaddafi wearing? No bullet-proof vest or any kind of protective
clothing, just a casual black t-shirt and blazer and what looks like a Trilby hat.

Gaddafi rides through Tripoli, cheered by the masses
– this is April 2011, at a time the media tells
us his own people are rising against him…

This footage was filmed and broadcast on the same day and at a time when Western
governments and the mainstream media were trying to tell us that there was intense
fighting, attacks on civilians and general chaos tearing up the city: what we saw in fact
were fairly normal-looking street scenes, a city simply going about its usual business
and the only odd aspect of the footage was the fact that Gaddafi showed absolutely no
fear or being shot at by anyone or of coming to any harm from his own people. There
was no fighting, no unrest, no protests. Indeed the BBC News anchors covering the
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footage seemed confused, even startled, by it and had little idea what to say - because
it completely flew in the face of all the corporate government/media propaganda that
was being regurgitated.
By 19th April, three weeks into the NATO bombing campaign, its representatives were
reporting that the NATO bombers had already conducted 'well over 2,800 missions',
and averaging at 'just over 1,000 a week'. The corporate/mainstream media was
reticent in reporting just how many civilian casualties there were and what precisely
was being targeted by the bombers.
But in a televised interview of RT's ‘Worlds Apart’ programme, Hanne Nabintu
Herland, a Norwegian author and historian born and raised in Africa for 20 years,
revealed the truly odious nature of the NATO-led international campaign against
Libya. "Libya is the worst example of Western countries’ assault in modern
history; it’s a horrible thing to be a European intellectual and to watch your own
political leaders go ahead and engage in something like this," he told the excellent RT
presenter Oksana Boyko. "In Norway, for example, when it comes to something like
the Libyan war … [political leaders] sent SMS messages to the other people in
parliament; it was never a discussion in parliament, it was just an SMS saying “Let’s
bomb because someone called from America.” We [Norway] dropped 588 bombs
over roads, water supplies and cities in Libya at that time. And we had a documentary
in Norway after that where the fighters, the pilots that flew over Libya and dropped
these bombs, they actually said in the documentary that “We were sent up in the air
and we weren’t even told what to bomb - just bomb something that looks valuable."

Let's hear that again: "just bomb something that looks
valuable." That, ladies and gentlemen, is what they call
'humanitarian intervention in Libya'.
Contrary to Western government claims of only attacking military locations, there were
some 60,000 bombing raids against civilian targets, including hospitals, hotels,
homes, schools, media centers and power-plants. While no verifiable account of the
civilian death-toll has ever been provided, the estimate of 50,000 has also frequently
been suggested, thought it cannot be confirmed. It wasn't just bombing all government
or security-forces targets and directly aiding the rebels wherever it could, but bombing
the population's water and electricity supplies, communications networks,
television and radio broadcasters, bombing the Great Man-Made River (as
previously noted), and crucially also bombing civilian populations (which I shall return
to shortly).

NATO was methodically destroying every element of
Libya's infrastructure and functionality. Four decades of
development, building and modernisation was being laid to
waste by war-planes sent by more or less every modern,
'First-World' nation of the West.
This wasn't a humanitarian operation, it was a callous and methodical destruction of a
society. In a summit in Copenhagen, Vladimir Putin expressed his severe misgivings
about what was happening in Libya, summing up the character of the NATO campaign;
"When the might of the so called civilised world indiscriminately bombs a small
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country using all its power, destroying what took generations to build, I don't know if
that's a good thing..."
NATO bombers were also known to be using cluster-bombs with Depleted
Uranium. The devastating long-term effects of DU are no secret anymore. Depleted
Uranium is a radioactive and chemically toxic heavy metal produced as waste by the
nuclear industry. It has been used by UK and US military forces to harden armourpiercing shells fired in the Balkans and in the Iraq wars, as well as in Libya. DU is
thought to have also been in use by around 18 other countries, including France, Israel,
Russia, China and Saudi Arabia. When these weapons burn, they release a hazardous
dust that contaminates wide areas. Both civilians and soldiers exposed to this
contamination claim to have suffered from cancers, birth defects and other
illnesses as a result.

An example of the effects of Depleted Uranium, courtesy
of http://www.cadu.org.uk/index.htm

So, I don't know what the cancer rate was prior to 2011, but it's a fair bet that cancer
cases and other DU-related sicknesses and deformities will be increasing in the coming
years in Libya. Why Depleted Uranium is ever used at all remains unfathomable: it
goes far beyond warfare and, again, into the Satanic. It should be stressed that Libya,
being a very self-reliant and well-insulated country in the Gaddafi era, had a generally
high level of good health among the population, with very few diagnosed cancer
patients compared to most other countries.
It is now claimed that as a result of the saturation of agricultural crops, livestock and
water sources that were (deliberately) polluted with radiation, new forms of cancer
that were not known among ordinary Libyans are appearing at a high rate, just as
in Iraq where Depleted Uranium was also used, along with deformities in newborn
babies.
The dreadful nature of the NATO bombing was somewhat captured by Cynthia
McKinney, who was in Tripoli and said, ‘Last night's NATO rocket attack on Tripoli
is inexplicable. A civilian metropolitan area of around 2 million people, Tripoli
sustained 22 to 25 bombings last night, rattling and breaking windows and glass and
shaking the foundation of my hotel. I immediately thought about the depleted uranium
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munitions reportedly being used here - along with white phosphorus. Inside the hotel,
one Libyan woman carrying a baby came to me and asked me why are they doing
this to us? Whatever the military objectives of the attack (and I and many others
question the military value of these attacks) the fact remains the air attack was launched
a major city packed with hundreds of thousands of civilians.’
April 30th: Gaddafi asks NATO for a ceasefire. He gives a 45-minute address on state
TV, calling on NATO and the UN to stop the bombing and enter into talks. The
bombings, he says, are destroying the nation's infrastructure and killing civilians.
"Come and negotiate with us! You are the ones attacking us. You are the ones
terrifying our children and destroying our infrastructure. You American, French
and British - come and negotiate with us!" Gaddafi says. "What are you trying to
do? Trying to take the oil? The Libyan people will not allow you. The oil is under
control of the Libyan government and (it is) for the people!"
Some media organisations decline to report Gaddafi's speech; but The Guardian is
among those that do. They confirm that Gaddafi had said his government had
previously agreed to a cease-fire already and had urged the UN to re-assess (the legality
of) the NATO strikes.

Gaddafi addresses the Libyan masses. “It cannot be a
cease-fire from just one side…”

"We are the first ones who wanted and agreed on a
cease-fire," Gaddafi says. "But the NATO crusader
airstrike did not cease," he complains. "It cannot be
a cease-fire from just one side..."
Hugh Roberts, former director of the International Crisis Group’s North Africa
Project, notes that 'Gaddafi, whose forces were camped on the southern edge of
Benghazi, announced a ceasefire in conformity with Article 1 and proposed a
political dialogue in line with Article 2. What the Security Council had demanded
and suggested, he provided in a matter of hours. His ceasefire was immediately
rejected on behalf of the NTC by a senior rebel commander, Khalifa Haftar, and
dismissed by Western governments. ‘We will judge him by his actions not his words,’
David Cameron declared, implying that Gaddafi was expected to deliver a complete
ceasefire by himself: that is, not only order his troops to cease fire but ensure this
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ceasefire was maintained indefinitely despite the fact that the NTC was refusing to
reciprocate.'
Again, Gaddafi was entirely looking to discuss solutions; having accepted the African
Union's proposed road-map for peace. South African President Jacob Zuma had wholly
testified to this after leading a delegation of African leaders at talks in Tripoli, calling
upon the international community to respond to Gaddafi's calls for talks. Note that
there was *every opportunity* for a peaceful solution even at this stage of events to be
found by NATO, America, France and Britain... but they weren't looking for a
compromise or for peace; because everything was unfolding according to plan.
Even as early as May, Libya's government had said they were prepared to talk even to
the rebels. Prime Minister Al-Baghdadi al-Mahmoudi (who has just recently been
sentenced to ‘death by firing squad’ by the NATO-backed Libyan militias, along with
Saif Gaddafi and several others) told reporters he was willing to hold talks with "all
Libyans", including members of the rebel groups based in Benghazi. But he maintained
that Gaddafi was "in the heart of every Libyan. If he leaves, the entire Libyan
people leave."
Moussa Ibrahim meanwhile maintained that Gaddafi had been trying to introduce even
more democratic reforms and new anti-corruption laws (which was true; right up until
just before the crisis started, and it may have also been one of the reasons for the
‘uprising’ – a point we shall return to later), but that the rebel attacks and NATO
intervention was curtailing all of that. He insisted Gaddafi was a "safety valve for the
country to remain together", and tried to explain to the outside world that "they (the
people) are scared if he is not there…"
Gaddafi himself formally offered a ceasefire or to enter into talks on several separate
occasions, including 30th April, 26th May and 9th June. He was ignored by both the
rebels and their European and American backers on each occasion.

_______________________

"Criminals and Barbarians": NATO's
Civilian Casualties...
NATO, as a matter of indisputable fact, murdered more civilians in its operations than
*anything* that was done at any point by the Libyan government or Gaddafi loyalists.
Was this mere collateral damage, as Americans like to call it?
No; NATO knowingly and deliberately targeted vast civilian populations for this
reason and this reason alone: because those vast civilian populations were loyal to
the existing, sovereign government of Libya and to Muammar Gaddafi.
When Gaddafi spoke of his people - "all my people are with me, they will die for me"
- in that now infamous and prophetic BBC/ABC interview in February, he was
referring to these populations. If NATO had left them alive, they would've still
represented an enormous (in size) opposition to the armed rebel-groups and Al-Qaeda
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battalions that the international community was trying to install into control of the
country. Furthermore, this civilian population would have, given time and the
abatement of the fighting, been able to speak out about what was really happening
in Libya and about their loyalty to Gaddafi and the unique Libya he had established.
These were the civilians NATO was 'accidentally' killing.
It is, again, an indisputable fact that almost all corporate news media observed a
complete black-out of any coverage of the mass, pro-Gaddafi, pro-government
rallies going on in Libyan cities, as well as the demonstrations against NATO's
assaults. But such videos existed at the time, and some of them can still be found now
on-line, of the vociferous support for Gaddafi and the government even at the height
of the so-called 'Civil War'. You can watch footage of young women begging NATO
to stop bombing, and of masses of citizens chanting their loyalty to 'Brother Gaddafi,
the Leader of the Revolution'.
You can watch particularly heartbreaking footage of a young child, amid these
desperate demonstrations, bursting into tears and expressing his fears that the West is
trying to murder Gaddafi and give Libya over to new powers. "They are bombing our
country, bombing our cities. Why are they bombing him (Gaddafi)? What did we do
to them? They air-strike us all day and night," he says, bursting into tears, "That's
cruel; what did we do?"

A Libyan child is shown on state TV.

"Criminals and barbarians" is what Gaddafi called the NATO coalition when it had
begun attacking civilian areas in Libyan cities. And that's exactly what the Libya
intervention was; an operation carried out by "criminals and barbarians" posing as
liberators and humanitarians.
Crucially, Vladimir Putin had said, during a summit in Copenhagen, Denmark, that
there were specific NATO bombing operations that were not being referred to by
the media in Europe: that the media, in other words, was observing a shared silence
on specific attacks. RT later reported that one of the key operations deliberately omitted
from European media involved NATO bombers decimating the area of Tripoli
where the largest, staunchest number of loyal Gaddafi supporters were situated.

It is said that these civilians - all pro-Gaddafi, progovernment loyalists - defiantly braved the foreign/NATO
onslaught for five whole days, until finally on August 24th
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the NATO bombers simply attacked "anything that
moved", after which "piles of bodies lined the streets".
This, we were told, was 'humanitarian intervention'. This, we are *still* told to this
day, was 'humanitarian intervention'; just listen to Hilary Clinton or David Cameron
*still* talking about it in those terms. The Western governments (and media) claimed
- and still claim - that the crucial city of Tripoli fell 'without resistance'; neglecting
to mention the reputed 1,300 civilians who were said to have been massacred in Abu
Salim.
As the Syrian Deputy Foreign Minister noted at the time; "Gaddafi couldn't have killed
more people than NATO did." Thousands of civilians were killed by NATO and the
rebels in just Sirte alone on just one day - 29th September. Again, regarding the fall of
Tripoli, British journalist Lizzie Phelan, who had been *in Tripoli*, reported that 'After
heavy bombing and attacks by Apaches in Tripoli’s poorest neighbourhood... eye
witnesses reported seeing masses of bodies covering the streets.' Listen to her
account of what was happening in Libya.
Myself, I still vividly remember seeing a report early in the crisis of Gaddafi
broadcasting again on state TV, desperately trying to convince the rampaging gangs
and armed rebels to stop what they were doing; I remember it so vividly because it was
moving;

"If Tripoli is to burn, like Baghdad did... how can you
allow this to happen? How can you let Tripoli, which was
beautiful and safe... how can you allow it to become a place
of destruction and for it to be set alight?" he asked, his voice
cracking from strain and emotion. "This must not
happen…"
Investigative journalist Michel Collon, who'd been inside Libya when the uprising was
happening, reported that the NATO/US airstrikes had killed more civilians than any of
the actual fighting on the ground had (and it was his opinion that the US and NATO
attacked Gaddafi and Libya for a combination of oil interests and most of all preventing
Gaddafi from becoming a major opposition to the IMF in his plans for African
development - more on that later).
By the first days of May, NATO was bombing Gaddafi's properties; four explosive
projectiles were fired into one particular house, the house of Seif Gaddafi, known as
"Aruba" to most Libyans, who was the youngest of the Libyan leader's children. Prior
to his death, "Aruba" might've been having flashbacks: after all, he had been injured
in, but survived, the US aerial bombardment of his father's Tripoli house decades
earlier when, in 1986, President Reagan had also ordered attacks on Gaddafi's
properties. Some things never change, he might've thought to himself - if there's one
constant in life, it's that American planes will be dropping bombs. According to all
accounts, Seif Gaddafi (not to be confused with the older 'Saif' Gaddafi) had little or
nothing to do with politics in Libya and was essentially a civilian target.
This attack also killed Muammar Gaddafi's three grandchildren, all under the
age of 12. Author and radio host Stephen Lendman unhesitatingly said, "This was a
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war crime," but then added "Being in Libya at all is a war crime; all of the complicit
NATO countries involved are committing war crimes every day in Libya, attacking
civilian targets and killing civilians."

As a side-note, it should be noted for the record that the reason President Obama
ordered the 'hit' on Osama bin Laden in Abbotobad on that exact date was to coverup the fact that NATO had been bombing the homes of Gaddafi and his family
members. Before the 'breaking news' of Bin Laden's extra-judicial assassination, the
main news story of the day would've been about Gaddafi's properties being hit and his
family members being killed: but the Bin Laden story instead took up all the headlines
and most news coverage focused solely on that story and ignored what was going on
in Libya.

This is a classic corporate government/media collusion
tactic to 'bury unwanted news' with something bigger; in
this case it was because NATO and all of the Western
government officials were still insisting that killing Gaddafi
was not part of their agenda in Libya, when clearly it was.
Assuming Osama bin Laden was even still alive in 2011 (which many would argue he
wasn't), US intelligence would've known he was in Abbotabad for a long time: they
simply used this specific moment to make use of this pantomime in order to cover up
their crimes in Libya. As Vladimir Putin pointedly asked at the time; "They say
killing Gaddafi is not their goal; then why bomb his properties..?"

Gaddafi with one of three grandchildren killed in the
NATO bombing of the family homes.

Journalist Ireal Shamir (Counterpunch, May 5th) made important points regarding 'The
latest war crime, the murder of Qaddafi’s family, his son and three grandchildren, and
the assassination attempt on the life of the Libyan leader'. He wrote, 'Cameron,
Sarkozy, the NATO field commanders and the Danish air crew should all be
indicted for this crime. UNSC Resolution 1970 is not a licence to commit mass
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murder. The resolution simply established a no-fly zone; it was designed to stem the
violence, not turn Tripoli into a killing field.'
Curiously, the date of the operation was known well beforehand and had already been
openly discussed in late April by the Russian Secret Service SVR (External
Intelligence Service). On April 29th, a Russian net-zine had published an article by a
Kirill Svetitsky, who quoted an anonymous source within SVR: “There will be an
attempt to kill Muammar Qaddafi on or before May 2. The governments of
France, Britain and the US decided on it, for the warfare in Libya does not proceed
well for the anti-Libyan alliance: the regular army has substantial gains; Bedouin tribes
entered the fight on the government’s side; in Benghazi, a “second front” was opened
by the armed local militias who are tired of rebels’ presence, their incessant fights and
robberies. But the main reason for the timing is that the Italian parliament plans to
discuss Italy’s involvement in Libyan campaign on May 3. Until now, decisions were
taken by Berlusconi, but there are strong differences of opinion within the government
coalition regarding the Libyan war, and they will probably bring the government down
on May 3, and Italy will effectively leave the anti-Libyan alliance. It is likely to have
a domino effect. For this reason leaders of the UK, the US and France decided to
eliminate Qaddafi not later than May 2nd, before the session of the Italian
parliament on May 3rd.”
It was therefore no coincidence that on May 1st, the US, France and Britain conducted
their (failed) attempt on Gaddafi's life, even though they only ended up killing his
three grandchildren, one of his sons, and a number of other civilians.
On May 27th, from Tripoli, Gaddafi's long-time wife, Safia, lashes out at the
UN/NATO, as recorded by CNN; "International forces are looking for excuses to target
Muammar. What has he done to deserve this? My children are civilians and they
have been targeted. What do they have to do with this? The UN is committing war
crimes," she complains. "Forty countries are (acting) against us. Life has no value
anymore. What would I want with life now? All I want out of life now is that the truth
be heard. We will live or die alongside the Libyan people. In the end, history will
judge us," she says indignantly.
From the very beginning and then all the way through the Libya crisis, the truth of
what was happening was being suppressed by our biggest news and media
organisations. But what few alternative and on-line media outlets were capable of
obtaining a flow of on-the-ground information from civilian sources helped to reveal
at least some of what was going on.
NSNBC, for example, claimed to have reports from civilian sources;


“There is heavy bombing in Sirte and Bani Walid all the time. The hospitals are
running out of medical and other supplies, and operations often have to be
performed without anaesthetics – even for the children. Civilians pay the suffering
by cutting water supplies and electricity. There are still many victims under the
rubble from the bombing who can not be evacuated or rescued, because of the
relentless aerial bombing. Civilians that have tried to leave the city have been
killed. It is very difficult to obtain information from the greater area because
telephones and electricity have been bombed."



Another, from Zawia, reports: "The city is now in the rebels' hands. People are
randomly arrested in the streets and executed by horrible methods. The reason
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for the executions are suspicion that people don´t support the NTC, or simply
arbitrarily to scare the population into submission. Most people stay in their homes,
protecting their children. We constantly hear firearms.”


Another, from within Tripoli: ”...NATO began bombing all the checkpoints so that
the rebels could easily enter Tripoli. The people of Tripoli responded right away
and huge masses gathered to defend the city from the rebels. The next day NATO
was even more aggressive and they bombed all broadcasting stations, killing
dozens, while claiming that rebels had taken control of them. At the same time
there were rumours spread - like the one that Gaddafi and his family and
government officials had left the country - as psychological weapons against the
Libyan people. Of course the people did not listen. Instead they gathered and
marched to the Green Square. At the same time Muammar Gaddafi drove
around the city in his army uniform, encouraging the people, telling them not
to believe the lies. At that time both the Green Square and Bab Elezeeya were
under our (civilian) control, but NATO responded by bombing so as to pave an
entrance for the rebels. Apache helicopters were used to shoot at the people to
disperse the massive gatherings."

NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen refuses to acknowledge, even to
this day, that were any civilian deaths caused by the months of bombing. During his
monthly press briefing on 3rd November, he says “As regards collateral damage, I have
to say that we conducted our operations in Libya in a very careful manner, so we have
no confirmed civilian casualties caused by NATO”.
This was clearly a ludicrous fiction he was maintaining. Among many other incidents,
NATO fighters are reported to have dropped a 1000-kgm bomb on Zlitan
children’s hospital, killing approximately fifty people. And in addition to the matter
of Depleted Uranium mentioned earlier, there were also allegations that NATO used
a large thermobaric bomb (called the nuclear bomb of the poor) in Bani Walid,
which is said to have killed everyone within two square meters by either burning
or suffocation. According to German and Algerian reports, 1200 deaths was the result.
There were also unconfirmed allegations that NATO had used cluster-bombs and
mustard gas.
By August 30th, NATO was, as previously mentioned, directly bombing the Great
Man-Made River and destroying the water supply. Gaddafi had built the Great
Man-Made River as a gift to both his own people and to the Third World; he did so
without any financial aid from the IMF or the World Bank; the world's greatest
irrigation project, supplying water to the Sahara Desert, it was the largest water
transportation system ever created and can be regarded as a modern engineering
marvel. It was one of Gaddafi's defining achievements in Libya. And it was now being
bombed by NATO forces - by French, European, American and British planes
carrying out the criminal orders of their criminal governments.
Western leaders and representatives began to also announce that Gaddafi had fled
Libya and taken up sanctuary as a guest of Hugo Chavez in Venezuela. British Foreign
Minister William Hague was one of those who most openly spread this story, despite
the fact that Gaddafi had insisted several times he would never leave Libya to these
terrorists and gangs and that he would fight to the end. In fact, Gaddafi hadn't fled
at all, but with the country's communications and media having been strategically
destroyed by the NATO bombers, the government was struggling to counter the foreign
misinformation campaign; the effect of Mr Hague's misinformation was that a
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number of Libyan government people, representatives and ambassadors,
panicked and defected from their positions, perceiving that with Gaddafi's
departure all was lost.
Presumably many Libyan citizens might've felt the same way if they'd heard this false
'news' too. Gaddafi stayed and fought; but the damage was done.

________________________

Watching some of Gaddafi's interviews and speeches through the course of the
Libyan uprising makes for both compelling and sometimes bittersweet viewing.
The media tried to paint all of this as the unhinged ramblings of a man who'd lost
touch with reality or as the desperate fictions of a dictator trying to cling to power.
But they were, much more simply, the proclamations of a man telling the truth, trying
to warn his people of the reality of what was happening and trying in-vein to explain
to the outside world what was going on. He never could do that, however: because the
media organisations broadly controlling perception in the outside world were *in on
the conspiracy* and were conducting a pre-meditated strategy to twist, misrepresent or
mock anything Gaddafi was saying for those several months.

Gaddafi appearing unsettled and shaken on Libyan
TV. “They will turn Libya into another Iraq…”

You notice that about Gaddafi during the crisis; there's a point where he gives up trying
to explain things to the international media, because he eventually realises they are
basically mocking him and that most of what he says will either be censored or twisted
to suit the pre-existing agenda. Yet, even with all the information about Al-Qaeda and
the brutality of what was going on, the standard policy of most newspapers was to
simply treat the Libyan crisis as some kind of bizarre melodrama and Gaddafi as a
deluded comedy character.

If any proof were needed that we live in a mass-media
culture that has had all the heart, and the moral fibre, sucked
out of it, it was this. It has all become a game, of course; a
pantomime, with perception increasingly divorced from
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reality. We are helpless spectators to a grotesque puppet
show.
A televised speech on February 22nd 2011, at the earliest stages of the crisis, had been
remarkably prophetic. “They will turn Libya into another Afghanistan, another
Somalia, another Iraq," Gaddafi had warned, regarding the crisis that was now fast
unfolding. "Women won’t be allowed out, they will transform Libya into an (extremist)
Islamic Emirate and America will bomb the country under the pretext of fighting
terrorism," he declared.
According to our corporate-media institutions these were the unhinged ramblings
of a lunatic. They would frequently also point out Gaddafi's odd-looking demeanour
and body language, among other things, citing this as proof of his 'instability' and
'mania'. A better reading of that, however, would be to understand that a rather elderly
(by now) man was having his country suddenly mass-infiltrated by ultra-violent
terrorists, while at the same time being under military attack from forty countries
and at the same time being vilified and mocked in a propaganda campaign by
international media - frankly, him looking a little below-the-weather is understandable,
particularly once his three young grandchildren had been murdered by NATO bombs.
Do you think David Cameron or Nicolas Sarkosy would look any better in his
place? Are you kidding? Sarkosy would be curled up in a foetal position on the floor
and Cameron would be hiding behind Mummy. The David Camerons and Nicolas
Sarkosys and Hilary Clintons of this world are not leaders of their people, are not
champions of their societies - they are, at best, career politicians and front-men for
corporate interests, and, at worst, something far, far more sinister.
Gaddafi stayed and fought. He could've left, could've fled. That's exactly what
everyone was telling him to do. I recall some commentators and even Western
government officials actually calling him 'a coward' at the end for trying to hide in a
sewage pipe when the Islamist mob was trying to capture him. A coward? What a
perverse, perverted and morally bankrupt state of affairs we witness when some
comfortable, wine-sipping media commentator or government official living in the
safety and luxury of London or Washington, Paris or wherever else, looks on from a
continent away as a man is surrounded by hundreds of drug-addled, vicious monsters
and murdered... and they call him a 'a coward' for trying to hide? For trying to hide, for
that matter, after NATO directly bombed his vehicle and then informed the terrorists
where he was hiding?

And that's 'a coward'? If that's a coward, who are the
heroes? The highly-paid personnel guiding the drone-strike
that destroyed Gaddafi's convoy? You know, those guys
safely all the way in Las Vegas, assassinating a 69 year-old
man from two continents away, like it's literally a computer
game?
Or maybe the ‘heroes’ were the rebels mutilating the corpses of security personnel and
ripping out their organs? Or the SAS troops 'disguised as Arabs' and violating a
sovereign, independent nation? But no, according to our commentators, Muammar
Gaddafi, the elderly leader who refused to leave the country, refused to abandon his
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people to NATO and Al-Qaeda, who insisted he would stay, fight and die with the
Libyan people... he's the 'coward'.
If you were closely studying the progress of the Libyan crisis as I was (or if you go
back now and study the sequence of events, coverage and information), something else
you notice vividly is that of all the main players we were shown in the crisis - Gaddafi,
the NTC, the rebels, NATO and the Western governments - Gaddafi was the one who
came across as being genuinely upset, genuinely heartbroken, at the destruction of
Libyan cities and the collapse of Libyan society. The rebels and their NATO allies on
the other hand seemed to revel in the destruction, and the NTC seemed at best
indifferent and opportunistic.
That's because it was Gaddafi who'd built Libya. This 'son of the desert', born in
poverty to poor and uneducated parents, who'd educated himself and worked his way
through the military, had not only ended the control of the Colonial Powers; but raised
the quality of life immeasurably, given the people the direct power to run their own
political discourse, raised the rate of education and literacy, brought welfare and free
health-care and education to the entire population, kept the entire country and every
citizen free from debt, free from outside control and free from financial slavery to the
IMF, the World Bank or the international financial powers. He even discovered water
in the desert and built the Great Man-Made River, bringing that water to the entire
population.

And now he was watching it all being methodically
destroyed by bombers from practically every wealthy,
First-World country in the world. And worse, he knew
he couldn't protest to the outside world, couldn't explain
anything to the world, because all of the major news
corporations were involved in the misinformation
campaign.
On 9th August, the head of UNESCO, Irina Bokova condemned a particular NATO
strike on Libyan State TV, Al-Jamahiriya, that killed 3 journalists and wounded others.
Bokova declared that media outlets could not be legitimate targets for NATO's assaults,
as they weren't military locations or a threat to civilians. Clearly the broadcasting
stations were targeted to finish off any means Gaddafi or the government had of
addressing the population. Soon Gaddafi's only media outlet was Syrian state TV,
which was still allowing Gaddafi a platform (no doubt in part because what had
happened in Libya was already by then happening in Syria too).
Former Cuban leader Fidel Castro, who'd met with Gaddafi a number of times over the
years, offered a better reading of the situation when he said that the 'Nazi-fascist role'
was being played by NATO with its thousands of bombing missions by the most
modern aircraft known to the world. “The crude attacks against the Libyan people,
which have taken on a Nazi-fascist character, may (also) be used against any
Third World nation," Castro warned.
Castro added, "If he (Gaddafi) resists and does not yield to their demands, he will
enter history as one of the great figures…"

______________________
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September/October 2011: The End of
Gaddafi and the End of Libya…
By mid-October the Gaddafi era and the Libyan government was in ruins and had
essentially lost the battle. Sensing by now that all hope was lost for the country, Libyan
civilians and Gaddafi supporters even now took to the streets en-masse to stage
one last defiant round of demonstrations against the NATO onslaught. But these
final weeks, most pro-Gaddafi demonstrators were being suppressed by the NTC forces
and having their Libyan flags and Gaddafi banners and images confiscated. There were
reports, even from impartial news broadcasters as far a field as Brazil, that such people
were being arrested particularly violently, many of them even stabbed. Every possible
international law concerning human rights was being outright violated by NATO, by
America's Al-Qaeda proxy forces and by the 'National Transitional Council', right to
the end.
Gaddafi, even now, tried to give the people hope and called on them to defend
their society even at this late hour. "I call on the Libyan people, men and women, to
go out into the squares and the streets in all the cities in their millions…”

Millions of ‘Green Libya’ loyalists and Gaddafi supporters
come out in what is one of the largest demonstrations – possibly
the largest – in world history.
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“Go peacefully,” Gaddafi exhorts them, “be courageous,
rise up, go to the streets, raise our green flags to the skies.
Don't be afraid of anyone. You are the people. You have
right on your side. You are the rightful people of this
land," he says in an audio message broadcast via Syrian Al0Rai TV on 20th September.
And neither the BBC, Al-Jazeera, CNN, Fox, French news stations, or any of the
Western corporate media ever showed us the 1.7 million people said to have marched
in Tripoli's Green Square on July 3rd in support of Gaddafi and in opposition to
NATO. But they did march: 1.7 million of them came out, in spite of the bombs from
the air and the terrorists on the ground, to declare their absolute support for Gaddafi
and to demonstrate against the NATO bombings. This was *far* greater a protest in
terms of numbers than anything the mythical 'anti-Gaddafi protestors' of the
corporate media and Western governments could've conducted at any stage of the
turmoil.
Even *knowing* that the end was near, even *knowing* that the entire international
community was closing in to assassinate Gaddafi and even *knowing* by now that the
NATO-backed 'National Transitional Council' was already being handed control of the
nation, these 1.7 million Libyan civilians still came out to show their support for
Gaddafi and the real Libya: some have argued that this figure in fact represented
approximately one-third of the entire population of Libya.

Some international outlets called it ‘the largest
demonstration in world history’. The crowd chanted over
and over again ‘We want Qaddafi’ while unveiling a green
flag 6 kilometers long. The mass-media didn't care; and
chose not to show it.
There were also pro-Gaddafi rallies in Palestine, London, Harlem (New York), Egypt,
Tunisia, Malta, Italy, Serbia, Iraq and several other places. The news-media didn't
report on any of them either. Former US Congressman and civil rights activist Walter
Fauntroy, who went into Libya on a peace mission, reported that "Contrary to what is
being reported in the press, from what I heard and observed, more than 90 percent of
the Libyan people love Gaddafi."
British independent journalist Lizzie Phelan described Tripoli after it had fallen. 'The
previously bustling roads with families rushing around… were empty, the green flags
replaced by rebel ones, and the sparse checkpoints previously run by male and female
volunteers had been replaced by checkpoints every 100 or so meters, manned by tanks
and exclusively male fighters holding sophisticated weapons supplied by the world’s
most powerful military force, NATO.'
Tripoli had fallen; but not to 'pro democracy' Libyans; rather to Al-Qaeda, the
gangs of armed criminals and their NATO/Western-government sponsors.

_______________________
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Gaddafi was said to have fled to Sirte on August 21st, the day Tripoli fell, in a
small convoy that travelled through the loyalist bastions of Tarhuna and Bani Walid.
Little is known about his state of mind by this point, but it was said by sources close
to him that he had very little with him apart from a single phone, which he was now
using to make frequent statements to a Syrian television station that had now
become his only remaining outlet. "He was very afraid of NATO," someone close to
Gadaffi is reported to have said; very afraid, specifically, that NATO was going to kill
him.
Rami El Obeidi, the former head of foreign relations for the foreign-backed ‘National
Transitional Council’, said he knew that Gaddafi had been tracked through his satellite
telecommunications system as he frequently talked to Bashar Al-Assad in Syria.
NATO experts were able to trace the communications-traffic between the two leaders
and so pinpoint Gaddafi to the city of Sirte, where he was soon to be murdered.
On October 19th (?), a convoy of cars left Sirte, carrying Muammar Gaddafi.
It is important to note that all of these vehicles are said to have had clearly raised
white flags (a point we shall return to shortly). The white flag is long understood all
over the world to represent either surrender or truce - even I knew that by the age of
seven. No one from these vehicles was reported to have attacked anyone or used any
kind of weapons.
October 21st 2011: an American/CIA drone (being operated from Las Vegas) spots
the convoy and alerts NATO bombers, which immediately begin bombing the
convoy. It was French planes that started the attack, but soon NATO war-planes
from other nations also arrived and joined in. Many or most of those human beings
in these vehicles on the ground were incinerated, while others were torn apart by
machine-gun fire. Gaddafi himself survived this air-strike, but was forced to flee a
burning vehicle (at least one account suggests he also had burns from the conflagration)
and to look for some hiding place. We know, of course, that the armed gangs later
found him hiding in a sewage pipe.

It is an established fact (confirmed even by newspapers
such as The Telegraph) that NATO and British SAS
forces helped the bloodthirsty rebels in Sirte locate and
capture Gaddafi. British SAS troops coordinated the
ground forces (Al-Qaeda and the rebel jihadists) and
unconfirmed reports have persisted that French agents were
actually *among* the crowd of crazed rebels that tortured,
sodomized and executed Gaddafi.
He was paraded, bloodied and dazed, dragged about by the manic, crazed, drug-fuelled
mob with their blood-curdling cries of 'Allahu Akbar', filmed for the benefit of all the
world's news stations and newspapers and then at some point in the chaos he was
executed.
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The targeted assassination of Muammar Gaddafi by NATO and its Al-Qaeda
'rebel' allies was in itself entirely illegal in international law, representing a
violation of Geneva Conventions and all the principles of Nuremberg. It was an
operation to deliberately murder a national figurehead and to force (by warfare) a
change in government of a sovereign nation. Libya had not attacked any nation.
Neither Gaddafi, nor the Libyan government of the time, nor the people of Libya had
attacked or committed any offence against any foreign entity.
In reality the only 'crime' of the Libyan 'regime' had been to attack violent rioters in
February with "water canons and rubber bullets" and later to use military force to stop
armed criminals and Al-Qaeda groups from taking over cities by force.
Gaddafi's death was announced by Mahmoud Jibril, the Prime Minister of the country's
NATO-backed 'National Transitional Council' government, who told a press
conference in Tripoli, "We have been waiting for this moment for a long time.
Muammar Gaddafi has been killed." Speaking in Downing Street moments after Mr
Jibril officially confirmed Gaddafi's brutal death, British Prime Minister David
Cameron said he was "proud" of the role Britain had played (a role that had, let's
remind ourselves, included SAS troops disguised as Arabs operating hand-in-hand
with Al-Qaeda militias).

Gaddafi is tortured, humiliated and executed
by the crazed mob.

Some accounts state that Gaddafi was tortured and beaten for over an hour
before finally being killed. If you watch any of the videos, you can see his captors
won't even let him wipe the blood from his eye. Mutilation of prisoners is expressly
forbidden in the Geneva Conventions, but all the evidence confirmed that Gaddafi's
body had been badly mutilated.
There are additional controversies also surrounding the official version of Gaddafi's
murder. There were indications from multiple sources that, aside from NATO's airstrike directly hitting Gaddafi's convoy, it may have also been a NATO Special
Forces unit – although of which nation is unknown – that had located and
captured Gaddafi on the ground in Sirte.
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If true, it would mean that NATO (European or American) forces would've been
perfectly able to take Gaddafi alive and place him in some safe location where his
legal fate could be determined: and that instead they *deliberately* chose NOT to do
that and chose to hand him over instead to the crazed rebels that they knew would kill
him.
A report at the time from the Israeli intelligence outfit Debka also suggested, citing
solid military sources for the information, that Gaddafi had in fact been captured by
NATO Special Operations Forces on the ground and that they'd shot him in both
legs (so that he couldn't flee at any point) and then handed him over to the Misrata
rebels who could film his capture and murder for the world's media. This would've
been partly so that foreign/European or American personnel couldn't have the murder
attributed to them. This story might be given additional weight by Omran el Oweyb,
the rebel commander who claimed he had captured Gaddafi: he said that when his
group captured him, Gaddafi had 'managed to stagger only 10 steps or so' before
falling to the ground - possibly indicating that there was something wrong with his
legs.
Amid all the self-congratulatory celebrations and high-fives going on in our
governments, some were rightly asking the question of whether this brutal murder of
Gaddafi was a War Crime (of course it was). Human Rights Watch said footage showed
him severely beaten by rebel forces and stabbed with a bayonet in his anus, and later
filmed loaded into an ambulance half-naked (and dead). The fact that Gaddafi was
sodomised with a knife was omitted from almost all mainstream-media coverage, with
that portion of the videos edited out; Channel 4 in the UK showed it and referred to it,
however, and footage and images of that act exist on-line.

Crazed ‘rebels’ revel in the murder of Gaddafi.

Although corporate European, American and Gulf-State
media made a big joke of Gaddafi's last worlds allegedly
being "don't shoot, don't shoot", it is stated by rebels there
on the scene that his last words had actually been to ask
them "do you know right from wrong?"
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch called for an independent
autopsy and an investigation into how Gaddafi died in captivity, but Mahmood Jibril
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(bizarrely) said neither step was necessary. He also continued to put out the clearly
false story that Gaddafi had been accidentally killed in crossfire between NTC rebels
and Libyan loyalists. Even after having been tortured, humiliated for the world's media
to see, and brutally killed, Gaddafi still wasn't afforded any dignity. His body was kept
in a refrigerator for several days while hundreds of people came to see it and to take
photos and 'selfies' with the corpse. Even as the body was starting to decompose, this
continued.
No one knows where Gaddafi is buried.
The response in the West to the murder of this 69 year-old man demonstrated more
than anything in recent history how much of a moral vacuum we live in. From Hilary
Clinton's beaming demeanour and physical celebrations ("We came, we saw, he died,"
she says glibly) to the celebratory commentary across almost every aspect of the
mainstream/corporate media, even in death Gaddafi was still treated as joke.
“Boy, I tell you, these Arab dictators – they’re not very original. Just like Saddam
Hussein, they caught him in a hole,” sneered Bill Maher, an overpaid American talkshow host who, like everyone else, didn't seem to realise Gaddafi hadn't been 'dictator'
since 1978. Meanwhile, in typically non-cerebral fashion, Fox News countered any
concerns people may have had with the manner of Gaddafi's murder by reminding its
viewers simply that “Muammar Gaddafi was a bad guy"; oh, well that's okay then.
With Gaddafi dead, US Senator (and now Presidential candidate) Lindsey Graham
gave it to us straight: “Let’s get in on the ground, there is a lot of money to be made
in the future in Libya, there is a lot of oil to be produced,” he said gleefully, pretty
much giving the game away; if nothing else, at least this was more honest than the
nonsense coming from other Western leaders and officials.

Let it be noted that almost as soon as Gaddafi was toppled,
the Al-Qaeda flags were flying over the Benghazi
courthouse in celebration. America, France and the rest of
the Western governments and their regional Arab allies
celebrated with them; a great victory for 'The Good Guys'.
_________________________

The slaughter didn't end with Gaddafi's death; by October 21st, Human Rights Watch
was reporting that many other Gaddafi supporters had been executed by the NATObacked jihadist fighters at a hotel in Sirte. All of them were discovered with their
hands tied behind their backs, having been shot with AK47s.
"The evidence suggests that the NATO-backed militias summarily executed at least 66
captured members of Gaddafi’s convoy in Sirte,” Peter Bouckaert, emergencies
director at HRW, said in a statement. HRW said one clip filmed by rebel militias showed
a large group of captured convoy members in detention being cursed at and abused. It
used hospital morgue photos to establish that at least 17 of the detainees visible in
the phone video were later killed at the nearby Mahari Hotel. Two days later, the
team found the decomposing remains of at least 53 other people at the hotel, some with
their hands still bound behind their backs.
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Another of Gaddafi's sons was also murdered; the highly unpopular 'Mo’tassim' was
filmed being transported by members of a Misrata militia to their city. By the evening,
his dead body, with a new wound on his throat that wasn't visible in the prior video
footage, was being publicly displayed in Misrata.
Human Rights Watch soon also accused NATO’s Libyan rebels of other offenses. For
example, there was the torture and murder of Libya’s former Ambassador to France,
Omar Brebesch. The body of the 62-year-old was found with broken ribs, cuts and torn
toenails. Amnesty International and Doctors Without Borders also reported that the
torture and violence being used by the new, NATO-sponsored Libyan officials and
rebels was widespread. Even months later, up to 8,000 prisoners were being held
indefinitely and without trial. This flourishing of mass torture, murder and
persecution is a defining reality of post-Gaddafi Libya right up until today, in 2015
– which is a reality we shall return to before the end of this article.

________________________

End-Game: Checkmate GADDAFI…
While in the early weeks of the international intervention, our various leaders claimed
not to be targeting Gaddafi himself, it is obvious that this was a lie and that
Gaddafi's death was the intention all along: again, among the very earliest targets
of the NATO air-strikes were Gaddafi's properties and the homes of his family
members, such as the air-strikes that killed his three infant grandchildren. Again, it
was confirmed even in mainstream press that UN jets were bombing Gaddafi's
properties for days on end: his assassination was always the goal.
The fact that they were trying to kill him as early as March and that he lasted all the
way to October - against both a ground war and a ceaseless war from above - logically
suggests that there were an enormous number of people loyal to Gaddafi and trying to
protect him to the end. But without doubt, the objective of our governments and
officials from day one was nothing less than assassination of the national figurehead.
Louis Farakhan, who was one of the most passionate and eloquent objectors to NATO's
assault on Libya, called the outcome from the very moment the world's attention had
begun turning towards the country in February: "He (Obama) and his Secretary of State
(Hilary Clinton), and Sarkosy and Prime Minister David Cameron and others would
love to go into Libya and kill Brother Gaddafi and kill his children..." Farakhan had
said. And that's exactly what they did. When the 2011 criminal enterprise was
underway, Farakhan called it an operation conducted by 'a coalition of demons';
which is as apt a description of the forces and alliances manoeuvring against Gaddafi
as I've heard.

"What gives NATO the right to murder Gaddafi?"
Vladimir Putin had asked in Copenhagen. "Did he get a fair
trial?"
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No, and he never *could* get a 'fair trial', because he hadn't committed any of the
crimes and therefore no trial could be allowed to happen. The plain fact is that, as
I pointed out earlier, Gaddafi was being afforded no option other than death by our
governments, NATO, the NTC and the rebels. There was no other outcome being
offered, if you analyse the situation he was manoeuvred into. Because, as I observed
earlier, he had more than once announced his willingness to negotiate for both a
ceasefire and even a handover to a transitional government: his offers were entirely
rejected by the NTC.
Meanwhile his movements were being tracked by NATO so that he couldn't leave the
country and the no-fly zone restricted his ability to leave anyway; and, as previously
mentioned, Hilary Clinton, Barak Obama, the French and British governments, NATO,
all outright rejected any offers Gaddafi made to negotiate.

Gaddafi sits to play chess with a Russian envoy
in Tripoli in the early weeks of the crisis.

Hugh Roberts of the International Crisis Group summarised the situation succinctly;
'London, Paris and Washington could not allow a ceasefire because it would have
involved negotiations, first about peace lines, peacekeepers and so forth, and then
about fundamental political differences. And all this would have subverted the
possibility of the kind of regime change that interested the Western powers. The sight
of representatives of the rebellion sitting down to talks with representatives of
Gaddafi’s regime, Libyans talking to Libyans, would have ... denied the Western
powers their chance of a major intervention in North Africa’s Spring, and the whole
interventionist scheme would have flopped. The logic of the demonisation of Gaddafi
in late February,’ he continues, ‘crowned by the referral of his alleged crimes against
humanity to the International Criminal Court by Resolution 1970 and then by France’s
decision on 10th March to recognise the NTC as the sole legitimate representative
of the Libyan people, meant that Gaddafi was banished forever from the realm of
international political discourse, never to be negotiated with, not even about the
surrender of Tripoli when in August he offered to talk terms to spare the city further
destruction - an offer once more dismissed with contempt.'
And moreover, what all of the Western government officials and leaders kept
calling for - the removal of the 'Gaddafi regime' - was in essence a nonsense: there
was no 'Gaddafi regime'. Gaddafi had formally given up official powers in the late
1970s. Gaddafi's power was mostly symbolic and his position honorary, in some ways
comparable to the role his friend Nelson Mandela played in South Africa in the years
after his presidency had ended. He didn't have a formal post to stand down *from* and
he wasn't in charge of the armed forces or the security forces. Therefore the demands
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being made of him by the international coalition were literally demands that were
*impossible to meet* because they didn't make sense!

"For 40 years I have not been the ruler of the people, have
not been the authority - the authority is with the people," he
told Australian interviewer George Negus in this very good
interview shortly prior to the uprising.
This was something that no one in the West - not the politicians, not the journalists had ever seemed to understand. The lack of understanding of how the Libyan political
system and power-structure worked was frankly a criminal level of inadequacy on the
part of people who are supposed to know such things. If the people guiding and
deciding on international policies, military interventions and 'regime change' don't
even have a working knowledge of how a political system works in a country like
Libya, then what right do they have even commenting on the situation (much less
interfering in it)?
However, the more likely explanation is that all the politicians knew how the system
worked in Libya, knew that Gaddafi had nothing he could 'stand down' from, and that
they demanded it of him anyway - precisely *because* they wanted to entrap him and
they counted on the overwhelming majority of people on the outside not having enough
knowledge of the Libyan system to question the validity of those demands.
The simple fact is there was literally no way Gaddafi could 'comply' with anything
that was being demanded of him. And the 'attacks on civilians' couldn't be 'stopped'
- because they'd never been occurring in the first place.
Benjamin Barber characterised the campaign by writing that this was 'Nato's dirty war'
in The Guardian, May 2nd 2011; 'But it is the plain stupidity of the NATO
commitment to assassination and violent regime change that is most
disconcerting. What on earth is the end-game? And end to the Green Revolution. The
expansion of McWorld. Privatizations and re-structuring...' He concludes, 'Want to be
sure that Gaddafi will fight to the finish at maximum cost to others? Corner him,
try to kill him and his family, and warn him that he has no way out but abject
surrender, certain arrest and probable execution. Self-fulfilling prophecy.
Provoke that which will "require" the desired end-game.'
Congratulations, however, must be offered to the various international conspirators;
they got their desired end-game.

________________________

Now, as a postscript to all of that, there is the Citizens Commission on Benghazi
(CCB) report; a relatively recent development in our understanding of what really was
going on.
A commission – comprised of 17 retired American admirals and generals, former
intelligence agents, active anti-terrorist experts, media specialists, and former
Congressmen – has been conducting its own investigation and working behind the
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scenes for the past year and a half to ensure American Congress uncovers the truth of
what happened in Benghazi and holds people accountable.
Their interim report reveals, among other things, the following;


That Gaddafi had “expressed his willingness to abdicate shortly after the
beginning of the 2011 Libyan revolt, but the US ignored his calls for a truce,
which led to extensive loss of life... and detrimental outcomes for US national
security objectives across the region.”



That Gaddafi had “expressed interest in a truce, and possible abdication and exile
out of Libya.”



That Gaddafi had "even pulled his forces back from several Libyan cities as a sign
of good faith.”

Gaddafi only had two 'conditions' for stepping aside, according to the report; (1) “He
wanted to ensure that there was a residual military force left in Libya to oppose the
Al-Qaeda forces, and (2) "he wanted safe passage for his family and friends."

Essentially, Gaddafi had been willing to step aside,
but only if he could "ensure Al-Qaeda didn’t take
over the country.”
That was one obvious reason why no one from our governments was willing to
negotiate with him; because the whole point *was* for Al-Qaeda to take over the
country. Former CIA agent Kevin Shipp, a member of the Citizens’ Commission on
Benghazi, also expressed his utter amazement that the Obama administration had stood
by not only while Al-Qaeda had toppled Gaddafi but also while they'd killed him. “It
amounted to a de facto, third-party assassination committed ultimately by the United
States, if you ask my opinion,” he concluded.
Read the CCB report here.

________________________

Further Information to Convict Hilary Clinton,
Sarkosy & Possibly Others of Complicity in
Murder...
Not long after Gaddafi's death, even more specific allegations were emerging
concerning his murder.
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Now let's talk about the 'White Flag' again, as this is a detail that I think really does
demonstrate just how ruthless, how evil, our senior government officials are, and it
also is the "smoking gun" needed to convict Hilary Clinton, and possibly others,
of complicity in murder.
It was reported in, among other sources, the Asian Tribune on the 27th October that
'Gaddafi had been travelling under a negotiated “White Flag” truce last
Thursday in an agreement to leave Libya. The National Transitional Council did in
fact agree to allow Gaddafi and his convoy safe passage out of Libya'.
As this archived article pertinently asks, 'Who authorized the US Predator Drone
strike on the “White Flag” convoy? It also raises the question did Hillary Clinton
and the Obama Administration knowingly authorize a US Drone strike on a convoy
travelling under a White Flag truce? If so, both Clinton and Obama should
immediately be charged with War Crimes and accessory to murder’.
Just after, one imagines, George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Don Rumsfeld and the other
war-profiteers and international criminals have finished being tried for the Iraq War
in an international criminal tribunal. Then it’ll be Hilary, Cameron, Sarkosy and
co’s turn.
It is known that on October 19th Hillary Clinton was in Libya meeting with the
armed rebels, and it is heavily implied that she was fully aware of a late, last-ditch
agreement that had finally been reached between the NTC representatives and Gaddafi
for him to leave the country.

An ecstatic Hilary Clinton with rebels in Benghazi.

And yet in spite of this - and in spite of the white flags and
the fact that Gaddafi's convoy was clearly trying to leave
the city peacefully - it was still attacked brutally by US
Drones.
Did Hilary not communicate this NTC/Gaddafi agreement to Washington? Or was she,
President Obama and everyone else entirely aware of the truce and did they simply
decide to kill Gaddafi and his people anyway?
As Wayne Madsen points out, 'If the rebels or NATO reneged on a promise of safe
passage and ignored the universally recognized white flag signifying truce and
surrender, it would constitute a gross violation of the Hague Conventions of 1899
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and 1907, as well as the Geneva Conventions, and would, therefore, be a war crime'.
He continues, 'If NATO and the rebels violated the white flag in Sirte, it would
represent one of the first major violations of a practice that began with the Eastern
Han dynasty in China in the year 25, and was recognized by the Roman Empire,
armies during the Middle Ages, and every major and minor nation since. A
violation by NATO of the flag of truce would represent a flagrant return to barbarism
by the “collective defensive” organization'.
The website Larry Sinclair.org claimed it had obtained reliable information from
inside Libya and said, 'It is our opinion that the information received from our sources
inside Libya is factual. It has also been reported that journalists were not
immediately allowed to report from the site of the US Drone attack on Qaddafi’s
convoy until the rebels had the opportunity to dispose of any remaining evidence
of the “White Flags” which were clearly connected to the convoy vehicles.'
If this was, as the evidence suggests, a drone-strike carried out on a white-flag
convoy during an agreed truce, then it was a direct violation of the Geneva
Convention and a War Crime of the highest order. But then the entire intervention
in Libya was a War Crime anyway, so this would've been just the nasty icing on the
rancid cake.
There's more too. Most people outside of Libya didn't hear about them until a year
later when former leaders of the Western-backed National Transitional Council
accused then-French President Nicolas Sarkozy of personally ordering the
assassination of Gaddafi on October 20th 2011.
In an interview on the French news site Médiapart, Rami El Obeidi, former coordinator
of the NTC’s foreign intelligence services, asserted that “French foreign agents
directly assassinated Gaddafi.” He said this was specifically because of Gaddafi’s
threats, shortly before France launched the war on Libya with NATO backing, to reveal
secret donations he had made to Sarkozy in 2007 to finance Sarkozy’s presidential
election campaign. On September 29th, the Italian daily Corriere della Sera confirmed
Obeidi's assertions, writing: “Mahmoud Jibril, the former premier of the transitional
government has re-launched the story of a plot ordered by a foreign secret service. ‘It
was a foreign agent infiltrated into the revolutionary brigade who killed
Gaddafi,’” he had told an Egyptian TV channel. The paper also quoted Western
diplomats in Tripoli as having said that if a foreign agent was involved, “he was almost
certainly French.”
The British Daily Mail and other papers then also spoke of a foreign agent: “He is said
to have infiltrated the violent mob mutilating the captured Libyan dictator last year and
shot him in the head.” On October 26th 2011, five days after Gaddafi’s assassination,
the satirical weekly Le Canard Enchaîné had reported that “on Wednesday October
19th in the late afternoon, a Pentagon colonel telephoned one of his contacts in the
French secret service...the American announced that the Libyan leader, tracked by
US predator drones, was trapped in a Sirte neighbourhood and could not now be
‘missed.’” In Le Canard Enchaîné’s account, the American official added that if
Gaddafi got away, he would become a 'real atom bomb.'

The Canard wrote that the White House had said,
“We must avoid giving Gaddafi the international
platform that a possible trial would give him.”
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That makes sense, of course; Gaddafi was far too 'dangerous' to keep alive after
what NATO/Al-Qaeda had just pulled off in Libya. No one wanted to give him the
chance to stand trial... for non-existent crimes that had been entirely made up. Gaddafi,
who could be very eloquent and who moreover would have plenty to say about the
legality of NATO's operations in Libya, the reality of what the 'NTC' and the rebel
groups really consisted of and also what the real reasons were for the NATO
intervention... that was far too problematic. In order for the international criminal
operation to fully get away with its atrocities, he had to fall silent forever. He simply
wasn't someone who could be bought off or shut up.
International consultant and author Adrian Salbuchi said Gaddafi’s death was
undoubtedly a message for the whole world, as it was not just about Libya. “We are
seeing how Hilary Clinton, US Secretary of State, expressed it very clearly: ‘We came,
we saw, he died,’ and then started laughing. This is a message to the world of how
this new world order model actually works,” he stated. “When they decide to change
the regime, they do so with the utmost violence and it is a whole model. First they
target a country by calling it a rogue state; then they support local terrorists and call
them freedom fighters; then they bring death and destruction upon civilians and they
call it UN sanctions. Then they spread lies and call it the International Community’s
opinion expressed by the Western media. Then they invade and control the country and
call it liberation…’
Fittingly enough one of the brutal rebels most prominently featured in the Gaddafi
assassination video was himself violently killed a year later; 22-year-old Omran
Shaaban was, however, curiously flown to France to be treated for his injuries, which
invites suspicions that French agents might've had a special interest in him. The
‘French connection’ was, of course, intimately tied to the Libyan crisis from the
very beginning. There was also the mystery of the French nationals who had tried to
quietly land in Malta in February, right at the start of the crisis; they'd come from Libya,
just at the point where the crisis had escalated from the initial 'protest/rioting'
stage to the full-on 'Civil War' phase. Only one of them had a passport. If there were
foreign operatives among those earliest rioting crowds, leading the vandalism, attacks
and bloodshed, they were almost certainly French.
In essence though, whether Sarkosy ordered the assassination, whether French or
foreign agents fired the shots, whether Hilary and the US government is guilty of a
War Crime, or whether Gaddafi was simply murdered by the terrorist mob on the
ground, those are almost just semantics now, as we're never going to be in a situation
where all-powerful and permanently protected individuals like Clinton and
Sarkosy are ever going to be brought to trial, any more than the likes of Bush, Blair,
Rumsfeld, Cheney and co will be brought to trial for Iraq.
The fact is that the governments of France, America and Britain, the NATO forces, the
Al-Qaeda forces, the criminal gangs - they were all Gaddafi’s murderers and were all
the murderers of the former Libya.

_______________________

But in fact it wasn't just about 2011; this plot against Gaddafi and Libya went back
much further.
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As far back as the mid 90s, a former MI5 agent, David Shayler, testified that British
intelligence were employing the services of an Al-Qaeda cell inside Libya, paying
them a large fee to assassinate Gaddafi (at least one assassination attempt was
carried out at that time). Shayler revealed that while he was working on the Libya desk
in the mid 90s, British Secret Service personnel were collaborating with the Libyan
Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG), which was connected to one of Osama bin Laden’s
trusted lieutenants (and which was deeply involved in the 2011 uprising). During his
closing speech in court, Shayler affirmed that he had been gagged from talking about
“a crime so heinous” that he felt he’d had no choice but to go to the press. During
Shayler’s trial, the then Home Secretary David Blunkett and the Foriegn
Secretary Jack Straw had signed Public Interest Immunity documents that banned
journalists from being able to report on the plot against Gaddafi.
This, with hindsight, reveals not only that a campaign to assassinate Gaddafi was
already being worked on over fifteen years before 2011, but also that the British
intelligence community’s relationship with the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group,
central to the 2011 uprising, also went back to that same time (or earlier): long before
the bloody events of 2011. What all of this also confirms is that Gaddafi had been, as
previously mentioned, *the* first international leader to issue an arrest warrant
for Osama bin Laden. According to journalists Guillaume Dasquié and JeanCharles Brisard, an adviser to French President Jacques Chirac, the British and US
intelligence agencies buried the fact that this earliest ever arrest warrant for Bin
Laden had come from Gaddafi and Libya.

America and Britain refused to take Gaddafi’s side
against Al-Qaeda or Bin Laden even at this early time.
Five months later, Al-Qaeda killed more than 200 people in the truck bombings of US
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. But then why wouldthe US or the UK be interested
in operating against Al-Qaeda – a terrorist group that would prove so useful in the years
to come?
Like the invasion of Iraq, the Western governments' destruction of Libya was intended
for a long, long time. It was simply that the fog and confusion of the 'Arab Spring' in
Egypt and Tunisia provided a perfect opportunity for the thieves, murderers and
criminals that run our governments to carry out their enterprise (like 'thieves in the
night', to paraphrase Jesus of Nazareth).
America had also tried and failed numerous times to assassinate him, including Ronald
Reagan's 1986 attempt. CIA covert operations were financing opposition groups as
far back as 1981 when they helped establish the 'National Front for the Salvation of
Libya (NFSL)' and its militant wing called the Libyan National Army, based in Egypt.

The National Front for Salvation Libya was financed for
years by the House of Saud, the CIA & French intelligence.
An article dated February 22nd 1987, and written by the renowned Pulitzer Prize
winning journalist Seymour Hersh, corroborates this ongoing assassination agenda as
well as an ongoing operation to externally orchestrate a coup. 'Since early 1981,
the CIA had been encouraging and abetting Libyan exile groups and foreign
governments, especially those of Egypt and France, in their efforts to stage a coup
d'etat - and kill, if necessary - the bizarre Libyan strongman.' Hersh was writing
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this as far back 1987, based on highly-placed sources in the American government and
intelligence community.
The former Libyan Foreign Minister under Gaddafi also maintained that MI6 had been
operating in Tripoli right until the start of the ‘revolution’ in February 2011.

With Gaddafi's death of course, the 'old Libya' was
dead; and a new Libya could be established.
At least, that was the idea; that was the spiel smugly fed to us by our government
officials to justify all the shock and awe, all the destruction and death and Depleted
Uranium. But of course, four years later and there is no 'new Libya'; just absolute
chaos…

_______________________

After Gaddafi: The 'National Transitional
Council'
And of course the bloodshed and sectarianism didn't end with the collapse of the
government or death of Gaddafi. Why would it? Only an idiot would think that when
you create and empower that much carnage, bloodlust and violence, it will simply stop
once you say "cut" and turn off the cameras. When you arm a rabid mob with enough
military hardware to constitute a small army, who really expects them to play by your
rules once your objectives have been fulfilled?
Of course the signs that this would be the case were never difficult to spot. The Sunday
Telegraph reported on 11th September 2011 that almost the entire population of
Tawergha, a town of about 10,000 people, had been forced to flee their homes by
anti-Gaddafi fighters after their takeover of the settlement. The report suggested that
Tawergha, which was dominated by black Libyans, may have been the subject of
ethnic cleansing provoked by a combination of racism and bitterness on the part of
Misratan fighters over the town's support for Gaddafi. The Report of the The
International Commission of Inquiry on Libya noted that the Misratan thuwar had been
open about their views of the Tawerghans.
One fighter told the Commission he thought that Tawerghans deserved “to be wiped
off the face of the planet”. NATO provided air cover for the attack on Tawergha and
must have been aware of the genocidal intent of the rebel leaders which, for one
thing, was reported in the Wall Street Journal prior to the attack.

NATO and the various Western politicians who gave
approval for the attack can therefore be regarded as entirely
complicit in this “crime against humanity.”
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This persecution of pro-Gaddafi supporters after Gaddafi's death became
commonplace. Even after Gaddafi was dead, loyalists remained and among the civilian
population there were still plenty willing to speak openly about where their support
had lay. "We lived in democracy under Muammar Gaddafi, he was not a dictator.
I lived in freedom, Libyan women had full human rights. We want to live just as we
did before," said Susan Farjan, in this piece in The Telegraph.
"The rebels are worse than rats. NATO is the same as Osama bin Laden," said a resident
in Sirte. "We have ten families staying with us now, there is little food, not enough
clean water and no gas. Now we live worse than animals."
An 80 year-old named Mabrouka Farjan said, "Life was good under Gaddafi, we were
never afraid."
"They are killing our children. Why are they doing this? For what? Life was good
before!" shouted another elderly lady.
"Everyone loves Gaddafi, and we love him because we love Libya. Now the rebels
have taken over. We might have to accept that, but Muammar will always be in our
hearts," said the mother of one family.
But from now on even being a Gaddafi loyalist would be a crime and a life-threatening
thing. Persecution, summary executions and beheadings and the like all continued
even after the 'war' had been 'won', along with rampant retaliatory attacks.
But what of the provisional 'replacement government' that NATO and the Western
officials were putting in charge of Libya's future? What of the 'National Transitional
Council' championed by America, France, Britain and the West?
It is worth noting that Western powers were endorsing and guiding this 'transitional
government' very early in the crisis, long before Gaddafi or the actual Libyan
government had collapsed; indeed it is well demonstrated that many of the leading
figures in the NTC had been colluding with foreign government collaborators even
prior to the events of February 2011. What is certainly a fact, however, is that
behaviour associated with elements of the NTC didn't exactly paint the picture of the
angelic 'pro-democracy' activists that our officials wanted us to view them as.
"There's torture, extrajudicial executions, rape of both men and women," said
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay, confirming that the UN-backed
'legitimate government' was torturing Gaddafi loyalists to death long after Gaddafi's
own death (the accounts have it that these people were routinely raped, beaten, electroshocked, fingernails pulled off - all the good stuff). This was reported in London's
Evening Standard, February 17th 2012. It was known that the militias were
torturing Gaddafi supporters in camps and that many hundreds of prisoners,
including civilians, were being held indefinitely in prison without trial. All of this
continues to this day.
But even putting that aside, there's very little reason to assume there was anything
especially 'legitimate' about the make-up of the NTC; aside from the armed rebels and
their commanders, most of this 'government' was presumably made up of willing
stooges for foreign corporate interests who were probably bought off in return for
helping facilitate the corporate/Colonial operation. Others were a mixture of people
who defected from the existing Libyan government when they saw which way the wind
was blowing.
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It's worth noting that a number of the most influential
movers in the NTC were specifically members of the
old government who had personal grudges with
Gaddafi or personal reasons to want Gaddafi gone.
For example, by February 2009 Gaddafi was asking for public support to distribute
Libya's oil wealth directly into the bank accounts of the population. However,
senior officials feared losing their jobs "due to a parallel plan by Gaddafi to rid the
state of corruption."
"As long as money is administered by a government body, there would be theft
and corruption," Gaddafi had said back then. This initiative was being reported by,
among others, the BBC prior to the beginning of the uprising in February. This
prompted an unusually open airing of dissent from top government officials, who said
the plan would wreak havoc in the economy. And Gaddafi himself warned Libyans
that the scheme, which promised up to 30,000 dinars ($23,000) a year to about a
million of Libya's poorest citizens, would cause chaos before it brought about
prosperity.
Gaddafi had then called upon the people to back his plans to dismantle the minimal
government apparatus and go ahead with his oil-wealth redistribution plan instead of
having it go through middlemen with their own interests. As in all governments there
were some individuals found to be no longer working in the interests of the people but
in their own self-interests; Mustafa Mohamed Abud Ajleil and Mahmood Jibril, for
example, were known corrupt individuals within the government and both were among
the first to defect to the side of the rebels and the NTC, largely because they were
exactly the kind of officials Gaddafi was planning to undermine. These then were
many of the 'representatives' of Libya that Western governments were empowering to
lead and guide the international perception of the situation.
In general, it could be argued that most of those manoeuvring against Gaddafi and the
Libyan system were those with discernible personal agendas. Abdurrahim el-Keib,
for example, had previously belonged to the Abu-Dhabi based Petroleum Insititute
sponsored by British, French, Japanese and other oil companies. The General
Khalifa Haftar was a known CIA collaborator and we've already mentioned AlQaeda's Abdel-Hakim Belhaj, who was given control of Tripoli (and now swears
allegiance to ISIS/ISIL). On the matter of Khalif Haftar, he had defected from the
Libyan government much earlier and set up his own militia that was financed directly
by the CIA.

He spent two decades living within walking distance of
CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia. Shortly after the
2011 'protests' began, the CIA air-lifted him into Benghazi
and told everyone to start calling him the 'leader' of the
rebels.
Muhammad as-Senussi, son of the former Crown Prince and grand-nephew of the late
King Idris (who Gaddafi and his revolutionary allies ousted from power in 1969), was
one of the most vocal advocates for foreign intervention and condemnation of Gaddafi
and the government during the crisis, and was flown to various locations, including to
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address the European Parliament, to evangelise for the rebels' cause. A rival
claimant to the throne, Idris bin Abdullah al-Senussi, announced in an interview that
he was ready to return to Libya and "assume leadership" (restore the old monarchy?)
once the change had been initiated. These weren't objective, impartial voices, but
people with an obvious agenda and an obvious grudge against Gaddafi being allowed
to steer part of the discourse abroad. For the record, the former Libyan monarchy had
essentially been a European/Colonial-installed puppet regime that served
Western/corporate interests and kept the population in poverty.
Hugh Roberts, former director of the International Crisis Group’s North Africa
Project, in this superb analysis shortly after Gaddafi's death, poses the question of
whether 'what we have been witnessing is a revolution or a counter-revolution.' As
he points out, many of the victorious rebels were 'brandishing the old Libyan flag of
the 1951-69 era, the protesters identified their cause with the monarchy Gaddafi & Co
overthrew.' He continues, 'As the elites saw it, the 1969 coup had been carried out
by ‘Bedouin’ – that is, country bumpkins. For Gaddafi & Co, the traditions of the
urban elites offered no recipe for governing Libya: they would only perpetuate its
disunity.' Ironically enough, if there's one word you'd use to describe post-Gaddafi
Libya it would precisely that: disunity.

Lead ‘NTC’ official, Mustafa Abdul Jalil, walks arm-in-arm
with his backers David Cameron and Nicolas Sarkosy who
arrive in Libya after Gaddafi’s death. Note French/Zionist ‘
philosopher’ Bernard Levy in the background.

Most of the main players in the NTC and the push for foreign/Western intervention
were expatriates not even living in Libya, but in various other countries, including
France, Britain, America, Canada and other nations involved in the NATO operation.
The evidence suggests that for years they had been petitioning in the West for this
eventuality and likewise that Western agencies were colluding with them for the same
end purpose.
It is of course not the interest of this article to label everyone who was involved in the
NTC or joined the anti-Gaddafi forces as corrupt, self-serving or criminal; no doubt
many of them felt it was the right course, and no doubt some simply saw that Gaddafi
and the government had no chance of surviving once the European/American aerial
onslaught began and so they took a logical decision to switch allegiances.
But I wonder how many of them now, in 2015, are still celebrating the death of Gaddafi
and the end of four decades of peace, stability and growth?
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It is in fact fairly easy to discern, as this article argues, that 'the entire Libyan rebel
movement has been backed by the US and UK for nearly 30 years. We can confirm
that the initial calls for a Libyan "Day of Rage" came not from the streets of
Benghazi, but from the London based ‘National Conference for Libyan
Opposition’ (NCLO). We can confirm that NCLO leader Ibrahim Sahad was literally
sitting in front of the White House giving an interview to the Western media in the
opening stages of the Libyan unrest, parroting verbatim the West's desire to militarily
intervene with a no-fly zone.'
And further to all of this (and much after the fact), the lead NTC official Mustafa
Abdul Jalil has admitted that he knew at the time that Gaddafi *hadn't* given
anyone any order to fire on civilians in Benghazi, but that he had gone along with
the lie for the sake of having Gaddafi toppled.

He also admits that it wasn't Libyan security forces that
fired those first shots against protesters back in February
2011, but foreign intelligence operatives - and
furthermore that he had been briefed in advance (by
foreign agents) that it was going to happen. This admission
in itself is the final, damning, 'smoking gun' to prove the
conspiracy beyond all doubt; and of course all of the
major media broadcasters have all completely ignored
it.
Meanwhile, the aforementioned General Khalifa Haftar, who had betrayed Gaddafi
and defected to the side of the rebels and the NTC in 2011 in collusion with the CIA,
is now a key figure involved in trying to accomplish the impossible task of getting AlQaeda out of Libya.
In a recent interview, when asked about Gaddafi, he said without any intended irony
that "Gaddafi was an angel” – which is something even I wouldn’t have said. And
like Jalil, he also admitted that the entire 2011 crisis was a lie, a ‘phoney revolution'.

_______________________

And you'd think the whole sick, tragic story would end there, but it doesn't.
Because what was happening in Libya was also a precursor to what would soon
happen in Syria; where all of this would be repeated.
As has been well-attested, once Gaddafi was out of the way, the Libyan armouries were
looted and massive quantities of weapons were sent by the Libyan rebels to Syria.
The weapons, which included anti-tank and anti-aircraft missiles were smuggled into
Syria through NATO-member Turkey, as confirmed by The Times on September
14th 2012, three days after Ambassador Chris Stevens was famously killed by the
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jihadist attack on the US embassy in Benghazi. Chris Stevens had served as the US
government's liaison to the Libyan Al-Qaeda rebels since April 2011.
While a great deal of media attention at the time had focused on the fact that the State
Department didn't provide adequate security to the consulate and was slow to send
assistance when the attack started, the Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Seymour Hersh
published an article in April 2014 that exposed the classified agreement between the
CIA, Turkey and the Syrian rebels to create what was referred to as a "rat line". The
"rat line" was a covert network used to channel weapons and ammunition from Libya,
through southern Turkey and across the Syrian border, with funding provided by
Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Stevens’ death meant that any direct US involvement
in that arms shipment was buried and Washington could continue to deny having
sent heavy weaponry into Syria.
It was at this time that jihadist fighters from Libya began flooding into Syria as well,
to do in that country what they had been empowered and enabled to do in Libya. As
Ahmad Barqawi succintly says; "It was a deliberate, calculated policy sought after and
implemented by NATO and its allies in the Gulf to turn the north-African country
into the world’s largest ungovernable dumpster of weapons, Al-Qaeda militants
and illegal oil-trading."
And that's what Libya is now; and you can add to that list 'a hub for illegal migranttrafficking'.
On 19th October 2011, Libya's new Western-backed 'National Transitional Council'
became the first government in the world to recognize their Middle-Eastern
counterparts the ‘Syrian National Council’ (SNC) as Syria's "legitimate
authority." In November, the new Libyan authorities met secretly with members of
the SNC and offered them money, arms and volunteer fighters for the spiralling
insurgency against the Syrian government. The oft-mentioned Abdelhakim
Belhadj, the CIA-backed head of the Tripoli Military Council (and Al-Qaeda
commander), met at this time with leaders of the 'Free Syrian Army' to discuss sending
Libyan fighters to train the Syrian Rebels.
As I noted earlier, the Libyan and Syrian Wars were not separate events; but one
horrific event unleashed onto two nations. And of course it was sickeningly perverse
that we had this illegitimate, NATO-backed ‘Libyan government’ using its illegitimate
position to declare that an equally illegitimate alliance in Syria was now – on absolutely
no logical basis – the “legitimate authority” in Syria.

Anyone, by the way, who assesses the kind of brutal crimes
committed by various Syrian rebel factions (particularly in
2012 and 2013), including members of the FSA, will
immediately note the similarity to some of the brutal crimes
committed by rebels in Libya in 2011.
This is logical, of course, as both were externally-orchestrated ‘civil wars’ based on
the The 2010 Unconventional Warfare Manual of the US Military, as previously
mentioned. And the Al-Qaeda inspired arena of bloodlust and carnage that was created
in Libya in 2011 by Western governments and the rebel groups was essentially the
advent of the organisation and 'brand' we now call 'Islamic State'.
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But getting back to Libya and the immediate post-Gaddafi aftermath; in early May
2012, the NTC passed its most sweeping measures, granting immunity to former
rebel fighters for any acts committed during the civil war (including, we assume,
all murders, unlawful executions, ethnic cleansings, rapes, etc).

It also adopted 'Law 37', prohibiting the publication of
"propaganda" criticising the uprising or questioning the
authority of Libya's new governing organs, or praising
Muammar Gaddafi, his family, his government, or the ideas
expressed in Gaddafi's Green Book.
Freedom of expression was not high on the agenda of this supposedly 'pro-democracy'
movement our governments were so in love with; and Gaddafi's Green Revolution
that had characterised Libya for decades is now illegal to even praise. And that's
what our governments' and media call 'pro democracy'.

________________________

Libya NOW: "A Failed State"...
So what is the reality of this 'brave new Libya' that was supposed to have been created
through all the bombing of 2011?
We are now four years beyond the uprising and the murder of Gaddafi. For most of
those intervening four years, the same corporate/news media that was so adamant about
how terrible Gaddafi was and how necessary the international intervention was is
almost completely silent about Libya, declining to report on the country or send anyone
over there (although, in fairness, unlike in the Gaddafi era, it is now far too dangerous
for journalists).
It was as if the media's role was simply to demonise and help destroy Gaddafi and once
he was dead, the matter was over. From Gaddafi’s assassination onward in fact the
various British, French, American and NATO officials who were the most adamant
about the Libya intervention also seemed to revert to silence on the matter, no doubt
due to a mixture of embarrassment, guilt and, most of all, not wanting to draw attention
to what was happening in Libya after Gaddafi and the collapse of the nation. It hasn't
been until the last six months or so that mass-media organisations have reluctantly
started to talk about Libya again, partly due to the fact that the increase in migrant
deaths in the Mediterranean waters have made it impossible to pretend everything's
alright - because the tragedy is now directly threatening a European crisis.

The reality is that the fall of Gaddafi’s administration has
created all of the country’s worst-case scenarios: Western
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embassies have all left, the south of the country has become
a haven for international terrorists, and the Northern coast
is an uncontrollable hub for illegal migrant trafficking.
Egypt, Algeria and Tunisia have all closed their borders with Libya (Tunisia is
now even building an Israeli-style wall to cut itself off from Libya). This all occurs
amidst a backdrop of widespread rape, daily assassinations and commonplace
torture that completes the picture of post-Gaddafi Libya. This is Hilary Clinton,
David Cameron and co's gift to the Libyan people. The rule of law has been completely
absent since Gaddafi’s fall. And there is no semblance of the national unity and pride
that was engendered in ‘Green Libya’ in the Gaddafi era; indeed there is no unity at
all.
And the biggest joke is that the great 'National Transitional Council' is already
history and there hasn't been a proper government in Libya since Gaddafi's death; now
instead we have multiple rival 'governments' trying to assert themselves as the
authority while the Western nations and the UN have absolutely no idea who to
recognise, how to help or what to do. In an irony of ironies, Libya's PM was allegedly
threatening protesters with troops just last year, long after the end of the Gaddafi era –
just as Gaddafi had been accused of doing by the West (except in his case, it wasn’t
true).

Perhaps now, belatedly, some of our officials and
diplomats might find themselves thinking back to all
those offers Gaddafi had made to negotiate a
compromise.

Islamist militants ‘Ansar al-Sharia’ now ride around
in convoys like ISIS/ISIL.

And from 16th May 2014 (and ongoing) a Second Civil War has been going on in
Libya, with the various factions who'd united to end the Gaddafi era now having turned
on each other, as they were always bound to. Is anyone surprised by that? Again, you
can't just fund, arm and unleash that level of bloodlust, violence and anarchy and then
expect it to stop when you click your fingers. Our governments, even the UN, simply
left the Libyans to it after 2011. The world stopped paying attention; but the killing
never stopped. But the Hilary Clinton’s, the David Cameron’s and Nicolas Sarkosy’s
of the world washed their hands of it and didn't care anymore.
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A few months ago, Amnesty International published a document revealing the extent
to which Libya is now a real-life horror story. Declaring that ‘Libya is a place full of
cruelty’, it reminds us of the thousands of people who ‘face abductions for ransom,
torture and sexual violence by traffickers, smugglers and organized criminal groups’
and tells us of the ‘religious minorities, in particular Christian migrants and refugees,
are persecuted and are at highest risk of abuse from armed groups that seek to enforce
their own interpretation of Islamic law.’
Since 2011 Libya has been experiencing a refugee crisis of unprecedented
proportions, a financial crisis, an environmental crisis and an infrastructure
crisis. The country hasn't been rebuilt from all the NATO bombing. Benghazi is
currently facing a major, ongoing humanitarian crisis. How bad is it? A petition was
recently being circulated, started by a group of Libyan activists, demanding that
Benghazi be declared a "disaster zone".
NBC goes further and defines Libya as a "failed state".
It has in fact been called a "failed state" several times recently by various analysts. A
'failed state'? Who *made it* a 'failed state'? Was it a 'failed state' prior to 2011?
Or was it the most prosperous, successful nation in Africa? NATO, the US, France, the
UK and every other nation involved in the intervention in Libya took a successful, selfreliant nation and TURNED IT INTO A 'FAILED STATE' through bombing, the
arming and supporting of terrorists and through targeted assassination.
As for regional bodies like the Arab League and African Union (AU), they have
shown minimal interest in the ongoing Libyan conflict. The African Union opposed
the NATO-backed offensive against Gaddafi and as such is viewed with suspicion by
NATO's proxy 'government' in the new Libya anyway. African countries were from
the beginning highly concerned about what NATO did in Libya, fearing it would
worsen instability in countries such as Mali, Niger and Nigeria - which is EXACTLY
what it has done.

A brief overview of Libya now;

Warlords, Terrorists, Rival Militias, and No Government
This BBC piece on 'Lawless Libya' reflects how dire the situation is in the country.
Numerous militias each govern their own patches of territory, with successive
"governments" struggling to exercise control. Libya has essentially been turned into a
mixture of the Wild West and the kind of tribal/warlord dynamics that defined
Afghanistan during the 9/11 era. There are lots of different armed groups - up to 1,700,
according to some sources - with entirely differing goals. But money and power are
what is said to be motivating most forces and parties, with religious extremism
motivating the others. 'Libya continues to suffer from a chronic absence of security,
with almost daily assassinations, bombings and kidnappings.'
This sounds like an absolute copy-and-paste of what much of Iraq was like
following the US-led invasion. Which is of course what Gaddafi said would happen;
"they will turn Libya into another Iraq, another Somalia..." he had said in February
2011.
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The Libyan tribes, what's left of the Libyan National army and the elected Parliament
in Tobruk are working hard to rid their country of the Al-Qaeda, LIFG, Ansar alSharia, ISIS/ISIL and other extremist/terrorist brigades that Western governments
imported into their country in 2011; but the grim evidence suggests Libyans are going
to have an even more difficult and longer struggle than the Iraqis in ridding their
country of the terrorists and violence that has been imported in. ISIS/Daesh and other
extremist militias have taken over key resources, including major oil-fields.
Most of the Libyan people themselves had all of their weapons taken away by NATO
and its on-the-ground proxy militias are therefore are at the mercy of all the foreign
militias and terrorists. Meanwhile kangaroo courts and cowboy ‘justice’ are rampant,
with sham ‘trials’ and sentences for those who are afforded that formality and
extrajudicial executions for many others. Gaddafi loyalists, believers in Green Libya
and campaigners for human rights are still routinely persecuted and tortured, and there
is no properly functioning legal system or law-enforcement apparatus to curtail the
rampant criminality and violence.
Additionally, members of the Gaddafi-era government are cruelly demonised and
eliminated. The ‘Libya Dawn’ militia in Tripoli just recently sentenced Saif al-Islam
Gaddafi to death, along with eight others, including the former securitychief Abdullah Senussi and the former Prime Minister, Al-Baghdadi al-Mahmoudi.
They are now to die by firing squad, according to the militia court, after a ‘trial’ that
has been universally condemned as utterly farcical. Like the Russian Romanovs a
century ago, all trace of the Gaddafi family is in danger of being erased, along
with all traces of the former state, in a discernible policy of cleansing in a Libya no
longer owned or run by Libyans.
Not that Saif would be expecting any kindness or favors from Faustian former
friends anymore; he was fully cleansed of that naivety four years ago, once he’d
realised that the political and financial elites of France, Britain, America and the
West had simply used him in those few years of ‘reconciliation’ in order to
convince his father to drop his guard.
The biggest, most bitter irony of course is that Saif Gaddafi was probably Libya’s best
hope of democracy, reform and progression. Instead, ‘the golden prince’ hailed as ‘the
reformer’ has been left to be tortured and sentenced by a court run by criminals put
there by the very Western ‘democracies’ whose very ideals he had hoped to emulate.

Ethnic Cleansing of Black Libyans, Persecution of Christians and Minorities

And what else is happening in the 'new Libya'? Well, for one thing, aside from mass
lynching of Black people that followed Gaddafi's fall, Christians were also being
persecuted once Gaddafi was gone. See here and here.
Things like this didn't happen in Gaddafi's Libya, of course, which had been
vehemently opposed to sectarianism in general and to Islamic fundamentalism in
particular. It's the same, of course, in Syria and Iraq; wherever the West’s proxy
terrorists go, minorities and Christians are persecuted or killed and the inter-cultural
fabric is torn apart.
Following the end of Gaddafi's rule, there were reports of attacks also against sites of
Sufi Muslims. In late 2011, a Sufi school in Tripoli was stormed by armed men who
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"burned its library, destroyed office equipment and dug up graves of sages buried
there," and "turned the school into a Salafist mosque." None of this sort of sectarian
behaviour is surprising to anyone with a reasonable understanding of the culture and
make-up of most Arab societies; the Salafist Islamists don't tolerate other religious
sects, be they Christian, Shia or even Sufi.

The Salafist groups operating in Libya - and heavily
involved in the 2011 uprising - are the same gangs,
following the same ideologies, as those operating among
Syrian rebel groups and those now in Iraq under the banner
of 'Islamic State'.
Sufism, by the way, is one of the oldest, most traditional interpretations of Islam; a
minority sect in places like Libya, it is under attack from the various Wahhabi-inspired
groups who want a puritanical, intolerant version of Islam to wipe away all other
schools of thought. The Sufis traditionally place more emphasis on the spiritual,
mystical side of the Muslim religion, somewhat comparable perhaps to the old
Gnostics of early Christian traditions.

‘Islamic State’, Sharia Law, the Persecution of Women

Sharia Law is in effect in various Libyan cities and towns, the Islamists establishing
their various 'emirates', just as Gaddafi said would happen. The same "Al-Qaeda
Imams" Gaddafi told us were "in the mosques" in 2011 are now in the town halls and
civil buildings, legitimised by our Western governments. 'Fatwas' are being issued on
a regular basis; 'fatwas' and indeed all the other traits of hard-line Islamist/Salafist
culture were entirely alien to Libya in the previous four decades.
Hardline Islamists Ansar al-Sharia ride around in 'police' convoys looking very much
like ISIS/ISIL, who also now have a major presence in Libya despite being a product
of Iraq and Syria.

The status of women in the new, NATO-backed Libya has
therefore – predictably – taken a severe turn for the worse;
in many ways, the ‘Civil War’ of 2011 might be viewed
as having been a ‘Battle of the Sexes’.
Gaddafi's system championed women's involvement in decision-making, education
and rights issues, in a way that most Arab countries don't. Women in the old, Green
Libya were equal citizens. Support for Gaddafi among women in Libya had been
especially strong; it’s no coincidence that those vast, pro-Gaddafi rallies in 2011
were heavily populated with women or that that women were the loudest, most
vociferous chanters and green-flag wavers.
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It was no coincidence that so many of Gaddafi’s most
ardent supporters were Libyan women.

Hilary Clinton, laughably viewed by some in America as some kind 'women's
rights' campaigner, gave Libyan women Al-Qaeda in place of progress. It was in
fact reported very soon after Gaddafi's death that one of the earliest new laws being
sought by a number of men was the legal right to still have sexual intercourse with
the corpses of dead wives for a certain amount of time before burial. That's the sort
of level we're talking about. Western commentators could make fun of Gaddafi having
an all-female bodyguard unit if they like (sure, it was very odd), but the same people
are silent about Libyan women being subject now to fundamentalist-Islamic rules and
restrictions - which was everything Gaddafi and his supporters worked hard to make
sure never came to Libya.
Unlike many other Arab nations, women in pre-2011 Libya had the right to education,
hold jobs, divorce, hold property and have an equal income to men. The United Nations
Human Rights Council had in fact praised Gaddafi in particular for his promotion of
women’s rights, and, again, it's no coincidence that so many of the most ardent
pro-Gaddafi loyalists were women. It's all gone now.
In March 2013, for example, Sadiq Ghariani, the 'Grand Mufti', issued a fatwa against
the UN Report on Violence Against Women and Girls, condemning it. Later in 2013,
lawyer Hamida Al-Hadi Al-Asfar, advocate of women's rights, was abducted,
tortured and killed. It is alleged she was targeted for criticising the Grand Mufti's
declaration. No arrests were made. Ghariani in fact has been using the UK as a base
from which to encourage the violent extremists, including Islamic State, to consolidate
their control of Libya. There was also, among others the murder of Libyan human
rights lawyer, Salwar Bughaghis. Such assassinations, along with torture, are
commonplace.
Also, for the record, most (or all) of Gaddafi's famous female bodyguards (who
were made such a joke of throughout all the Western media coverage of the Libya
crisis in 2011) were brutally murdered after his death, some of them sexually
assaulted first. One of them was reported to have been viciously tortured and gangraped for days before being strangled to death with the words “the fate for
Gaddafi’s whores” beside her, her body rotting when discovered. Let's note that in
actual fact all of Gaddafi's female guards were said to be virgins who'd sworn an oath
of celibacy.
In the (forced) change from Gaddafi's Libya to the post-NATO Libya, women have
gone from being highly active in Libyan life, going to universities and being a major
part of the work force, to now facing the new reality of Sharia Law and the possibility
also of being sold to ISIS/ISIL fighters as "virgin brides".
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This is the gift Hilary Clinton, Samantha Powers, Susan
Rice and the others have given the women of Libya.
It may be valid to argue, in fact, that the entire ‘revolution’ of 2011 was an
exclusively and excessively male enterprise that, from beginning to end, had a dim
view of women in general. This seems even more significant when you look at
coverage of the pro-Gaddafi gatherings and demonstrations and note, as I said earlier,
that they were heavily constituted by Libyan women. This was certainly in large
part because Libya’s women understood how dangerous Gaddafi’s absence would be
for them, particularly given the highly religious/Islamist nature and make-up of those
trying to overthrow him.

Mass Migration and the Mediterranean

And of course the greatest sign, the greatest validation, of the great 'success story' of
NATO and the West's intervention in Libya has to be the thousands of people risking
their lives to flee Libya across the sea in the hope of reaching Europe.
This simply fulfils Gaddafi's prediction prior to his murder that the Mediterranean
would "become a sea of chaos" if the government fell. Hundreds and hundreds at a
time are drowning in the sea trying to leave the country that our governments 'liberated'
in 2011. Note that this phenomenon didn't exist either in Gaddafi's Libya; simply
because no one needed to leave, no one had anything to run away from, and indeed
many, many from Sub-Saharan Africa actually came to Libya to live and work.
As noted, there were well over a million African migrant workers living in Libya up
until 2011; but the subsequent persecution and ethnic cleansing has meant that African
migrants who used to have Libya as their destination are now fleeing the country for
safety or being moved through the country and onto greener pastures.
The ‘migrant crisis’ Europe is now facing is a direct result of the forced collapse of
Libya. These and these are yet more casualties of the 'great job' our governments did
'liberating' the country. And even those asylum seekers who do manage to reach
Europe are in many cases held in poor conditions for an indefinite amount of time (or
worse in Australia, where they held off-shore in virtual concentration camps).

They were, not long ago, citizens of a functioning
society, with access to rights, privileges and welfare;
they are now herded about like cattle.
To the traffickers operating in Libya (including ISIS/ISIL, who openly threatened to
use the post-Gaddafi Libyans as migrants and 'psychological warfare' against
Europe), they are pawns, while to most European and Western governments they are
inconvenient statistics and to many newspapers and Western citizens they are ‘lousy
immigrants and asylum-seekers’ trying to ‘sponge off our countries’.
This grim analysis of post-Gaddafi Libya could go on and on; but you've gotten the
picture by now.
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_______________________

The Case for the Prosecution: The Crime
and the Criminals...
You'll note I keep referring to Libya/2011 as a 'criminal enterprise' rather than a
'humanitarian intervention'. If we accept that premise, every 'crime' needs a
mastermind and a motive. We'll come to Motive shortly; but who were the Criminal
Masterminds?
Well, that's easy. They were (1) our government officials and political leaders, (2)
multi-national corporations and financial institutions, (3) America's Al-Qaeda and
other terrorist legions/proxies, and (4) our mass, corporate media organisations.
Meanwhile this criminal conspiracy was wilfully aided and abetted by (5) the UN.
In addition, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE and some of the other Arab countries were
promised some of the spoils – all of these countries, for the record, are ruled by Western
puppet dictatorships: they are ultra-Capitalist states that use religion to control the
masses. Many of these Arab regimes and rulers were openly happy to see Gaddafi fall,
as they had suffered a long, antagonistic relationship with him.
Gaddafi had always been a highly outspoken and divisive figure who would criticise,
condemn or challenge other Arab leaders frequently and often to their faces; Gaddafi's
appearances at Arab Summits, for example, were often characterised by him engaging
in verbal clashes with other leaders, particularly the Saudi Arabia Royal Family. It
wouldn't have taken much for those leaders and regimes to be convinced to contribute
to Libya's destruction, particularly if offered some of the future spoils. Evidence in
fact suggests that Qatar was a principle orchestrater of the Libyan bloodbath, just
as it was in Syria.

The outright, bald lies told by our officials and leaders in
order to accomplish their goals were practically endless. In
addition to all those fabrications already highlighted earlier
in this document, President Obama told the world that
Libyan forces were "going city to city and town to town,
brutalising civilians". Never happened, completely made
up.
And of course, as previously mentioned, both Amnesty and the International Crisis
Group outright rubbished these claims for which they could find no supporting
evidence.
Hilary Clinton: "When the Libyan people sought to realise their democratic
aspirations, they were met by extreme violence from their own government. The
Libyan people appealed to the world to stop the brutal attack upon them." When did
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that happen? What 'extreme violence'? When was this 'brutal attack'? The armed
rebels certainly did appeal to foreign governments for intervention: of course they did
- they wanted to win the war, and much of the corporate media reporting was *based*
on information from the armed rebels, who obviously were seeking aid. This was
also precisely the scenario in the first year-and-a-half of the War in Syria.
But when did 'the Libyan people' do so? What is Hilary talking about? The hundreds
of fake social-media accounts being run by American personnel, as reported in
February 2011? And what about all the Libyan people who were begging for the NATO
intervention to stop? What about the million-plus in Green Square? Don’t they
count? Aren’t they the ‘Libyan people’ too?
Further, The Washington Times a few months ago published audio tapes of
conversations between US officials and Libyan officials in 2011, revealing that the
US intelligence community had gathered no evidence of an "impending genocide"
in Libya in 2011 and that Hilary Clinton was well aware of that all along. If you listen
to the audio, you hear Pentagon officials actually telling Libyan representatives,
including Gaddafi's oldest son Saif, that *they themselves* don't even believe the
information being propagated by Hilary Clinton and the State Department.
This leak includes recorded audio of conversations between US Congressman Dennis
Kucinich and Saif Gaddafi regarding the grounds for NATO intervention in Libya.
The Washington Times further reports that 'the information being gathered by the
intelligence community was at loggerheads with the claims of the main supporters for
war with Libya, which included French President Nicolas Sarkozy; Senator John
McCain, Foreign-Relations Committee Chairman John Kerry, and three powerful
women close to President Obama: Mrs Clinton, US Ambassador to the UN Susan
Rice and adviser Samantha Powers.' Susan Rice is a sibling of Neo-Con and Iraq War
schemer and profiteer Condoleeza, by the way.
The article continues with this retrospective assessment, highlighting the Pentagon's
doubts about the Clinton/Sarkosy narrative in Benghazi; 'The specific intelligence
was that Gadhafi had sent a relatively small - by Western standards - cadre of
about 2,000 troops armed with 12 tanks to target armed rebels in Benghazi.' It
continues, 'In fact, the Pentagon’s judgment was that Gaddafi was unlikely to risk
world outrage by inflicting large civilian casualties'.

And still it continues, revealing that American 'Defense
Officials had direct information that Gaddafi gave
specific orders *not to attack civilians* and to narrowly
focus the war on the armed rebels.'
The Pentagon and the Intelligence community knows full well Hilary Clinton lied. Yet
the all-out NATO genocide in Libya went ahead anyway. And now, such is the level
of corruption in the American political/financial system, that the same woman is
allowed to launch a lavish bid for the Presidency, which, if she wins next year, will
make her the most powerful political figure in the world. Still, there's nothing novel
in that: her fellow criminal, Nicholas Sarkosy, is also due to launch another campaign
for the French Presidency again. We are quite, quite demonstrably run by
criminals, you see. Which, again, isn’t so surprising, given that George W. Bush and
his criminal administration won a second term even after waging illegal and
unprovoked war in Iraq.
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These recent revelations concerning Hilary, the Pentagon and the fake Benghazi
narrative are too little too late. Just as the former NTC leader’s admission that Gaddafi
hadn’t ordered any attacks on civilians (and that foreign agents had started the Libyan
Civil War) is also too little too late – Gaddafi is dead and Libya is gone. Where were
all these ‘revelations’ four years ago? Where were all the investigative journalists
in the mainstream media? Where was the ‘commission’ then? Where was the factfinding operation?
The UK of course was every bit as involved as the French and American governments.
David Cameron: "This was your revolution, not ours. It was those brave people in
Misrata, in Benghazi, in Tripoli, who were incredibly brave in removing the dreadful
dictatorship of Gaddafi..." What brave people? Al-Qaeda? The armed thugs who
brutally massacred police officers and Libyan security personnel? Or the vicious mob
that sodomised and murdered the 69 year-old Gaddafi? 'Your revolution, not
ours…'?

There was no ‘revolution’: just armed warfare and
criminal activity and a state - an entire political system overthrown and replaced with nothing. And why was
Cameron so careful to state "your revolution, not ours"
when he was presumably well aware of the MI6 role in the
uprising and the presence of SAS Special Forces on the
ground 'disguised as Arabs'?
The British intelligence community's role in the collapse of Libya isn't to be
understated, particularly given the historical involvement with the LIFG, Al-Qaeda
and others (no wonder the Libyan regime was always so paranoid about dissidents and
opponents, given how much foreign manipulation and infiltration was going on).
During the 2011 crisis, Mousa Koussa, one of Gaddafi's long-time inner circle, and
who was believed to have been heavily involved in torture and mistreatment of
prisoners over the years, resigned from his position and was strangely flown to the
UK in what all observers viewed as suspicious circumstances (particularly as he
wasn't a defector and hadn't joined the rebels or the NTC); this led some to speculate
he might've been a double-agent working with British interests.
This was further aroused by Mr Koussa then being flown straight from the UK to
Qatar, where he was kept in luxury accommodation. Qatar, for the record, was one
of the chief financers of the armed uprising in Libya (just as it was in Syria). Whatever
the situation was, it is curious that the British intelligence community, which long
claimed to believe Koussa was involved in the planning of the Lockerbie bombing and
potentially in the shooting of PC Yvonne Ridley in London in 1984, nevertheless flew
him over to London, had secret meetings with him and then sent him off to Qatar.
More than all of that, where were all the mass protests by civilians? In the entire
course of the Libyan crisis, how many actual scenes of peaceful civilian protest against
the government were ever shown on the corporate news media? I've seen the mass
gatherings of pro-Gaddafi supporters, the footage of which exists, but even four years
later I'm yet to see *any* of the anti-government demonstrations other than one piece
of news footage of around 50 - 100 people being visibly choreographed by Al-Jazeera
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film crews. Oh, and the laughable BBC footage of a protest in India (!). The whole
thing was an utter, utter, fiction concocted by the news corporations that were acting
in concert with foreign government officials and misinformation enterprises.

And there was no impartiality; not from the media, not
from the UN, not from our governments - it was the most
biased, one-sided depiction of a situation in living memory.
This was a pre-planned campaign - on the military level,
on the propaganda level and on the legal level - being
carried out in a concerted programme between
governments, corporations and news-media…
________________________

Of course, this wasn't he first time in Libya's modern history or Gaddafi's life
that false accusations were concocted by American or European institutions and
officials. The 1986 bombing of a Berlin disco was blamed on Gaddafi and resulted in
the American bombing of one of Gaddafi's homes, resulting in the death of his infant
(adopted) daughter (along with 49 civilians); but this was later found to have been a
false conviction set up by the CIA.
Almost every government in the world condemned the US attack, citing is as a breach
of international law; Italy, Spain, Russia, China, Iran, the entire African Union,
among others, all expressed deep disapproval of the attack on Reagan’s attack on Libya
and on Gaddafi’s personal property. Others saw the United States motive as an
attempt to eliminate Libya‘s revolution entirely, as opposed to simply retaliating
for the Berlin incident. Libyan officials responded by warning that America was trying
to establish itself as “the policeman of the world”.
Yet police officials in West Berlin repeatedly told journalists that they knew of no
evidence linking Libya to the discotheque bombing.
One week after the attack, Manfred Ganschow, chief of the anti-terrorist police in
Berlin, was quoted as having rejected the US government’s verdict that Libya had been
responsible for the bomb. Christian Lochte, president of the Hamburg office of
the Protection of the Constitution (a domestic intelligence unit) said, just five days
after the bombing, “It is a fact that we do not have any hard evidence, let alone
proof, to show the blame might unequivocally be placed on Libya… Such hasty
blame, regarding the two dreadful attacks at the end of the year on the Vienna and
Rome airports, for which Libya had immediately been made responsible, did not prove
to be correct.”
A strong suggestion has remained that the Berlin bomb had been set up by the CIA and
with the bomber himself having been an Israeli Mossad agent. The United Nations
General Assembly adopted resolution 41/38 which “condemns the military
attack… which constitutes a violation of the Charter of the United Nations and of
international law.” A predictably angry (and predictably colourful) Gaddafi said,
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“Reagan is mad. He is trying to kill me. He is an Israeli dog.” And added, “Thatcher
is a murderer…Thatcher is a prostitute. She sold herself to Reagan.”

And of course there was most famously the Lockerbie bombing, which was the
basis for Libya's 'pariah state' status and the crippling international sanctions imposed
upon the Libyan people for well over a decade: but of course Scottish investigators
never believed in the official verdict concerning the bombing of that Pan-Am flight
and in fact revealed that the key piece of evidence - the bomb timer - was planted on
the scene by a CIA operative, while the expert who examined the timer admitted to
having manufactured it himself and the crucial witness who connected the bomb to
the suitcase later revealed to having been paid $2 million to lie in the trial. Abdel
Basset al-Magrahi sat in a prison cell in Scotland for years for a crime he didn't commit;
even when the Scottish government decided to send him back to Libya because of his
prostate-cancer, the American and British governments still both objected.
Jim Swire, the spokesman of ‘UK Families Flight 103’, and whose daughter was killed
in the Lockerbie bombing, has repeatedly expressed grave doubts about the official
version of events. Hans Köchler, the Austrian jurist appointed by the UN to be an
independent observer at the Lockerbie trial, expressed concern about the way it was
conducted (particularly the suspicious role played by two US Justice Department
officials who sat next to the Scottish prosecuting counsel throughout the process and
appeared to be giving them instructions). Köchler would later describe al-Megrahi’s
conviction as “a spectacular miscarriage of justice”. Jim Swire, who also was present
through the trial, then launched the ‘Justice for Megrahi’ campaign, being utterly
unconvinced by the official verdict.
If you still think Lockerbie was the doing of Libya or Gaddafi, see here, here, here,
here and here.
The Lockerbie bombing of 1988 can be seen to have been a program conducted
by US and British intelligence (possibly in concert with agencies from other
governments) to permanently vilify Gaddafi's Libya and justify trying to bring about
the country's decline. This is an extremely important point: the sanctions imposed on
Libya were designed to reverse the country's success and its attainment of selfsufficiency, to cripple the nation with deprivation and incite ill-feeling towards
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Gaddafi from within the population (for the purposes of provoking, over time, an
insurrectionist element).

The only way offered to end the sanctions program was for
Gaddafi to pay what was reckoned to be the biggest
compensation package ever imposed onto any country he/Libya would have to pay a total of $10 Billion to the
Lockerbie victims' families.
In the late 80s, at a point where Gaddafi was trying to limit the powers and activities
of the Revolutionary Committees, this line of development was cut short by the
imposition of the international sanctions. This created a state of national emergency
that served to reinforce the regime’s more conservative elements and made
Gaddafi’s intended reforms too ‘risky’. In a society that included political Islamists
and radicals and various corrupt operators, the idea of opening up Libyan society to
previously unknown degrees of political freedom at a time when the economy was
suffering from the massive sanctions and the government was unable to maintain
strong, well-equipped security forces, was just too dangerous (witness present-day
Egypt and the suppression of the Muslim Brotherhood).
It would take roughly a decade after this before Gaddafi would feel safe enough
to try again to push reforms.
It was only in 2003-4, after Libya had paid that massive sum in compensation to
the Lockerbie families in 2002 (having already surrendered Abdelbaset Ali alMegrahi and Al Amin Khalifa Fhima for trial in 1999), that the UN-imposed sanctions
were finally lifted. At this point, a movement towards reformation and democracy once
again emerged, this time headed by Gaddafi’s son Saif al-Islam. As already
demonstrated, this was the direction Libya was going in organically in the postsanctions years, characterised by the country’s ‘rapprochement’ with the West. Anyone
who has studied the Libya situation knows that the country was moving towards more
and more reforms, with a view to more orthodox democracy.
It can be seen, with hindsight, that at the two key points where Libya had been moving
towards more reforms and more loosening up of the security apparatus – specifically
the late 80s and then the years from 2002 to 2011 – these efforts were impeded due to
outside interference. The Libya that NATO attacked in 2011 was the closest it had ever
been to major reform and democratisation; it is also curious that the defectors and antiGaddafi plotters within the Libyan state chose that time to demand regime-change –
literally at the point where Gaddafi was already talking about elections and reforms.
The other condition that had been imposed after Lockerbie was that Gaddafi also had
to formally acknowledge responsibility in the UN for his officials' orchestrating of the
Lockerbie bombing. Gaddafi eventually went along with these demands, but to his
domestic audience he permanently denied any responsibility or involvement in
Lockerbie and told his people that the extortionate reparations Libya was having to pay
wasn't an admission of guilt, but merely the price having to be paid in order for
Libya to re-enter the international community.
In 2011, he probably found himself wishing he hadn't bothered; because it was all
for nothing. The billions of dollars of extortion money the West forced from Libya for a crime Libya probably hadn't committed - was quite simply massive theft/robbery
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made 'legitimate' by the UN (no wonder Gaddafi was so scathing towards the UN in
2009). What happened in 2011 of course was an even bigger, more outright
theft/robbery operation carried out by international thieves and criminals.
International consultant and author Adrian Salbuchi hit the nail on the head when he
wrote, "The worst terrorists" are "in the White House and Palais de l'Élysée in
France, and at 10 Downing Street. We have very high-class terrorists and mafias
running those countries and the better part of the world."
Gaddafi knew that, of course. And his people knew that, because he told them. And
yet these same "high-class terrorists" of ours are experts at keeping a straight face and
telling us who the real 'bad guy' is. "He (Gaddafi) has lost all legitimacy..."
This is what Barak Obama, David Cameron and several others repeatedly said to justify
intervention. Lost all legitimacy? Said who? According to who and what? Who
decides whether a country's government is 'legitimate' or not? Have our governments
'lost legitimacy' after the 2008 Financial Crisis? Should they be forcibly 'removed' from
power? Should the US government have been violently overthrown after the illegal
Iraq War? Should the US President be violently executed by a mob in the street? And
what about the 1.7 million Libyan civilians who bravely marched in Tripoli’s Green
Square in July 2011 to affirm their support for their state? Did they think Gaddafi
had “lost legitimacy”? When was the last time 1.7 million people gathered to show
their support for David Cameron or Nicolas Sarkozy?

And what of the UN?
The UN failed to verify any of the allegations against Gaddafi's government and the
Libyan authorities; failed in fact to even investigate any of it, even after being asked
by the Libyan government to send a fact-finding commission.
Libya was the final, conclusive and damning proof that the UN is an utterly
worthless, pointless institution, just as Gaddafi himself had said in 2009. Ironically,
of all the people and world leaders to ever speak at the UN, the one who most summed
up the true nature of the UN was Muammar Gaddafi himself, in that famous 2009
address, which should go down as the one of the greatest in the UN's history.
Addressing the assembly both as representative of Libya and Chairman of the African
Union, Gaddafi argued that power should be held by the General Assembly and not the
Security Council. "65 wars since 1945 have not been prevented by UN," he told the
assembly. The UN was not democratic, he said.
According to Gaddafi, the General Assembly is made worthless by the domination
of the superpowers and the dictatorial powers held by the Security Council's five
permanent members. He argued that there should be democracy and equality among
the member states and that power should be transferred from the Security Council
to the General Assembly. He argued that a structure where the General Assembly has
to do whatever the Security Council dictates was unfair and unjust, but that the Security
Council should instead be subject to the democratic wishes of the 192 nations
represented in the General Assembly.

"How can we be happy about global peace and security if
the whole world is controlled only by five countries? The
Superpowers have global interests and they use their vetoes
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to protect those interests," Gaddafi said, as he tore up a
piece of paper representing the UN Charter and startled the
assembly in New York.
And how ironic that this same Security Council Gaddafi was so unhappy about
in 2009 was the same Security Council that sealed his fate in 2011. If the UN was
worth anything, it wouldn't have allowed such a callous criminal enterprise as the 2011
intervention to occur. More than that, it would have some means to hold to account the
nations, governments and parties who were responsible for it. But the UN is nothing;
just "Speaker's Corner in Hyde Park," as Gaddafi called it, "we make speeches,
we talk, and that's all."
Saif Gaddafi told Sky News at the outset of the crisis, "We told them - the British and
the French - to send fact-finding missions (to Libya)."
And of course no fact-finding mission was sent: because they couldn't risk 'facts'
being 'found'.
The claims made by Obama and Hilary Clinton that thousands of people were 'about
to be massacred' in Benghazi was never backed up with any evidence: because there
was none, it was a lie. But by any logic or reckoning, surely the UN had a duty to
send a fact-finding commission before allowing a military intervention by NATO
to be launched?
Did anyone even bother talking to Gaddafi or the Libyan officials?
I have searched and searched every available resource or reference I can think of and
I have not found a single reference anywhere to indicate that anyone from the UN
or from any of the NATO-aligned governments even *bothered* to *talk* to Gaddafi
or the Libyan government at any stage of this crisis. If you're going to attack or destroy
a government, surely - surely - the very least that should be required is to TALK TO
THEM first: even Hitler and the Nazis were offered that much.
But of course it's easier to stab someone in the back than to look into their eyes while
you're doing it. Obama never did reply to Gaddafi's letters in March. And there
was a *reason* the British government was ignoring all attempts by Libyan
officials at communication right at the beginning of the crisis and yet bending over
backwards to roll out the red carpet for the rebels and the NTC representatives. On the
surface of it, it looks confusing; why would our governments suddenly refuse to
communicate with Gaddafi or the Libyan government (having been on good terms with
them for several years by that point) and yet immediately throw all their support behind
a vague, largely unknown mish-mash of rebels and defectors?

Simple: because it was all *planned* in advance and
everyone except Gaddafi and the Libyan loyalists
knew what was going on.
But even if it had been a 'Civil War' (which it wasn't), what would give NATO or even
the UN the right to intervene on one side of that conflict when it *should* be deemed
an internal crisis that needs to be resolved internally? The various armed factions that
constituted the 'rebel' groups would almost certainly not have won the war without
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NATO's bombing campaign against the Libyan government; NATO wouldn't have had
any *need* to militarily intervene if it thought the rebels were going to win. It was
NATO - it was France, the US, the UK and everyone else involved - that
determined the outcome of the 'Civil War' in Libya, not the rebels on the ground.
The UN Resolution was meant to impose a ceasefire, but as Noam Chomsky and others
pointed out, NATO didn't try to impose a ceasefire - they simply aided the rebels
and relentlessly attacked the government forces.
Impartial experts remain divided to this day as to the legality of the intervention and
whether the precedents genuinely exist in international law to make the NATO/UN
interference in Libya legitimate.

They don't - NATO's decimation of Libya was a War
Crime and it violated the UN Charter. There is no other
conclusion that can be drawn. The officials and leaders who
authorised that War Crime need to be investigated and
made to stand trial.
Any American, French, British or other government official who was directly involved
in bringing about the intervention in Libya - whether it's a President, a Prime Minister,
a Secretary of State or some other office - should, by any legitimate reckoning, be
investigated as a criminal and made to answer for what happened. They certainly
shouldn't be allowed to continue in office (and certainly shouldn't be allowed to run for
subsequent office). They have, to turn their own phrase back on them, "lost all
legitimacy".
A statement from Venezuela's Hugo Chavez at the beginning of the Libya crisis was
highly pertinent. On 18th March 2011, Chavez said; 'Hypocrisy and double-standard
in dealing with terrorist outfits make it difficult to eliminate the monster, because there
are powerful countries in the United Nations Security Council that condone, fund
and practice terrorism as a matter of institutional necessity to maintain their grip
and hold on the world resources and wealth. These powerful countries stand guilty
and indicted for Crimes Against Humanity. It is no longer a secret that the covert
intention of the US, UK and France in the Libyan crisis is to destabilize the North
African nation, overthrow the legitimate government of Muammar Gaddafi and milk
the country’s oil and natural gas.'
Hugo Chavez's statement brings us to the matter of resolving *why* this illegal,
immoral and diabolical intervention in Libya was conducted. This is the absolutely
crucial part; the part that goes beyond Libya itself and into a study of what is
happening in *the world*, who and what is in control and what it is they may be trying
to do…

______________________

The Motives: Why Libya Was Targeted...
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Firstly, the primary reason for the overthrow of Gaddafi and the forced ending of
Libyan society was almost certainly so that the Colonialist, globalist powers can seize
control of Libya's resources - oil, water, gold - with the consent of the illegitimate
forces it installed into power. But there may have been other, very significant
reasons too. And these go beyond just the 2011 bloodbath and into the reasons why
Gaddafi and Libya were demonised for decades and subject to international conspiracy.
We can now look at some of them carefully.

1. The Oil
Let's get the obvious one out of the way first: Libya was an absolute treasure-trove of
natural resources and valuable assets. One of Gaddafi's sons noted at the time that
Libya was "like a McDonalds' for NATO". This wasn't an exaggeration. With 39.1
billion barrels of proven oil reserves, Libya represents a significant portion of the
planet's existing 'proven reserves'.
One of the principal reasons for the war on Libya may have been to install a puppet
government in order to access those reserves. Gaddafi rather famously would never do
that; would never be a "colonial puppet" and never let Libya be "colonised" or occupied
for theft of its resources. Gaddafi's nationalistion of the country's oil wealth was a
non-negotiable policy safeguarding the welfare of the Libyan people and ensuring
the country's freedom from foreign domination and international slavery.
Noam Chomsky noted that the NATO strategy from very early on saw the rebel groups
"securing the major sources of Libya's oil production." Chomsky laid out his views on
the Libya crisis in March 2011, highlighting that "oil specialists believe it (Libya) may
have rich untapped resources" and that "a more dependable government" than
Gaddafi's would be "open to Western exploitation."
Gaddafi's agenda for nationalization of Libyan oil was always a giant no-no for the
multi-national oil companies. Companies like British Petroleum, Royal Dutch Shell,
ExxonMobil, Verenex, Occidental and Nippon Oil were not going to stand by and
allow Gaddafi to undermine their operations. International banksters like Barclays,
J.P. Morgan Asset Management and HSBC Standard Chartered were also all
heavily invested in Libya. When it comes to Corporate Giants and their involvement
in Geo-politics, always remember that we are not dealing with human beings with
human interests; we are dealing with corporate entities with purely corporate interests.
They will do whatever it takes to protect those “interests”: it does not matter how many
people have to die. If putting babies on spikes was in the interests of those corporations,
then babies would be put on spikes and our political leaders would come up with
whatever spin or justification they need to make putting those babies on those spikes
legal. The multi-national corporations and the international financial elites are in
control of our governments and therefore of the world situation.
The International Energy Agency confirmed early on that many of the repairs to the
country's damaged oil infrastructure would have to be performed by foreign
specialists working for the international oil companies, with most oil-companies
having deployed small teams to restart production. The National Oil Company said it
had taken over full control of marketing Libyan oil and said that all future deals would
give preference to actors who had shown early support during the uprising (which
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would presumably put France, the US, the UK and the likes of Qatar at the top of the
list). In that context, it also might be worth noting that in the early months of the 2011
crisis, Gaddafi had already said he would give preference to Russia, China and India
in future oil deals.
The little items of incriminating evidence crop up all over the place for those who look
for them. For example, the same Russian Intelligence source that revealed the May
2011 plan to assassinate Gaddafi also leaked a letter from Libyan rebel leaders
promising France 35 percent of all Libyan oil.
There was far more than oil going on, however.

2. The Gold Dinar and African Development
As RT and some others were reporting, Gadaffi's plans were underway to introduce
the gold dinar, a single African currency made from gold. British activist Dr James
Thring told RT at the time, "it's one of these things that you have to plan in secret;
because as soon as you say you're going to change from the dollar to something else,
you are going to be targeted..."
It was an initiative that would've radically altered the balance of the world, with
oil-rich nations selling only for these gold dinars; countries' 'wealth' (and therefore their
ability buy the oil) would depend on how much gold they had and not on how many
dollars or how much false 'money' they had the ability to move around in an abstract
economy. The US, for the record, has *no* gold; the Federal Reserve owns
absolutely no gold at all and hasn't since 1934.

Gaddafi's plans were an enormous and immediate threat to
the multi-national leviathans, the world's central banking
institutions, the Rothschild Zionists and other Elites, and in
short the entire criminal mafia that owns and runs our
societies. The French criminal Sarkosy called Gaddafi "a
threat to the financial security of all mankind".
The broader context to this radical currency initiative is that Gaddafi was establishing
himself as the pioneer of African development and currency; establishing himself
as the alternative to the IMF in Africa. It cannot be emphasised enough that Libya was
absolutely central to Africa's aspirations of freedom from the predatory central banks
and international lending agencies. Gaddafi, an idealist, had repeatedly tried to
establish an alternative to the Draconian money lenders of the IMF and the World
Bank. He had already freed his country from the insane and abject conditions
otherwise demanded of all societies by the IMF/World Bank cartels; but being the
arch pan-Africanist, he was then manoeuvring to extend this Libyan model to the
rest of Africa, in order to free Africa from the Western model of debt-slavery; through
this plan, African nations would be able to deposit and borrow from a central African
bank, giving them an option other than the corporate/Imperialist forces of international
finance.
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Just how significant Gaddafi's presence was to Africa is something that Western media
has always tried to downplay. But Gaddafi alone had allocated two-thirds of the $42
billion that was required to launch a public African Central Bank (based in
Nigeria), an African Monetary Fund (based in Cameroon) and an African Investment
Bank based in Libya. Note that the Obama administration has stolen that money
(as of August 2011) and frozen the entire initiative. If established, it would have
provided low-cost (or possibly interest-free) loans for health, education, and other
social projects and reforms, as well as vital infrastructure development, in all
participating African states - just as had been accomplished in Libya. The African
Monetary Fund (AMF) would've meant no more borrowing from Rothschild Central
Banks for African countries, but production of its own currency for Africa, interestfree and backed by Gold standard.
It was also Gaddafi who had funded Africa's only communications satellite. In doing
so, he saved hundreds of millions of dollars for low-cost incoming and outgoing calls.
You might wonder why that's significant, but it is: it was genuinely a huge setback for
European nations and corporations, because they get paid some $500 million every
year by African nations for the services European satellites provides to Africa.
Gaddafi had also flat-out refused to cooperate with AFRICOM - the proposed,
Western-backed body to rule Africa.

In America, Louis Farrakhan had set the stage years earlier,
pointing out that “Europe and the US cannot go forward
into the new century without unfettered access to the
vast natural resources of Africa.” He added, knowingly:
“Gaddafi is the one who stands in their way.”
Gadaffi, in essence, was moving to free the entire African continent from the clutches
of Western corporate/military imperialism. He was, as Farakhan pointed out, the
biggest obstacle. Tingba Muhammad, in an article in The Final Call, wrote, 'Since he
came to leadership in 1969, Col. Qaddafi has amassed a record of accomplishment
for Black Africa unmatched in modern history.'

3. The Libyan Financial System
Understand that Libya was one of the last nations in the world that had its own
state-run banking system and control over its own money supply (Syria is/was
another). By having this system in place, they could demand oil purchases to be made
in Libyan currency and not the Euro or the US Dollar.
It also meant that Libya had ensured itself a stable economy, with little inflation
and currency devaluation as most of the industrialized world is subject to under the
domination of the private central banks. Under Gaddafi, Libya had essentially created
its own interest-free money, the Libyan Dinar, which was used productively and purely
for economic growth, infrastructure-building and the welfare of the people, and not for
speculation, profits or bonuses for bankers.
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Gaddafi had in essence created a self-reliant, moral
economy; 'bankers', in the sense that we in the West
understand the term, didn't exist in this Libya.
The expansion of this Gaddafi/Libyan model into more of Africa could potentially have
revolutionised economic and social development across African nations and could
have made Africa far more self-sufficient, freeing it of what Malcolm X had called the
global Apartheid against African development. The Gold Dinar would've seriously
damaged the current international financial system, but it also would've also been set
to give self-empowerment to African nations and populations - something the US and
the multi-national corporate world forces were unlikely to let happen. The French in
particular have always had vested interests in Africa and have, for well over a century,
been dominating Africa via puppet regimes and client states – Gaddafi has always been
a problem for the Colonialist French. They had no legitimate or legal means,
however, of stopping African governments from following this course if they
chose to; so it had to be stopped at the *source* and done by deception and force.
It is therefore unsurprising also that immediately after the NATO intervention of
2011, a privately-controlled ‘Central Bank of Benghazi’ was immediately
established to let Western bankers, not Libyans, take financial control of the
country. This creation of this new bank was in fact practically the first thing that was
done with the NTC as soon as Gaddafi was out of the picture; which is rather telling.
This plan, we can assume, was in place from the beginning by those who want complete
global control over all oil and economic systems in order to achieve a decisive and
final financial enslavement of all mankind. Robert Wenzel wrote in the Economic
Policy Journal at the time, 'I have never before heard of a central bank being
created in just a matter of weeks out of a popular uprising. This suggests we have
a bit more than a rag tag bunch of rebels running around and that there are some pretty
sophisticated influences.'
The Rothschild-controlled newly-privatised central bank (controlled via the puppet
intermediary of ABC Bank Bahrain) will simply allow Libyan wealth to be
redistributed to Britain, America, France and the Gulf States. Furthermore, Gaddafi
had kept Libya 100% free of debt. The country was in no debt to any foreign entity.
Does anyone think that will remain the case once all the reconstruction begins?
Western agencies will presumably be only too happy to *lend* Libya substantial
amounts of money for the rebuilding, once the security situation is stabilised.
As of 2011, the 'gold dinar' is dead, Pan-Africanism is finished, Africom can proceed
unopposed, Gaddafi's ‘Great River’ is in ruins, and Africa will remain in its age-old
condition of ineffectual government and long-term dependency on predatory foreign
'intervention'.

4. The Water
It isn’t just Libya’s black gold (oil) that the West coveted, but Libya’s “blue gold” –
specifically Gaddafi's Nubian Sandstone Aquifer System, the only fresh water source
of its kind in North Africa and the Middle East, a region now threatened by droughts.
When future droughts do occur, along with possible famines, that Libyan aquifer and
Gaddafi's Great River will be of almost immeasurable value.
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Two French water firms, the largest in the world (Veolia and Suez S.A.) have wanted
to get their hands on this water, estimated to be worth billions in future profit. The
soon-to-escalate 'Water Wars' have been written about by a number of academics,
bringing to mind Anwar Sadat's prediction in 1979 that "in the future, all wars
will be fought over water". Every IMF or World Bank loan is issued on the condition
that the victim-nation sells its water supplies to the predatory private investors. The
'Water Wars' are not just science fiction: they will be coming, particularly in parts of
the world where water is sparse (Africa particularly).
For some further elaboration on this subject, I refer you to this article and this video.
The French corporations wanted to get their hands on those massive underground
fresh-water aquifers. This French agenda was one of the poorest kept secrets; but the
NATO damage done to Gaddafi's great Man-Made River will require a vast rebuilding
project. We shouldn't be surprised if it ends up being French companies that both take
on that job and acquire control of the water supply.

Africa is the most drought-prone continent in the world,
often to horrific effect (remember, for example, the terrible
Ethiopian famines); the control of water literally becomes
a matter of life and death and a resource of huge political
and financial value.
The global criminal/financial elite that believes it is entitled to ownership of *all* the
world's resources, commodities and financial systems had its all-seeing eye on
Gaddafi's Man-Made River from the moment the construction program began decades
ago. What begins with destruction in 2011, then will eventually end with theft and
ownership.
Gaddafi's Man-Made River, the world's largest irrigation project, carried more than
five million cubic metres of water per day across the desert to coastal areas, vastly
increasing the amount of arable land and providing an almost unlimited supply of water
for the Libyan people. Scientists estimated this amount of water to be equivalent to
the flow of 200 years of water in the Nile River. This estimated $70 trillion worth
of 'Blue Gold' in Libya was what the criminal financial/banking elite, particularly the
French (who are massively into monopolising the water supply in Africa), wanted to
get its hands on.
As Hugh Roberts noted; 'Gaddafi planned to exploit the immense water reserves under
Libya’s Sahara and to provide water to the Sahel countries, which could have
transformed their economic prospects, but this possibility has now almost certainly
been killed off by Nato’s intervention, since Western (and perhaps particularly French)
water companies are lining up alongside Western oil firms for their slice of the Libyan
action.'
In essence, Gaddafi's agenda was Libyan and African development and aid. The West's
agenda is simply ownership, monopoly, profit and theft.

5. The Gold
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We come back to the point that Libya had significant gold bullion reserves: estimated
to have been 144 tons.
America, as already stated, has none - no gold whatsoever. America has in fact owned
absolutely no gold since the 1933 gold seizure when, under the deception of trying
to end the Great Depression, all American citizens were ordered (under threat of
imprisonment) to turn in all their gold bullion, robbing the population of whatever
gold (as in whatever genuine money) they had left.
All American currency from that point onward was no longer 'redeemable in
gold' but was backed by absolutely nothing: a valueless piece of paper that the
criminal banking conspirators could use to exercise total control of all society. From
then on, the criminal financial institutions that own America could entirely control the
money supply, determine its value and circulation, and essentially hold the power to
control everyone. They could now create 'money' out of thin air and issue it with
whatever 'conditions' they pleased. That is of course the desired, abject state they want
the entire world in eventually; it was never going to happen in Libya with Gaddafi still
in a position of influence.
It is known of course that the all-powerful financial/banking system is in the business
of demanding countries give up their gold. No country is being allowed to own
significant amounts of actual commodities with real value, because the plan is for
all nations to be in-thrall to the system's 'phantom' money - the false, invisible currency
that is the central control mechanism of all our societies and economies and through
which our unelected, financial controllers (and thus rulers) control our societies.
Gaddafi of course understood that. He did everything possible for four decades to make
Libya independent, self-sufficient and in control of its own resources and commodities.
"If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issuing of
currency, the banks and corporations that grow up around them will deprive the
people of their property until their children wake up homeless..." Thomas
Jefferson had once warned. He and Gaddafi would've probably seen eye to eye on such
matters.
So the question arises: where is Libya's gold now? Who has it and who is *going* to
have it? The fact is that no one knows (or admits to knowing) where all the Libyan
gold has gone. To suggest that 2011 was one of the greatest 'gold heists' in history
might not be an exaggeration.

6. The Reimbursements for Lockerbie
As the US whistleblower Susan Lindauer told RT that the summer before the uprising,
Gadaffi was pressuring US, British, French and Italian oil companies to
reimburse Libya for the cost of the payments to the families of the Lockerbie
bombing - the UN had forced Libya to pay damages over many years to the Lockerbie
families to the tune of 2.7 billion dollars. The UN had severely crippled Libya with
with these sanctions (based on a crime that wasn't committed by Libya): Gaddafi
demanding this reimbursement may have been the final straw.
Lindauer covered Libya at the UN for nine years from 1995 to 2003 and is an expert
on Libya and the Libyan people; she insisted right from the very beginning of the crisis
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that it was extremely unlikely that Gaddafi or the government was committing any of
the crimes it was being accused of and that it was far likelier that Western
governments and corporate interests were simply using the smokescreen of the
'Arab Spring' to finally go after Gaddafi and get into Libya. Those Lockerbie
payments were an immense injustice, enforced by the UN and at the cost of the Libyan
people and the country's economy; in essence, the country was robbed of 2.7 billion
dollars and the purpose of this policy was to cripple the nation and the government.
It was Libya's self-sufficiency most of all that various other governments - and
particularly the global financial powers - despised. It should be understood, however,
that the latter years of the Gaddafi era had seen some significant decline in Libya's
domestic situation compared to the early decades; this was in large part due to the
crippling sanctions imposed by America and then the UN from the eighties onwards.
If the international forces had wanted to cripple Gaddafi's 'Utopia', then the sanctions
were an excellent path to follow, as the economic toll was large and keenly felt by the
population; it also affected the government's ability to fulfil its ideological visions.

In effect, from the sanctions onward it is difficult for history
to judge whether Gaddafi's Green Revolution and his Libya
was a 'success story' or not - that is to say, it's impossible to
tell how successful the society would've been had it not
been forced to endure the both the sanctions and the longstanding 'pariah state' status and demonisation.
But if the earlier decades after the 1969 revolution were anything to go by, then Libya
would've continued to be an independent, self-made success story; and many of the
ideas and visions that Gaddafi had had for the country would've been fulfilled. As it
was, the sanctions and the international isolation prevented that from properly
happening. The long-term toll of the sanctions may also have significantly
contributed to the pockets of dissatisfaction and unrest in the country that rushed
to the surface in 2011; this in fact may have been the purpose of this international
policy towards Libya for all those years - to incite/induce anger towards the
government from among elements of the population.
If we accept also that the Lockerbie bombing wasn't carried out by Al-Magrahi or
Libya (and the evidence suggests it wasn't), then we have to wonder who *did* carry
out Lockerbie and whether the intention of that false-flag operation (with 207 deaths)
was to create a *reason* to impose the sanctions, a reason to cripple Libya's growth
and to be able to firmly declare Gaddafi's Libya a 'terrorist state': all designed to cripple
Gaddafi's position and to, in international terms, back him and his Green Revolution
into a corner.

7. Gaddafi Was Independent and a Liability
The other real problem most leaders had with Gaddafi was that he simply wouldn't
play ball, would never join the club in the long run. He remained utterly independent,
arrogant and entirely unconducive to commonly-shared international agendas. There
is absolutely no doubt anymore that a major shake-up of the state of the world and
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radical re-designs of the Geo-political make-up and the future of nation-states, is being
conducted – one needs only look to the blood-soaked mess in Iraq and Syria to see that.
Leaders, and even nations, that are clearly not conducive to (or willing to cooperate
with) that programme are being vilified, demonised and plotted against: Gaddafi
would've been one of the first people on that list, (1) because he was an outspoken
opponent and (2) because he had created in Libya a working alternative model that
people could look to as an example for how to shun the NWO and the global financial
mafias. That model had to be crippled (which was attempted from the late 1980s from
Lockerbie onward); but when even this didn't result in a popular uprising or overthrow
of Gaddafi and the model, it had to instead be outright destroyed (2011).
Gaddafi, more than any world leader I can think of (and to his own detriment),
possessed both this willingness and this ability to ruffle all the wrong feathers, to stick
his finger up at the forces, institutions and policies of the international community.
Considering himself firmly secure in his position within Libyan society (wrongly, as it
happened) and considering Libya itself firmly independent and self-sufficient, he didn't
need to 'play the game' with any international powers or institutions, even if he
sometimes did so (and when he did so, it was by choice and not bondage).
But more than all that, he was a liability. Because, it is said, he knew things; he had
the dirt on too many powerful people in Western and Arab governments. It wasn't just
Sarkosy (who he had directly threatened to expose), but several others too, right across
the spectrum of the ruling Establishments and Elites, in the UK, in France, in the US,
in Israel, in Saudi Arabia... practically everywhere. And because he wasn't interested
in creating a Capitalist or even Communist society in Libya (but instead had literally
created a singular, unique system to meet the specific needs of Libyans), he couldn't
really be bought off or made to assimilate with the broader societal or globalist
program.
And he had no qualms in calling out the conspiracies or foul-play where he saw them,
whether it was the Israeli nuclear weapons stockpile, the Kennedy assassination, the
Zionist control of Washington, the complicity of certain Arab states in the US-led
invasion of Iraq, or whatever else. Remarkably in the same 2009 UN speech I
referenced earlier, Gadaffi called for new investigations into various assassinations,
focusing especially on John F. Kennedy in 1963 and Martin Luther King in 1968. Many
thought it was a joke; it wasn't a joke.
Someone needs to stand up in the UN and now add Gaddafi's own assassination to
that list. But of course, no one will - because they're all mostly pussies.

7. The 'World Revolution'
"We know that this Mad Dog of the Middle East has a goal of a World
Revolution," US President Ronald Reagan had famously said in a press conference on
9th April 1986.
That statement in fact became the defining image of Gaddafi and Libya in Western,
mainstream perception for the years that followed and remained the defining image
right through the 2011 bloodbath. While the reality is that Gaddafi had probably given
up on those global revolutionary ideas by the later years of his life, the thought of it
was still a cause for ongoing concern amid the realms of Western Corporataucracy.
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Gaddafi's Libya had of course been labelled a 'state sponsor of terrorism' for many
years, and this label had been based largely on his and Libya's substantial support for
such movements as the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO), Nelson Mandela's
ANC, the Sandanistas in Nicaragua, the IRA in Ireland, and various other organisations:
organisations that Gaddafi insisted were 'liberation movements' and not 'terrorist'
groups. Whether he was always correct in that assertion is something we can debate,
but there's plenty of grey area in that subject; for example, it is a fact of history that
while almost all Western, 'civilised', democratic governments were continuing to
support and endorse the Apartheid South-African government, it was Gaddafi
and Libya that were openly supporting the ANC and Black South-Africa.
This is why Mandela regarded Gaddafi a friend and a hero. Mandela, who named
his own grandson after Gaddafi, and called Gaddafi one of the 20th century’s "greatest
freedom fighters", and insisted the eventual collapse of the Apartheid system owed a
great deal to Gaddafi and Libyan support. In turn, Mandela later played a key role in
helping Gaddafi gain (brief) mainstream acceptance in the Western world.
Over the years, Gaddafi came to be seen as a hero in much of Africa due both to his
epic revolutionary image and to what he had accomplished in Libya. After Mr Mandela
became South Africa's first black president in 1994, he rejected pressure from Western
leaders - including then-US President Bill Clinton - to sever ties with Gaddafi, who
had in fact largely bankrolled his election campaign. "Those who feel irritated by
our friendship with Gaddafi can go jump in the pool," Mandela had said. Mandela
in fact felt far more strongly about his friendship with Gaddafi than he did about his
relationships with Western officials like Tony Blair, Bill Clinton or George Bush. "No
country can claim to be the policeman of the world and no state can dictate to another
what it should do," the South-African icon had said in response to Western officials'
urging him to shun Gaddafi.

“Those that yesterday were friends of our enemies have
the gall to tell me not to visit my brother Gaddafi…”

Mandela had added pointedly, "Those that yesterday were
friends of our enemies have the gall today to tell me not to
visit my brother Gaddafi…"
Mainstream commentators therefore are simply engaged in semantics. Gaddafi always
claimed to be entirely against 'terrorists'; he entirely condemned Al-Qaeda and other
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Islamist groups (and was in fact the first to do so), and to be in favour only of 'legitimate
liberation movements'. And many of course would agree that most of the foreign
movements he supported - again, the PLO, ANC, or Sandinistas, for example - were
indeed genuine liberation movements engaged in struggles for freedom or
independence.
This was the 'world revolution' Reagan was referring to: a world in which
oppressed peoples across the globe may have been empowered to rise up and cause
trouble for their oppressors and systems of control. In the 70s and 80s, Gaddafi was
the World's No.1 sponsor and champion of those causes, from supporting the
Aborigines in Australia to the Palestinians choking in the strangle-hold of Zionist
Israel. He may have been naïve in some of his ideas for what could be accomplished,
but, nonetheless, this was why he was hated and that's why the Western
Corporataucracy demonised him, imposed crippling sanctions, and watched
permanently for any chance to assassinate him and end his Libyan society.

Gaddafi was, it might be said in future decades, the
greatest revolutionary figure of the last hundred years.
And even if that threat of 'World Revolution' had waned
considerably by the time of 2011, the West never forgave
him for those past gestures and remained permanently
worried that he might resume his old philosophies.
Again, the 'state sponsor of terrorism' tag that the West had labelled Libya with for
decades was simply a semantic way to avoid saying 'state sponsor of revolution'
instead. The real 'state sponsors of terrorism', of course, are now nations like
America, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and its allies: and never was this so vividly in
evidence than in 2011 when they sponsored and unleashed their Al-Qaeda-led proxy
criminals in Libya... and the real 'terrorists' and their real 'sponsors' had their day.

8. Libya Was an Easy Target
This point is crucial: even Saif Gaddafi admitted that the Libyan government had
been naive in their complacency. Muammar Gaddafi releasing so many Islamists from
prison in the hopes of 'rehabilitation' and 'dialogue' was naivety; but their biggest
mistake, Saif told RT during the crisis, was that they hadn't bought new, better arms
and weapons and didn't build a bigger army.
Why? Because Gaddafi and Libya had been lured into a false sense of security and
reconciliation by the Western Colonial powers.
Our leaders demanded Gaddafi's Libya make itself militarily weak in order to be
accepted back into the international community after decades of ostracising,
demonisation and sanctions. They essentially lured Gaddafi into thinking Libya
had been accepted as a 'friend' of the West in a new era of peace, particularly
post-9/11. This put Libya precisely where America, NATO and the European powers
wanted it: weak and defenseless.
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"We delayed building a stronger army or buying new
weapons," Saif explained to RT, "because we thought 'we
will not have to fight again'; because we thought the
Europeans and the Americans are our friends now."
In reality, everything Gaddafi and Libya did over a number of years to 'reconcile' with
the West, everything they did to be accepted again by the international community, left
them vulnerable to the attack that NATO and Al-Qaeda launched upon them at the
beginning of 2011. The Libyan armed forces were using largely outdated military
equipment by this point and once the air-forces of 40 NATO countries were attacking
them from the air there was no hope. They were a 'soft target' easy to catch off-guard.
Libya's biggest strategic mistake was giving up its tentative WMD program
several years prior to the uprising. If Libya had developed WMDs, it's very likely
that this criminal NATO/Western/Al-Qaeda intervention wouldn't have happened, (1)
because the international conspirators would not have risked letting its Al-Qaeda proxy
army get hold of any such WMD's in Libya, and (2) because the WMDs would've acted
as a deterrent, which is precisely the point of owning such weapons. I'm a pacifist, by
the way and I believe all WMDs should be dismantled and given up; however, that
only means anything if every government makes the same gesture.
Gaddafi gave up the WMD program as a voluntary gesture of goodwill, firstly to
demonstrate to America and Europe that Libya was not a hostile or 'rogue' state with
ill intentions, and secondly to demonstrate solidarity with America and the West
following 9/11. Gaddafi might've morally done the right thing, followed the right path;
but he'd made a strategic error that would cost him and Libya dearly.
In a sense this reminded me of something I'd always thought about Saddam Hussein
and Iraq; specifically the irony that if Saddam *had* developed WMD's, it's
questionable whether the US-led invasion of 2003 would've happened. The fact that he
hadn't and that America simply said that he had and then went ahead and invaded
Iraq anyway always seemed tremendously ironic. This is also pretty much a
justification for why Iran has every right to develop its nuclear weapons programme.

9. To Turn Libya into an 'Al-Qaeda Emirate' and to Create War,
Sectarianism and a Gateway to Europe…
And this is the most important one perhaps: they literally turned Libya into a vast
terrorist training ground and staging area and a hub for the flow of weapons. To
some this strategy might seem to not make sense; but to those who understand that
Global Powers are orchestrating both a 'Clash of Civilisations' and possibly even a
Third World War for the purposes of forging a new global order, it makes perfect sense.
Anyone who examines the available information will conclude that America has never
been engaged in a 'War on Terror', but has in fact been the No.1 sponsor and funder of
terrorism in the world, Al-Qaeda and ISIS/ISIL both included. The real 'War on
Terror' was being waged by people like Muammar Gaddafi (and now Bashar Assad),
who was, as history records, the very first world leader to publicly condemn AlQaeda back in the 1990s, with Libya being the first government to issue an arrestwarrant for Osama bin Laden. What Gaddafi may not have properly understood,
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however, was the extent to which Al-Qaeda and its affiliates are essentially the
Globalists' ground-army or irregular legion in the Middle East and Northern Africa.
In 2011, the year Osama bin Laden was supposedly killed and Al-Qaeda appeared
to be running out of both steam and credibility, the region's terrorists and militants
were given an enormous, unprecedented injection of life by being sent into Libya,
given money ($1 Billion from the Saudis alone), given arms and given a vast battlefield
to operate in.

Al-Qaeda was literally *rescued* from looming
obscurity by Western agencies and had Libya
handed to them on a plate.
From there, the phenomenon of armed Islamist terrorism was enabled to flourish
like never before, spawning the War in Syria, the birth of Boko Haram in Nigeria,
various militant groups in Africa, and of course leading to the advent of ISIS/ISIL. But
in 2011 they were literally given license to run riot in Libyan cities, developing (and
revelling in) a bloodlust and a level of barbarity that they would then carry east into
Syria and Iraq and south into central Africa. This was all enabled and encouraged by
our governments: everything we've seen since then and all across the region is therefore
sponsored by our governments.
Libya, Syria, Iraq, and more, have all been part of a post-9/11 agenda to create a 'war
without end' scenario for multiple purposes. The spread of violent Islamist-inspired
militias and terrorists in Africa has all been *a direct consequence* of the West's
destabilisation of Libya; which Gaddafi himself warned would happen if Libya was
interfered with. Even something as mainstream as The Washington Times has, months
ago, been highlighting how concerned Libyan officials were in 2011, 'as Secretary of
State Hilary Clinton was trying to remove Gaddafi from power, that weapons were
being funnelled to NATO-backed rebels with ties to Al-Qaeda, fearing that well-armed
insurgents could create a safe haven for terrorists'.

‘ISIS’ or ‘ISIL’ has now taken advantage of the chaos in Libya
and established a major presence; seen here allegedly
executing a number of Coptic Christians.

And even CNN admits the Islamic State's presence in Libya now is simply many of
the same sectarian terrorists who left Libya to fight in Syria now returning to
their initial arena; and also admits that some of these terrorists had existed in Libya
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for decades and were kept in check primarily by the Libyan regime. With Gaddafi
eliminated and all semblance of national unity destroyed by NATO’s "intervention",
Al-Qaeda has been able to not only prosper in Libya but to use the decimated nation
as a staging area for invading and ruining other nations, with the flow of weapons
out of Libya having been, as mentioned earlier, a major contributing factor to the
spread of terrorism and warfare both in Africa and in the Middle East; we already know
how the Libyan army's weapons were stolen and redistributed all across the region,
particularly to ISIS/ISIL and the other 'rebel' groups operating in Syria to topple Syria's
government.

2011 - precisely a decade on from 9/11 - marked the
orchestration of the next phase in America's 'War Without
End'; the Bin Laden/Al-Qaeda era was over (again, it's no
coincidence Bin Laden was killed off that same year) and
something new, much worse and much more dramatic (for
the purposes of those back home watching on TV news)
was needed.
Iraq had already been carefully and meticulously turned into a staging ground and
arena for that; Libya was made the same so that it could more directly impact both
Africa and Europe (via the Mediterranean Coast). Understand that we have been
meticulously manoeuvred towards an apocalyptic-style 'Clash of Civilisations'
scenario in which every possible religious or cultural sectarianism is being amplified
and played upon, first in the Middle East and Africa and then in Europe and America
too. It is worth keeping in mind too that, should ISIS/ISIL ever 'invade' Europe
in large numbers, it will be through either Libya or Turkey; and they have in fact
already *said* that they plan to invade Europe via Libya and the Mediterranean. But,
of course, ‘ISIS’ was – in the first instance – a manufactured, multi-purpose
‘bogeyman’; a Frankenstein’s monster of Western intelligence agencies.
A monster that has now evolved out of control. Its birthplace wasn’t just post-war Iraq,
nor just the manufactured battlefield of Syria – but the manufactured battlefield of
Libya in 2011. Funded, armed and celebrated by our governments.

_______________________

Conclusions: We Have Become the Devil
Libya is gone. The real Libya, that is.
Whoever emerges as the future 'recognised' government of Libya (a question still not
resolved even in 2015), they will be forced to pay for the reconstruction of all the cities,
resources and infrastructure that NATO and the international community destroyed in
2011 (one of the main reasons why the NATO bombing campaign was so all-inclusive
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and thorough) through debt, at the expense of the Libyan people; this will keep the
country enslaved to its new foreign, Colonial masters for generations - precisely the
fate that Muammar Gaddafi had been working for four decades to avoid at all costs.
This is the great, supreme irony, of course: that the real 'Libyan Revolution’ - the
one that Gaddafi led four decades ago - was ultimately brought to an end by a phoney
'revolution' launched by NATO and Al-Qaeda to undo those four decades of work and
take away from Libya what it had attained.
European and American multi-national corporations, oil companies, construction
companies, etc, will be profiting for years to come: once the current chaos in the
country - which will probably eventually require another 'intervention' (which is
already now being suggested by the criminal David Cameron, who wants to start
bombing again – in other words, bombing the people for whose sake he was originally
bombing Gaddafi’s people) - has finished serving its various Geo-political purposes.
A senior French official estimated it could cost $200 billion over 10 years to
rebuild Libya. French, American, Canadian, British, and other nations' companies
were all tripping over each other to secure building contracts, oil deals, etc, with
Libya's new officials and authorities in 2011. The full scale of that multi-national
corporate operation is yet to be fully implemented, but it will come.
The New Zealand Herald reported, at least a month prior to Gaddafi's murder; 'As
Libya's new rulers consolidate their grip on the country, the big oil majors are circling
the nearly liberated, petroleum-rich country... Italy's ENI and France's Total are leading
the charge, while UK giants BP and Royal Dutch Shell are exploring for oil there.' And
again, US Senator Lindsey Graham summed it up best in his reaction to Gaddafi's
murder, when he said, "Let's get to work. There's a lot of money to be made in Libya."
"Gaddafi was a great leader, a true revolutionary who should not be confused with the
new Libyan leadership swept into power by NATO's bayonets and by oil
multinationals," said Mario Borghezio after Gaddafi's death in October 2011. Libya
will never again own its own resources, control its own fate or its own quality of life.
There will never be another Muammar Gaddafi in Libya or in Africa; it's
questionable whether there will ever be anyone like Muammar Gaddafi anywhere in
the world for that matter, as the last remaining independent societies and leaders are
being manoeuvred against at a more accelerated pace even as we speak. He was unique
and so was his Libya. But, as I said, Libya is gone.

Our elected leaders meanwhile are little more than willing
puppets of the multi-national corporations and “too big to
fail” banks and financial institutions. We are living in an
age
where
multi-national
corporations
and
international finance conspirators are all-powerful: so
powerful that they are able to wage wars against nation
states and populations.
Libya in 2011 was an operation servicing the agendas of world-banking mafias and the
multi-national corporations, with various government officials and networks (and
corporate-owned media) facilitating the operation. They are all parts of the same
system of illusion and control.
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The current financial/banking/government system that dominates most of our
societies may be close to a state of collapse, like the shoddy, illegitimate edifice it is;
in fact it would've collapsed already if our governments hadn't stepped in and
performed a rescue act for the sake of The System and at the expense of their citizens,
instead of looking to reform or revaluate that System (2008 should've been its end, in
fact). But as this state of collapse continues to loom, the powers at the top of the
pyramid will become more and more desperate and more and more ruthless, and
therefore the governments they control will be forced more and more to take disastrous
actions and follow disastrous, often immoral, policies all for the sake of protecting
The System.
The Iraq War (Saddam Hussein, you might recall, was moving to convert oil payment
from the dollar to the Euro), the War in Syria, and the utter devastation of Libya, are
all symptoms of that severe Systems Failure and of the spiralling immorality and
deception required to prevent that failure.
However, until and unless these criminal enterprises, mass deceptions and illegal
policies are somehow brought to account via some kind of legal process, they will
simply continue.
But of course it won't happen any time soon, because the real criminals and
conspirators are immune from justice or even being held to account. So much so
that open War Criminals can live out their lives in privilege and luxury (or even
run for the highest offices in some cases), while vast, organised operations like the
ritual/sexual abuse of children in massive numbers in Britain, America and other
nations by members of the ruling Establishment can be carried out permanently without
prosecution or accountability, while government officials ensure their immunity from
justice.
But these people, these institutions, are in essence not separate; again, they are all parts
of the same system of illusion and control. Such institutions and networks of people
are not here to service the interests of populations either in America or Britain or
Europe or populations in countries like Libya, Syria, Iraq or any of Africa. People are,
at best, statistics; at worst, 'collateral damage'. Indeed the murder or displacement
of entire populations are mere afterthoughts. Moreover, those powers are now
covertly (and in some cases overtly) waging bloody war upon various societies and
populations and via various means. Libya, as demonstrated, was a crucial part in
enabling that.
With Resolution 1973 and the intervention in Libya, NATO and its membergovernments have also set a precedent for future illegal military assaults on sovereign
nations, including forced regime change (witness, after Gaddafi, the campaign to
remove Bashar Assad and the government of Syria from power). And the UN has
become simply a subservient vehicle to this end.
Conversely, the utter catastrophe of the Libya intervention and the vast deceptions
employed to enable it may make us all less and less willing to believe our governments,
our media or bodies like the UN in the future if and when any real ‘duty to protect’
situation or looming massacre may be in danger of occurring (another Screbrenica, for
example). In every possible way, what was done in Libya has made the world a far
worse, far more dangerous and far less honourable place.

Libya, more than anything else, is where and when the
governments and mass media institutions of the West fully
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and finally lost their souls, and were not merely doing the
work of ‘the Devil’, but had in fact become the Devil. ‘A
coalition of demons’, Louis Farakhan had said – and it’s as
apt a description as any.
Some news organisations, even mainstream ones including the BBC and CNN, and
various journalists, are now belatedly willing to discuss Libya again and talk about
various 'errors' in the NATO intervention. Again, it's too little too late: they should've
been addressing those issues *at the time*, instead of faking news coverage and
running cynical propaganda. In failing to do so, they demonstrated their own
worthlessness. And even when they talk about it now, they of course never address
the real elephants in the room; such as what exactly hundreds of SAS SpecialForces personnel were doing in Libya with Al-Qaeda, such as why French
Intelligence agents were in the Sirte mob at the moment of Gaddafi's murder, or
such as why for example the BBC aired fake protest footage and tried to pass it
off as Libyan civilians... until they're willing to address those issues (and more
besides), nothing they have to say now has any value and none of it is worth our
attention.
How about the corporate media giants apologise to their millions of viewers for their
fake videos and various other deceptions? How about NATO be investigated for its
war crimes? How about the UN Security Council be brought to task for its illegal
warfare and its violations of the UN Charter? How about Nicolas Sarkosy, Hilary
Clinton and all the others be investigated for their operations and be made to
stand trial? How about an apology be formally issued to both the people of Libya and
the few surviving members of the Gaddafi family? How about Saif al-Islam Gaddafi
be released from prison?
How about our governments stop supporting Salafist/Islamist terrorists in Syria? How
about enormous reparation payments be made to the people of Libya, with money
invested into rebuilding the country and the infrastructure? How about each of our
countries' legal systems conducts an inquest into the actions of our government
officials and Armed Forces? How about the financial institutions and the banking
cartels face a public inquest? No?
No, I suppose not.

_______________________

What We Can Do: Our Only Real Power…
Reading this, you may then feel it is a hopeless scenario we observe.
You may think that there is no solution, no hope, and that opposing the corrupt, morally
bankrupt forces that have hijacked control of our governments and international bodies
is entirely futile. In some sense, that may be true. After all, the number of mainstream
journalists willing to expose the truth are few, and the number of mainstream, reputable
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outlets willing to give voice to such journalists are even fewer. And virtually no
politicians are willing (or to be fair, even able) to rock the boat or risk their own careers.
But there are things you can do.
The first thing is information. Share the information. Share articles like this one (and
others like it) with your friends, family, and social networks. Tell people the truth even
in casual conversations. And continue to support independent journalism and
alternative media.
If you're in the US, wherever Hilary Clinton goes, bring up Benghazi and bring up
the leaked Pentagon tapes. Bring up the fact that Gaddafi's convoy was travelling under
a white flag of truce when it was attacked. If you're in France, ambush Nicholas
Sarkosy's public events wherever you can: ask him if he ordered the killing of Gaddafi.
Ask him why French Intelligence agents were in Sirte. If you're in the UK, ask David
Cameron and co why SAS troops were in Libya disguised as Arabs; ask them at every
opportunity.
Write letters to your local representatives: bombard them with mail asking pertinent
questions. Bombard the comments-sections of news websites when the subject comes
up and write letters into the newspapers. Start petitions. Spread this information far
and wide. Tweet it out on Twitter, make posts on Facebook; hell, graffiti it on walls.
The criminals may get away with the crime, but don't let them get away with a clear
conscience and don't let them get away with their reputations intact. Point the finger
- always. Make their crimes follow them around for the rest of their lives like ghosts.
And there are some things that can be done, some actions, even if limited in effect,
that can be undertaken. For example, the government of Malaysia recently convicted
George W. Bush and Tony Blair in absentia of ‘War Crimes’ for the illegal
invasion of Iraq. Governments – even of the smallest nations – could all do this too,
and could do it in regard to Libya or Syria (or any other future conspiracy). It may not
result in immediate trials or legal actions, but it sends an important message and
creates a new climate – a climate of accountability and consequence; if more
governments did this over time, the accumulative effect could be massive, along with
the embarrassment to the accused governments and the stigma.
Or, for another example, I was recently contacted by a journalist based in Turkey, who
informed me of the formal filing he’d made with the International Criminal Court
to indict the ‘United States, Turkey and Their Global Gang’ (as he put it) of War
Crimes in Syria. This endeavour may not accomplish anything; but symbolically it is
immensely significant – and the more people there are, especially people of good
standing, who do this, the more a positive accumulative effect may be accomplished.
The UK Parliament has in fact just begun an official inquiry into the British
government’s role in the Libyan crime of 2011. This is something I hadn’t imagined
would be done when I started compiling this document. It’s still too little too late, and
it is only being done because the dire consequences of the 2011 Criminal Conspiracy
are becoming an inconvenience to British and European security. Even so, it’s
something. And the inquiry is also accepting submissions from anyone with relevant
information of the subject. If anyone reading this wishes to share any information
from this document with the inquiry, do feel free to do so.
It is up to people like us, people like you. Because one thing has become entirely clear
in recent years: we cannot rely on (or even trust) our news corporations or most of our
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mainstream papers and journalists to challenge these crimes or their perpetrators: as
Libya/2011 demonstrated, they are in fact, for the most part, in on the crime. It is up to
people like us to continue to counter the narrative.
And most of all, be awake to the reality. Know that you are being lied to. Boycott the
corporate media and its empire of lies: switch off and bankrupt them. And think twice
before voting for parties and politicians that have been complicit or instrumental
in these crimes. By voting for them, you are validating their crimes.
These are the things we can do. It may not seem like much; but we are not criminals,
but law-abiding citizens, and information – and how we use that information - is our
only real power.

_________________________

A Final Word: 'Here's to the Good Guys'...
So let's say a final word about Muammar Gaddafi; a man who, in 2011 (right
before the 'uprising' began), was, as I said at the beginning, a frontrunner for Amnesty
International USA's online poll for "Human Rights Hero, 2011".
And this just illustrates how big a gulf exists between reality and popular perception.
The one thing you could never do was define Gaddafi in a simple sentence. In life, and
beyond death, he remains difficult to make any blanket statements about. I don't
generally lionise people when it comes to politics or world affairs, and I would never
claim Gaddafi was a 'hero' in any absolute sense; he was certainly a hero in 2011 and
he died a hero. But life is too complicated and international affairs too nebulous and
mired in corruption and agendas to make general statements about political figures.
In some ways he was an echo of the kind of world-changing, groundbreaking figures
that existed in long gone times; he was a modern equivalent of an Augustus, or of an
ancient Greek styled 'Statesman-Philosopher' type. As such, perhaps he was simply not
fit for this time – not someone the current world order could tolerate.
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AllAfrica.com predicted it "would take 50 years" before historians could decide
whether Gaddafi was a "martyr or villain." I tend to wonder, in fact, if in 50 years time
(or less) history will record Gaddafi in a very different light to the fake, contrived
demonisation campaign that Western governments and media maintained for so many
years. In an article in The Final Call, Africa journalist Tingba Muhammad described
Gaddafi as 'a man whose progressive record of accomplishments very well may be
unmatched by anyone who has ever led a nation in modern times.'
The 'Mad Dog' of the Middle East was what Ronald Reagan called him; a slur that
was readily adopted and propagated by the corporate media for decades. By
propagating and popularising this caricature they could essentially deflect attention
away from the actual progress that was being made in Libyan society or the reforms
and systems Gaddafi had helped implement and it also ensured that anything Gaddafi
ever said was treated with either mockery or derision by most people in the West. It
was simple propaganda strategy: by making a caricature or joke out of someone, you
nullify them in the popular mindset, ensuring they'll never be taken seriously.
While Gaddafi certainly did have admirers and supporters in various parts of the world,
in the West he was effectively nullified from very early on. This popular 'joke version'
of Gaddafi was so embedded in people's perception that by the time the horrors of 2011
arrived, no one was willing to listen to him or speak in his defense, and even as he was
dragged to his death, people in the West were still making jokes.

In reality he was the lion who was set upon by a nocturnal
alliance of wolves, jackals and vultures. "If he resists and
does not yield to their demands,” Fidel Castro had said, “he
will enter history as one of the great figures." Perhaps in
some ways this was the only fitting end for the man who
had been the ultimate revolutionary.
Even as his country was being ravaged and everything he'd built for four decades was
being destroyed around him, still it was all a joke, a game, to Western officials and
corporate-owned media. Addresses to his people that he was making amid this
spiralling nightmare were mocked and parodied not only all over the Internet but also
by mainstream, 'responsible' media institutions. There was even an insulting parody
video of one of these speeches, set to music, of Gaddafi going viral on the web, made
by an Israeli with too much times on his hands (Noy Alooshe, who profited nicely from
his 'satire'; and it was called 'Zenga, Zenga'): all of this while the combined military
force of the Western world was dropping bombs on his cities, murdering the civilian
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population and also murdering his family, including his three grandchildren. But still
they joked, revelling in the destruction and despair.
The gruesome video of Gaddafi’s murder, which was a horrific display of unhinged
brutality and extreme violence, was in essence a precursor to the kind of barbaric
crimes that were soon to be committed in Syria and later by ISIS/ISIL in Iraq.
People should've understood there and then that the species of 'freedom fighters' NATO
and our governments were championing in Libya were nothing to celebrate. However,
even Gaddafi's horrific death didn't draw condemnations from world leaders or even
from the mainstream media; on the contrary, everyone went along with it happily,
everyone seemed perfectly comfortable with this ignoble end for this 'mad tyrant'.
Hilary Clinton, the woman probably destined to be the next American President,
even celebrated his murder with unabashed glee; she was joined by major newspapers
and media commentators rubbing their hands together in smug satisfaction that the
'Mad Dog of the Middle East' was being put down, all while our politicians and leaders
made stomach-turningly false and scripted gestures and statements to portray
themselves as noble, humanitarian saviours coming to the aid of the innocent civilians.
The Murdoch press, particularly Fox News in America and the The Sun newspaper in
Britain, revelled in his death, showing his bloodied face and his last moments of life
on its front-cover, with the headline 'That's For Lockerbie!' (note for the terminally
stupid: Gaddafi and Libya had nothing to do with Lockerbie).

I'll say this without any hesitation: anyone who bought that propaganda, anyone
who fell for that mass deception, is an absolute idiot.

We inhabit a moral vacuum, of course; in which for one moment we clap and cheer at
the callous obliteration of a small nation and at the brutal murder of its leader and in
the next we're back to watching celebrity news stories and all the other bullshit that
constitutes the anaesthesia of our vacuous, modern cultural landscape. The Big Brother
media says this man is evil, then this man must be evil. The government says this is a
humanitarian intervention, then great - we're the good guys.
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We raise our glasses to victory; a great victory for the 'good guys'. And then we turn
away and go back to our business. Because that's the programme; and it's far easier to
join in the programme and to laugh at the 69 year-old man being brutally murdered by
the terrorist mob as having gotten 'his just desserts' than to consider that the real Bad
Guys are actually the criminals running our governments and institutions. And
we mock and belittle the silly 'little country' with its quaint little system of government
and we dismiss Gaddafi's 'Direct Democracy' system as some kind of sham, sparing
little thought to the fact that our own democracies are in fact largely illusions being
run by unelected powers and that we are nothing more than spectators to a shared,
inherited fantasy.

We have all been conned, of course; you are all being
conned right now, every day.
But 'here's to the Good Guys', as they say. 'Here's to the Good Guys'; the criminals,
the terrorists, the murderers, the thieves, the bankers, the corporations and their
government bedfellows, Hilary and the Bohemian Grove Satanists, Sarkosy and the
assassins, McCain and the criminal rebels, Cameron and the PR-Men for Murder Inc.
Here's to 'The Good Guys'; "we came, we saw, he died," as Hilary so gleefully put it.
In closing, let's end with the sentiments of Muammar Gaddafi himself, back in
that extraordinary UN speech of 2009. Rallying against the undemocratic nature of
the UN, the dictatorial powers of the super-powers and the Security Council and calling
for all nations to be considered equal in the discourse, Gaddafi calls one last time for
change and revolution, warning that "Otherwise we will all become victims and
sacrifices and every year it would be the turn of someone…”

“We are not animals and we are not sacrifices. We are
defending our existence, we are defending ourselves, our
sons and our grandsons,” he said. “We have the right to live.
This globe is not only for the super-powers. God created it
for all of us. We should never have to live in
humiliation..."
In closing, I can think of only one fitting thing to end with and it's this; here's to the
Good Guys - and here's to Muammar Gaddafi.

______________________
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Full List of Links/References
Gaddafi's LIBYA: Before the 2011 Crisis
An In-Depth Study of Gaddafi’s Libya;
https://theburningbloggerofbedlam.wordpress.com/2015/08/13/the-life-death-of-gaddafis-libya-a-studyof-the-libya-that-no-longer-exists-1969-2011/

UN's Human Development Index report from 2010
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Libya_under_Muammar_Gaddafi#mediaviewer/File:UN_Huma
n_Development_Report_2010_1.PNG
January 2011 PDF/report on Libya by the UN Human Rights Council
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/16session/A-HRC-16-15.pdf
From The Telegraph, January 2011 – Gaddafi’s Plans for Democratic Elections
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/libya-wikileaks/8294906/AL-QADHAFI-SUGGESTSLIBYAN-ELECTIONS-MAY-BE-IN-THE-OFFING.html
Gaddafi’s letters to President Obama, March 2011;
http://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/04/06/text-of-new-qaddafi-letter-to-obama/?_r=1

February 2011: The Beginning of the End...
You Tube: Gaddafi’s now infamous interview with the BBC, ABC and The Sunday Times, February 2011;
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEq-n6ciuxc

The Collapse of a Nation: How It Started...
Video analysis of first days of Libya crisis, compiled by Dr R. Breki, G Oheda and David Roberts
(http://globalciviliansforpeace.com/)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtGYTb41TZg
Amnesty International’s May 2011 report/PDF
http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE19/025/2011/en/8f2e1c49-8f43-46d3-917d383c17d36377/mde190252011en.pdf
Saif al-Islam’s interview with RT;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_3soPkSf9k
Even the anti-Gaddafi Al-Arrabiya news and Al-Jazeera report relatively minor tactics employed by
Libyan security personnel;
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/africa/2011/02/20112167051422444.html
Exposure of the 50-million dollar US government program to organise and protect activists in the ‘Arab
Spring’ countries;
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/04/08/us-trains-activists-to-evade-security-forces/
The curious case of the unidentified ‘Frenchmen’ who tried to quietly land in Malta right after the start of
the unrest in Libya;
http://libyancivilwar.blogspot.co.uk/2011/05/seven-frenchmen-escape-benghazi.html

Mass Deception: Enter the Corporate News Media...

This CNN piece from February 2011, as an example of how unverified, unreliable data was being
presented as ‘fact’ by mainstream media;
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/africa/02/19/libya.protests/
Libya expert Susan Lindauer dismisses the stories of Gaddafi attacking his own people;
http://www.federaljack.com/the-ugly-truth-libyan-rebel-beheads-gadhaffi-soldier-and-other-war-crimes/
The Russian satellite data disproves the fabricated story about the Libyan air-force attacking civilian
neighbourhoods;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJmQ2vUCyyo

Utilising 'Social Media': The Propaganda Masterstroke...

The dubiousness of all the You Tube videos claiming to have been filmed in Libya;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWaRueeetUA
‘HBGary Federal’ and the 'millions of fake social-media accounts';
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20110218/02143213163/more-hbgary-federal-fallout-governmentwants-to-buy-software-to-fake-online-grassroots-social-media-campaigns.shtml
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2470594/endpoint-security/army-of-fake-social-media-friendsto-promote-propaganda.html
The Washington Times: 'Personas must be able to appear to originate in nearly any part of the world';
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/mar/1/us-central-command-friending-the-enemy-inpsycholo/
Ireal Shamir summing up the beginning of the 'civil war', writing in May 2011;
http://www.counterpunch.org/2011/05/05/the-libyan-war-crime/
Some of the videos posted to You Tube (and acting as 'proof' of the Libyan government's crimes) were
laughably fake;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qzn1WvStmXo&feature=related)
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http://www.computerworld.com/article/2470594/endpoint-security/army-of-fake-social-media-friendsto-promote-propaganda.html
This site was a very thorough and vigilant source for 'evidence' analysis during the 2011 crisis. It also
helped to expose many of the videos and images as highly dubious;
http://libyancivilwar.blogspot.co.uk/2011/07/video-study-rebels-attack-libyan.html
The Edge of the Abyss: “We are the people of Libya!”
President Obama signs the secret documents authorizing the CIA to support the armed 'rebels' to overthrow
the government;
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/03/30/us-libya-usa-order-idUSTRE72T6H220110330
Senator John McCain goes to Libya, violates a sovereign nation and befriends the terrorists and antigovernment conspirators;
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/42715776/ns/world_news-mideast_n_africa/t/mccain-calls-greater-helplibya-rebels/#.VL1eBsYV__4
McCain champions Syrian ‘rebels’ and encourage US support for ISIS;
http://theantimedia.org/mccain-everyone-on-the-national-security-team-recommended-arming-isis/
McCain Conducts ISIS;
http://www.voltairenet.org/article185085.html
The War in Libya as a precursor to the War in Syria;
http://landdestroyer.blogspot.com/2012/08/libyan-terrorists-are-invading-syria.html

Rebels, Terrorists, Mercenaries, Proxy Militias
Video analysis of first days of Libya crisis, mass violence and capture of weapons, compiled by Dr R.
Breki, G Oheda and David Roberts;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtGYTb41TZg
More evidence of NATO ‘rebels’ barbaric crimes in Libya;
http://www.thepeoplesvoice.org/TPV3/Voices.php/2011/06/11/going-rogue-nato-war-crimes-in-libya
Libya expert Susan Lindauer assesses the actions of the ‘rebels’, 'There are two important reasons why
NATO Rebels would commit these acts’;
http://www.federaljack.com/the-ugly-truth-libyan-rebel-beheads-gadhaffi-soldier-and-other-war-crimes/
Gaddafi seemed to be in no doubt that the uprising was being orchestrated by foreign agents;
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/42164455/ns/world_news-mideastn_africa/?gt1=43001
Webster Griffin Tarpley, PhD, demonstrating how many of the 'rebels' fighting in Libya were the same
radical Islamists fighting against US troops in Iraq a few years earlier;
http://tarpley.net/2011/03/24/the-cia%E2%80%99s-libya-rebels-the-same-terrorists-who-killed-us-natotroops-in-iraq/
Early proof of Al-Qaeda’s involvement on the ground;
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/mar/29/1000-freelance-jihadists-join-libyan-rebels/
And Gaddafi's claim that former Guantanamo inmates were inciting the uprising was later confirmed, for
example in this article in The Telegraph;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/8472816/WikiLeaks-Guantanamo-detainee-isnow-Libyan-rebel-leader.html
The Telegraph reports that one of the Libyan rebel commanders had openly admitted his fighters were AlQaeda;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8407047/Libyan-rebelcommander-admits-his-fighters-have-al-Qaeda-links.html
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Rebels' military commander in Tripoli was none other than the "butcher of Afghanistan", the Al-Qaeda
mercenary Abdel-Hakim Belhadj;
http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/310883
US/CIA asset in Libya ‘revolution’ is now leading ISIS/ISIL in Libya;
http://nonalignedmedia.com/2015/03/us-point-man-gaddafi-now-leads-isis-branch-libya/
CIA recruited over 1,500 men from Mazar-e-Sharif (Afghanistan) for fighting against Gaddafi's
government in Libya;
http://nation.com.pk/politics/31-Aug-2011/CIA-recruits-1500-from-MazareSharif-to-fight-in-Libya
Canadian citizen who commanded 250 rebel fighters;
http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/10/19/muammar-gaddafi-death-anniversary/
33-year-old American Matthew Van Dyke: a film-maker and correspondent who travelled to Libya to
fight with the NATO-backed rebels;
http://reason.com/archives/2012/03/14/kony-2012s-old-fashioned-war-propaganda
Captagon: Syria's Civil War Fuelled By Drugs To Keep Rebels Awake & Fuel Arms Trade;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKjTImsoCfk
ISIS/ISIL fighters high on amphetamines;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDWtinYeTq4
A reported shipment of around six-million captagon pills seized, headed for ISIS/ISIL fighters in Syria;
http://www.sott.net/article/296955-Two-tons-of-IS-drugs-including-Captagon-seized-in-Western-SyriaNATO-connection
Accusation made from multiple sources that NATO itself began production of the drug captagon in a
Bulgarian laboratory in 2011 – the year of the Libyan and Syrian ‘uprisings’ – and that they are now also
producing the drug elsewhere too.
http://worldmeets.us/tunisienumerique0000001.shtml
‘Abu Sakkar’, the Syrian (FSA) rebel who tore out the internal organs of a government soldier and ate
them – on film;
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-23190533
More on ‘captagon’ fuelling the militias and fighters in the Middle East;
http://www.theguardian.com/world/shortcuts/2014/jan/13/captagon-amphetamine-syria-war-middle-east
Gaddafi’s ‘Great Man-Made-River’ – the Eighth Wonder of the World;
https://youtu.be/COGWWYfjZSI
NATO bombers destroying/targeting the ‘Man-Made River’;
http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2869234/war_crime_nato_deliberately_destroyed_lib
yas_water_infrastructure.html
http://humanrightsinvestigations.org/2011/07/27/great-man-made-river-nato-bombs/

The UN Resolution and NATO’s Imperialist War
Hugh Roberts, former director of the International Crisis Group’s North Africa Project; analysis of the
UN Resolution and NATO’s interpretation;
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v33/n22/hugh-roberts/who-said-gaddafi-had-to-go
Silvio Berlusconi, "This has nothing to do with a popular uprising. The Libyan people love Gaddafi, as I
was able to see when I went to Libya."
http://www.voltairenet.org/Berlusconi-says-Libyans-love
The Benghazi fiction; NATO bombers destroy a tiny, retreating Libyan column that includes ambulances;
http://www.iol.co.za/news/africa/french-jets-destroy-tanks-vehicles-1.1044348
A number of weapons-loaded aircraft land at Benghazi airport and some Tunisian airports; masses of
weapons including tanks and surface-to-air missiles, all for use by the rebel groups;
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/feb/1/hillary-clinton-libya-war-push-armed-benghazi-rebe/
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A bounty is put out for Gaddafi – ‘dead or alive’;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8721058/Libya-1-millionbounty-for-Col-Gaddafi-dead-or-alive.htm
Alexander Cockburn; “the stupidest martial enterprises.";
http://www.theweek.co.uk/politics/6801/libya-rebels-gaddafi-could-be-right-about-al-qaeda
‘Disguised as Arabs’ – The Fifth Element in Libya

The proof of SAS, Special Forces on the ground, deeply involved in the Libyan violence and chaos;
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/aug/23/sas-troopers-help-coordinate-rebels
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8721291/Libya-SAS-leadshunt-for-Gaddafi.html
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/top-stories/2011/03/20/crack-sas-troops-hunt-gaddafi-weapons-insidelibya-115875-23002207/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1369763/Libya-Proof-winning-MoD-footage-airstrikesGaddafi-tanks.html#ixzz1HcHRdOz7
'MI6 operatives backed by the SAS are to land in the east around the key rebel stronghold of Benghazi
‘within days’,' the newspaper reported. 'In addition, 600 soldiers of the Black Watch are on 24-hour
standby...'
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1363187/Libya-unrest-UK-spies-SAS-troops-poised-helpLibyan-rebels.html
SAS Special Forces not only in Libya, but also in Syria as the violence was starting;
http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/view/254674/SAS-set-up-safe-camps-in-Syria/
The 2010 Unconventional Warfare Manual of the US Military;
http://nsnbc.me/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/special-forces-uw-tc-18-01.pdf
The Corporate Media Fiction and the ‘Crimes of the Regime’
International Crisis Group report/PDF on Libya crisis;
http://www.crisisgroup.org/~/media/Files/Middle%20East%20North%20Africa/North%20Africa/107%2
0-%20Popular%20Protest%20in%20North%20Africa%20and%20the%20Middle%20East%20V%20%20Making%20Sense%20of%20Libya.pdf
In the so-called ‘Arab Spring’, no one in the West cared about the people of Bahrain, as it had no
corporate/Geo-political benefit;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/columnists/concoughlin/8389222/Why-the-Bahrain-rebellioncould-prove-calamitous-for-the-West.html
Fake BBC news video, purporting to show ‘protesters’ in Libya, but in fact showing demonstrators in
Delhi, India;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_-lzI8I0_0
Example of more contrived coverage of the Libya crisis, using unverifiable sources, uncredited data and
images;
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/42164455/ns/world_news-mideastn_africa/?gt1=43001
Gerald A. Perreira, discusses Gaddafi and the fake media coverage, in July 2011 on the Center For
Research on Globalisation;
http://www.globalresearch.ca/nato-will-be-defeated-in-libya/25634
US Ambassador to the UN Susan Rice alleges soldiers loyal to Gaddafi given Viagra and encouraged to
commit rapes;
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/apr/29/diplomat-gaddafi-troops-viagra-mass-rape
Amnesty dismisses US officials’ stories of Gaddafi troops committing rape and sexual offenses;
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/amnesty-questions-claim-that-gaddafi-ordered-rapeas-weapon-of-war-2302037.html
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Libya expert Susan Lindauer cites US Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney; ‘the only major purchaser of
Viagra bound for Libya was the US Government itself, which handed out Little Blue Pills to older Rebel
soldiers…’
http://www.federaljack.com/the-ugly-truth-libyan-rebel-beheads-gadhaffi-soldier-and-other-war-crimes/
Dr R. Breki, G Oheda and David Roberts’ early video during the crisis; 'a number of black African
migrants fleeing into Egypt testified that when they'd been captured in Benhgazi and Al-Baida, they'd
been forced (by the rebels) to wear Libyan military uniforms while being filmed and to *confess* that
they were mercenaries...'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtGYTb41TZg
The Washington Post, reports on black Libyans being tortured, killed and denied hospital treatment;
migrant workers “taken at gunpoint from their homes, workplaces and the street on account of their skin
color.”
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle-east/libyan-rebels-fight-pockets-of-resistance-continuehunt-for-gaddafi/2011/08/26/gIQAM2BpfJ_story.html
Maximilian C. Forte’s article; 'Indeed, the media collaborates, rapid to assert without evidence that any…
black man must be a 'mercenary'.
http://www.counterpunch.org/2011/08/31/the-top-ten-myths-in-the-war-against-libya/
‘Libya Race, Empire, and the Invention of Humanitarian Emergency’ by Maximilian C. Forte
(Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Concordia University, Canada); ‘even a year later, no
evidence of Gaddafi’s crimes…’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qfKJWyrnXU
Libyan rebels kidnap Russian journalists who were trying to report objectively on the uprising;
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-06-22/rebel-leaders-in-libya-s-misrata-curb-press-freedoms-ascasualties-mount.html
What is the difference between the riots in Libya and riots anywhere else in the world…?
https://theburningbloggerofbedlam.wordpress.com/2015/04/28/the-baltimore-riots-why-apparently-itstime-for-nato-and-the-un-security-council-to-get-involved/
Timeline of Destruction – March to October 2011
April 2011: Gaddafi rides through Tripoli, cheered by hundreds of Libyan citizens on the streets;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jqf4bWGvd08
Norwegian Hanne Nabintu Herland in televised interview of RT's Worlds Apart programme with the
excellent Oksana Boyko; ‘…just bomb anything that looks valuable.’
http://rt.com/shows/worlds-apart-oksana-boyko/217555-nato-libya-liberalism-religion/
NATO using cluster bombs and Depleted Uranium in Libya;
http://original.antiwar.com/david-wilson/2011/04/15/what-a-strange-way-to-protect-civilians-depleteduranium-and-libya/
US Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney reports from Tripoli on NATO’s bombing of civilians and use of
Depleted Uranium;
http://americanpowerblog.blogspot.co.uk/2011/05/cynthia-mckinney-statement-on-libya.html
Gaddafi’s speech: “You American, French and British - come and negotiate with us. It cannot be a ceasefire from just one side..."
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/apr/30/muammar-gaddafi-libya-tv-speech
Gaddafi agrees to truce and ‘peace road-map’, confirmed by African Union; NATO and the rebels ignore
it;
http://www.nationalpost.com/news/Gaddafi+accepts+peace+roadmap+Zuma/4591641/story.html
“Criminals and Barbarians” – NATO’s Civilian Casualties
Thousands of civilians killed by NATO and the rebels in just Sirte alone on just one day - 29th September;
http://www.wsws.org/articles/2011/sep2011/liby-s29.shtml
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British journalist Lizzie Phelan, virtually the only independent journalist left in Libya; listen to her account
of events in Tripoli;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3-IxEygKb4
Former Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto tells Sir David Frost that Osama bin Laden died in 2007;
months later, she too is assassinated;
http://universalfreepress.com/cover-pakistani-leader-said-bin-laden-dead-2007/
Russian netzine had published an article by Kirill Svetitsky; “There will be an attempt to kill Muammar
Qaddafi on or before May 2...”
http://www.iarex.ru/articles/14859.html
CNN reports May 27th speech by Gaddafi’s long-time wife, Safia;
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/africa/05/27/libya.gadhafi.wife/?hpt=T2
Alleged civilian sources within Libya report on the reality of what’s happening;
https://nsnbc.wordpress.com/2011/09/06/the-awfull-truth-of-libya/
NATO fighters drop a 1000-kgm bomb on Zlitan children’s hospital, killing approximately fifty people;
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/18/world/africa/scores-of-unintended-casualties-in-nato-war-inlibya.html?pagewanted=all
Algerian and German newspapers report that NATO used a large thermobaric bomb (called the nuclear
bomb of the poor) in Bani Walid, with 1200 deaths the result. There were also unconfirmed allegations
that NATO had used cluster-bombs and mustard gas;
http://www.algeria-isp.com/actualites/politique-libye/201110-A6546/libye-otan-utilise-une-bombe-faefuel-air-explosive-surnommee-bombe-atomique-pauvre-bani-walid-octobre-2011.html
http://julius-hensel.com/2011/10/libyen-bani-walid-ntc-sieges-lugen-und-nato-einsatz-verbotenerwaffen/
Example of mocking, belittling coverage of the Libyan crisis, the suffering of the Libyan people and of
Gaddafi’s speeches;
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1360343/Libya-Gaddafi-blames-Osama-bin-Ladenhallucinogenic-pills-Nescafe-uprising.html
Modern American warfare and cowardice: drone operators in Las Vegas bombing Libyan civilians and
government;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8543833/Libyas-war-fromabove-on-board-the-RAFs-E-3D-spy-plane.html

The End of Gaddafi and the End of Libya
Former US Congressman and civil rights activist Walter Fauntroy, goes into Libya on a peace mission.
“From what I heard and observed, more than 90 percent of the Libyan people love Gaddafi."
http://www.afro.com/sections/news/national/story.htm?storyid=72369
Clear proof that it was US/NATO drone strike that destroyed Gaddafi’s convoy in Sirte;
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/congress/gadhafi-death-amounts-to-victory-for-obamasapproach-but-little-impact-likely-on-election/2011/10/21/gIQAxAGi2L_story.html
Israeli intelligence outfit Debka indicates Gaddafi had in fact been captured by NATO Special Operations
Forces and delivered to the Misrata terrorists for execution;
http://www.debka.com/article/21400/
Gaddafi ‘sodomized with a knife’ by crazed rebels before being executed;
http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/10/17/gaddafis-final-hours-libyan-leader-beaten-and-stabbed-inbuttocks-while-loyalists-executed-by-militias-new-report-says/
Suggestions that it was a French spy that actually killed Gaddafi;
http://tribune.com.pk/story/446155/french-spy-not-lynch-mob-killed-gaddafi-report/
Hilary Clinton’s reaction to Gaddafi’s brutal murder;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fgcd1ghag5Y&feature=player_embedded
Human Rights Watch asks whether Gaddafi’s murder was a ‘war crime’; also uncovers evidence of
additional executions, torture and rebel crimes;
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http://news.nationalpost.com/2011/12/16/muammar-gaddafis-death-might-have-been-a-war-crime-icc/
Mainstream media reports that Gaddafi’s homes and properties ‘bombed for days on end’;
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-13585019

End-Game: The Gaddafi Check-Mate
Hugh Roberts of the International Crisis Group on why London, Paris and Washington were unwilling to
enter any negotiations, discuss any ceasefire or peaceful solution;
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v33/n22/hugh-roberts/who-said-gaddafi-had-to-go
Gaddafi’s fascinating 2010 interview with Australian interviewer George Negus, just months before the
start of the Libyan crisis;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUhZmO6P0NU
The Citizens Commission on Benghazi (CCB) report/PDF;
http://www.aim.org/benghazi/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/CCB-Interim-Report-4-22-2014.pdf
The inquest into Benghazi;
http://www.wnd.com/2015/01/military-veterans-benghazi-inquest-compromised/
Pentagon officials confirm that Benghazi narrative was a fiction and that Gaddafi had offered to go into
exile peacefully, but was ignored;
http://mobile.wnd.com/2015/01/admiral-u-s-could-have-ousted-gadhafipeacefully/#dUKQuGr2lO8ExpV6.99
Benjamin Barber on 'Nato's dirty war' in The Guardian, May 2nd 2011;
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/may/02/nato-gaddafi-libya-airstrikes?commentpage=last#end-of-comments

Further Information to Convict Hilary Clinton, Sarkozy & Others of Murder
Gaddafi’s convoy was travelling under ‘white flag’ truce and trying to leave peacefully when it was
attacked by NATO bombers;
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29530.htm
Wayne Madsen points out, 'If the rebels or NATO reneged on a promise of safe passage and ignored the
universally recognized white flag signifying truce and surrender, it would constitute a gross violation of
the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907…’
http://www.waynemadsenreport.com/
Former leaders of the Western-backed National Transitional Council accuse French President Nicolas
Sarkozy of personally ordering the assassination of Gaddafi on October 20th 2011;
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2012/10/gadd-o10.html
International consultant and author Adrian Salbuchi: ‘Gaddafi’s death was undoubtedly a message for the
whole world, as it was not just about Libya’;
http://rt.com/news/europe-usa-libya-gaddafi-425/
Libyan Foreign Minister says MI6 had been operating in Tripoli right until the start of the revolution in
February;
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/sep/05/abdul-hakim-belhaj-libya-mi6-torture?intcmp=239
In 2002, MI5 whistleblower David Shayler reveals British/MI5 collaborations with Al-Qaeda to
assassinate Gaddafi go all the way back to 1996;
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2002/nov/10/uk.davidshayler
Article from February 22nd 1987, written by the Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Seymour Hersh, reveals
CIA and British intelligence longstanding operations to assassinate Gaddafi or orchestrate a Libyan
coup/uprising;
http://www.nytimes.com/1987/02/22/magazine/target-qaddafi.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm
After Gaddafi: The ‘National Transitional Council’
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Ethnic cleansing in Tawherga, rebel crimes continue even after Gaddafi’s death;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8754375/Gaddafis-ghost-townafter-the-loyalists-retreat.html
Persecution and murder of Black Libyans;
http://news.antiwar.com/2011/09/18/2011/09/13/disappeared-thousands-of-libyan-blacks-turn-upmissing-in-rebel-offensives/
Persecuted Gaddafi loyalists and patriotic Libyans still profess their love for Gaddafi after his death;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8802302/Gaddafi-loyalistsstranded-as-battle-for-Sirte-rages.html
Persecution, summary executions and beheadings and the like all continued even after the 'war' had been
'won', along with retaliatory attacks;
http://libyancivilwar.blogspot.co.uk/2012/04/beheadings-in-free-post-war-libya.html
"There's torture, extrajudicial executions, rape of both men and women”;
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/libya-militias-torture-gaddafi-supporters-to-death-in-camps7443801.html
Mainstream media reports Gaddafi’s plans for democratic reforms and goal to rid the state of corrupt
politicians – just prior to the start of the uprising;
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/africa/7591458.stm
‘This prompted an unusually open airing of dissent from top government officials, who said the plan
would wreak havoc in the economy…’
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2009/03/03/libya-oil-idUKL359112620090303
Who were the political figures pushing for ‘Libyan Revolution’ and Western intervention..?
http://www.independent.co.uk/opinion/commentators/patrick-cockburn-the-shady-men-backed-bythewest-to-displace-gaddafi-2260826.html
Hugh Roberts, former director of the International Crisis Group’s North Africa Project, poses the question
of whether 'what we have been witnessing is a revolution or a counter-revolution.';
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v33/n22/hugh-roberts/who-said-gaddafi-had-to-go
A background check on key political figures of the 2011 anti-Gaddafi operation suggests 'the entire Libyan
rebel movement has been backed by the US and UK for nearly 30 years.’;
http://landdestroyer.blogspot.com/2011/03/war-with-libya.html
Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Seymour Hersh exposes the Benghazi ‘rat line’; the network used to
smuggle weapons and jihadists from Libya into Syria, via Turkey;
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v36/n08/seymour-m-hersh/the-red-line-and-the-rat-line
Ahmad Barqawi on the NATO governments’ agenda in Libya;
http://friendsofsyria.co/2015/03/15/the-future-gaddafi-foresaw/
The torture and murder of Libya’s former Ambassador to France, Omar Brebesch.
http://www.hrw.org/news/2012/02/02/libya-diplomat-dies-militia-custody
Amnesty reports the widespread torture of Libyans by the militias, even months after Gaddafi’s death;
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/feb/16/amnesty-widespread-torture-libyan-militias
Reports of NATO-backed militias torturing Gaddafi (civilian) supporters to death in camps;
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/libya-militias-torture-gaddafi-supporters-to-death-in-camps7443801.html
The lead National Transitional Council figure, Mustafa Abdul Jalil, admits that he knew at the time that
Gaddafi *hadn't* given anyone any order to fire on civilians in Benghazi; but says he had gone along with
the lie for the sake of having Gaddafi toppled. He also admits the entire ‘revolution’ was a fake.
https://youtu.be/Jjf5MTKHbqw

Libya NOW: A ‘Failed State’
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In an irony of ironies, Libya's post-Gaddafi PM threatening protesters with troops just last year;
http://www.libya-analysis.com/libya-pm-threatens-eastern-protesters-with-troops/
Amnesty International publishes document (2015) revealing the extent to which Libya is now a real-life
horror story, declaring that ‘Libya is a place full of cruelty’;
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde19/1578/2015/en
The ‘Libya Dawn’ militia in Tripoli just recently sentenced Saif al-Islam Gaddafi and eight other members
of the former government to death in what is regarded by all observers as a sham trial;
https://theburningbloggerofbedlam.wordpress.com/2015/07/29/betrayed-abandoned-sentenced-to-deathsaif-gaddafi-the-man-who-could-have-brought-liberty-to-libya/
ISIS/ISIL now have a major presence in Libya despite being a product of Iraq and Syria;
http://www.libya-analysis.com/isis-fighters-take-over-major-libyan-oilfields/
The murder of the female Libyan human rights lawyer, Salwar Bughaghis;
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jun/26/salwa-bugaighis-libyan-shot-dead-benghazi
A petition was recently being circulated, started by a group of Libyan activists, demanding that Benghazi
be declared a "disaster zone";
https://bravenewlibya.wordpress.com/2014/11/15/dispatches-from-benghazi-crisis-alert/
NBC goes further and defines Libya as a "failed state";
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/deadly-libya-violence-pushes-country-toward-failed-staten169331

Post-Gaddafi BBC analyses on 'Lawless Libya';
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-24472322
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-19744533
As in post-invasion Iraq, Libyan Christians also being persecuted once Gaddafi was gone;
http://www.raymondibrahim.com/from-the-arab-world/hatred-of-christians-unleashed-in-libya/
http://www.raymondibrahim.com/from-the-arab-world/mass-arrest-and-torture-of-christians-in-libya/
Hardline Islamists Ansar al-Sharia ride around in 'police' convoys looking very much like ISIS/ISIL;
http://asian-defence-news.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/libyan-civil-war-ansar-al-sharia-new.html
Sadiq Ghariani, the 'Grand Mufti', probably involved in the brutal murder of human rights lawyer Hamida
Al-Hadi Al-Asfar, has been using the UK as a base from which to encourage the violent extremists,
including
Islamic
State,
to
consolidate
their
control
of
Libya;
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/terrorism-in-the-uk/11065715/Radical-cleric-uses-UK-asbase-to-preach-in-support-of-violent-Islamists.html
ISIS/Islamic State terrorists imported into post-Gaddafi Libya;
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/isis-release-new-videos-showing-gruesome-executions-middle-east-libya1497228
Mass migration and refugee exodus through fallen Libya, leading to ‘Migrant Crisis’ in Europe;
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/19/700-migrants-feared-dead-mediterranean-shipwreckworst-yet
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/14/400-drowned-libya-italy-migrant-boat-capsizes
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/06/at-night-its-like-a-horror-movie-inside-calaiss-officialshanty-town

The Case for the Prosecution: The Crime & the Criminals
The International Crisis Group outright rubbished the claims made about Gaddafi, Libya and Benghazi,
for which they could find no supporting evidence;
http://www.crisisgroup.org/~/media/Files/Middle%20East%20North%20Africa/North%20Africa/107%2
0-%20Popular%20Protest%20in%20North%20Africa%20and%20the%20Middle%20East%20V%20%20Making%20Sense%20of%20Libya.pdf
The Washington Times ago publishes audio tapes of conversations between US and Libyan officials in
2011, revealing that the US intelligence community had gathered no evidence of an "impending genocide"
in Libya;
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http://www.washingtontimes.com/listen-tapes-libya-clinton/

If you still think Lockerbie was the doing of Libya or Gaddafi…
http://www.thedossier.info/video_revealed.htm
http://news.scotsman.com/lockerbie/Police-chief-Lockerbie-evidence-was.2656485.jp
http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/lockerbie/resources/pdf/interfor_report.pdf
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/1872996.stm
http://www.theweek.co.uk/politics/13049/how-megrahi-and-libya-were-framed-lockerbie
Impartial experts remain divided to this day as to the legality of the intervention and whether the
precedents genuinely exist in international law to make the NATO/UN interference in Libya legitimate;
http://jcsl.oxfordjournals.org/content/17/1/81.abstract
March 2011 interview with Noam Chomsky, tearing the UN Resolution to shreds and highlighting the
absolute illegality of the NATO intervention;
http://www.chomsky.info/interviews/20110330.htm
Ireal Shamir’s analysis of the intervention;
http://www.counterpunch.org/2011/05/05/the-libyan-war-crime/

Motives: Why Libya Was Targeted
Russian Intelligence source revealed leaked letter from Libyan rebel leaders promising France 35 percent
of all Libyan oil;
http://pics.livejournal.com/kir_t34/pic/0002eg15/
Some background to Gaddafi’s Man-Made River, Water Privatisation, ‘Water Wars’, etc;
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Water/Privatization_TidalWave.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=NNraCDNs8-Q
Hugh Roberts, former director of the International Crisis Group’s North Africa Project, on French water
firms and the plan to seize Gaddafi’s ‘Eighth Wonder of the World’;
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v33/n22/hugh-roberts/who-said-gaddafi-had-to-go
To suggest that Libya/2011 was one of the greatest 'gold heists' in history might not be an exaggeration;
https://youtu.be/a_LjXW9bvU0
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/battle-libya-almost-over-battle-its-144-tons-gold
Lockerbie reimbursements: Gaddafi had been demanding reimbursement of the billions of dollars Libya
had been forced to pay for the Lockerbie false-flag;
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/02/23/us-gaddafi-oilcompanies-wikileaksidUSTRE71M5Y420110223
Gaddafi himself warns that Islamist militias and violent terrorism will spread across Africa is Libya is
destabilised;
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/01/25/before-he-was-overthrown-and-killed-libyan-dictatormuammar-gaddafi-warned-jihadists-would-conquer-northern-africa/
‘ISIS/ISIL’ threatens to flood Europe with Libya refugees;
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/559210/Islamic-State-ISIL-Flood-Europe-Libya-Migrants

Conclusions: We Have Become the Devil…
New Zealand Herald reports on major oil-companies, multi-nationals descending on Libya after Gaddafi’s
death for a piece of the profit;
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=10753134
More on the post-Gaddafi Western/corporate feeding frenzy for Libyan profit;
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/dash-for-profit-in-postwar-libya-carveup2342798.html
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/08/22/us-libya-investment-idUSTRE77L4NG20110822
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As of July 2015, the criminal David Cameron wants to start bombing Libya again – in other words,
bombing very the people for whose sake he was originally bombing Gaddafi’s people;
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/07/27/uk-britain-cameron-libya-idUKKCN0Q115X20150727
What We Can Do – Our Only Real Power
The government of Malaysia recently convicted George W. Bush and Tony Blair in absentia of ‘War
Crimes’ for the illegal invasion of Iraq;
http://themillenniumreport.com/2014/07/first-george-w-bush-tony-blair-found-guilty-of-war-crimes-inmalaysia-then-malaysia-airliner-missile-strike-was-it-mh-17-or-mh-370/
I was recently contacted by a journalist based in Turkey, who told informed me of the formal filing he’d
made with the International Criminal Court to indict the ‘United States, Turkey and Their Global Gang’
(as he put it) of War Crimes in Syria;
http://www.brighteningglance.org/slaughter-in-syria-war-crimes-charges-against-turkey-andamerica.html
The UK Parliament has in fact just begun an official inquiry into the British government’s role in the
Libyan crime of 2011 (feel free to submit information from this document to the inquest via the link below
if you wish to);
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/foreign-affairscommittee/inquiries1/parliament-2015/libya-policy/
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